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Abstract
In telecommunication systems the final and most important evaluation is that of the end user. Subjective studies in the area have shown
that the opinion of users under the same technical conditions is highly
diverse. While rigorous guidelines and narrowly setup studies can alleviate the diversity, results still clearly show that users have different
experiences under the same technical conditions. Thus, models that
accurately estimate the experience of users in telecommunication systems need to include not only the technical conditions, but also the
aspects of the user and the context, in which the telecommunication
is used.
This thesis approaches the challenge with the concept of Personal
Quality of Experience (QoE). The goal changes from determining an
average quality opinion of a specific system configuration, to estimating the experience of a specific user in a specific situation during
usage of a system. This Personal QoE should reflect how well the
system delivers the service it is providing, taking into account the situational context, the user’s behavior and the user’s individual traits.
Specifically, this thesis, explores within the case of multi-party desktop video-conferencing how different contextual factors, the user’s
behavior and characteristics can be incorporated in user evaluations,
as well as how the accuracy of the results can be improved with these
factors.
Within this multi-party setup the thesis explores how the context of multi-party video-conferencing constructs a different quality
perspective for each participant. The individual audiovisual streams
each participant receives are dependent on the network connection
between each participant and can thus be different on each receivers’
site. In turn, each user is presented with a different composition of
media qualities. This thesis shows that this results in a ”contrast effect”: lower video qualities are perceived worse the more good video
qualities are co-present and vice versa, good video qualities are perceived better the more low video qualities are present.
A further aspect about multi-party conversations is that the conversation dynamics are more complex than in the dyadic case. While
in the dyadic case the roles of speaker and listener are symmetrical in
group conversations some individuals take often a much more active

role than others. This thesis studies these roles with different levels
of delay introduced in the video-conferencing system, which is known
to interfere in remote conversations. The results show clearly that
more active participants are more impacted by the delay than less
active interlocutors, thus showing that user behavior is a factor influencing QoE. The thesis explored user engagement as part of the user
factors. Engagement describes the user’s current state of involvement
with the ongoing conversation and their focus on the task at hand.
On the one hand, an engaged user is more concentrated on the activity, whereby they can more easily notice quality changes in the
medium that conducts this activity. On the other hand, engagement
goes along with a reduced awareness of aspects not directly concerned
with the activity. Therefore, the user’s perception of quality details
could also be reduced. In a study manipulating the video-quality,
next to quality ratings also engagement was assessed, it was clearly
shown that users who reported a higher engagement, also reported a
higher perceived quality. Finally, this thesis showed, with the help of
a variance component analysis employing mixed effect models, that
building partly individual models for users and groups more than
doubled the accuracy of the models. As classical statistical models
are unpractical to approach a multitude of features, the Lasso feature selection algorithm was used to construct different models. The
models combining up to 12 features, i.e. the system factors and a
selection of user and interaction factors, could achieve a performance
close to the variance explained with mixed effect models.
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1
Since the early beginnings of real-time tele-communication, researchers have conducted subjective studies to determine how users
experience the quality of the system (e.g. [29, 90, 116]). The Mean
Opinion Score (MOS), an average of user ratings on a standardized
scale, is the de-facto standard to quantify the users’ perceived quality. However, many studies have shown that user opinions can be
highly diverse even though the same technical conditions are set up.
Even small changes in the setup of a study can have a strong impact
on the outcome [102, 59, 85]. This makes it even more difficult to
conduct these kinds of studies and achieve clear results. In order to
tackle this problem, extensive guidelines and recommendations for
conducting user studies have been drawn up by the community and
standardized by International Telecom Union (ITU) (e.g. [72, 73,
69, 71]). Although such standards are necessary to allow comparison
among studies, ensure consistent quality between research laboratories and lead to homogeneous study results, they do not address the
challenge related to the fact that, in real world usage, different users
will have different opinions about the quality under the same technical conditions. Thus, it is very hard for system providers to optimize
the quality with ratings obtained from user studies.
In this thesis, we approach this challenge by applying the concept of personal Quality of Experience (QoE). The goal changes from
determining an average quality opinion of a specific system configuration, to estimating the experience of a specific user in a specific
situation during use of a system. This personal QoE is meant reflect
how well the system delivers the service it is providing, taking additionally into account non-system factors, meaning the context specific
to the situation, the user behavior and the user’s individual traits.
To be able to achieve this goal we need to understand how these various non-system factors influence the impact that system factors have
on the experience of the user. In turn, user studies, which normally
consist of system factors as input factors and user ratings as output
factors, need to be extended and incorporate user and usage factors.
Taking into account these non-system factors make user studies more
challenging, as it is not possible to control non-system factors in the
experiment setup and it is often difficult to operationalize and quantify them.
The specific case to be studied to be in this thesis is multi-party
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desktop video-conferencing. The thesis will explore how different
contextual factors, user behavior and user characteristics can be incorporated in user evaluations, as well as how the accuracy of the
results can be improved by using at these factors. Finally, the thesis
will address and demonstrate how models for estimating the personal
QoE of users can be build.
In the last decade, video-conferencing has established itself as one
of the standard tools for tele-communication. Video-mediated group
communication has increasingly become part of our daily lives1 –we
use it to catch up with family overseas, do a job interview or watch
the latest football match with far away friends. Current Internet
connections deliver sufficient bandwidth that allow current end user
devices to run group video-conferencing sessions.
However, bad quality is still a reality. Long delays and pixelated
videos constantly interrupt our remote conversations. These disturbances are caused by network fluctuations and temporary bottlenecks
in the Internet. Video quality is steadily increasing, for example with
higher resolutions, and so is the needed bandwidth. Moreover, in
recent years, video traffic has constantly increased the share of bandwidth used2 and desktop multi-party video-conferencing has been the
fastest growing area. The current approach for delivering high quality
to customers is to push the maximum quality that is possible under
the current network conditions. With this approach, substantial resources are spent on minuscule quality differences that users will not
even notice. To manage the amount of traffic in a sustainable and
ecological manner, we need to change the delivery scheme from the
maximum possible quality to the maximum needed quality. But how
do we determine what the ”needed” quality is?
In order to build systems that make smart decisions, not only
based on the available resources but also based on the experience they
provide, we first need to understand how users experience different
qualities. Past user evaluations of tele-communication technologies,
as we discuss in detail in section 2.4, were designed to evaluate telephone connections and are not suitable for video-conferencing services. These tests assess a MOS for a given connection, which could
1 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visualnetworking-index-vni/VNI Hyperconnectivity WP.html
2 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visualnetworking-index-vni/VNI Hyperconnectivity WP.html
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be used to plan and build a telephone network. However, these assessments do not provide the fine-grained knowledge necessary to
optimize ongoing remote conversations. To perform real-time optimizations of specific video-conferencing sessions, it is insufficient to
work with averages for all usage situations and user groups. The
optimization might improve the experience for one group of users
while at the same time deteriorate the experience of another group of
users. To apply real-time optimizations, we need to gain a deep understanding of which user characteristics, usage situation or behavior
lead to different experiences. This thesis explores how users experience the fluctuating quality of modern group video-conferencing and
how we can provide the necessary fine-grained results needed to improve modern video-conferencing systems.
To better understand what users are experiencing we should have
a closer look at the video-conferencing case. Remote conversations are
the basis of virtually all activities conducted via video-conferencing.
The purposes and goals for holding conversations are manifold and
unlimited, people might want to discuss a point of view, clarify and
solve problems, build and maintain social relationships, or simply
relax and have fun. Whether we have a good or bad experience ultimately depends on how the conversation develops, depending on
its purpose and fulfillment. However, there are more factors, at a
secondary level, that influence our experience, such as: how comfortable we are in the environment, the mood in which we start
the conversation, how smooth the interaction goes and, in case of
video-mediated conversations, how well the video-conferencing system works. From the perspective of building, running and evaluating
video-conferencing systems or services, we are not directly concerned
with the actual purpose and course of a conversation from the perspective of meaning and content. We are concerned with enabling
the conversation, and thus the whole experience, by providing the
system part.
As we have established, the content- and meaning-driven experience of users is outside of our scope. As system designers and evaluators, we are interested in the quality of the experience that the
system enables users to have, therefore only concerned with the role
of the system. This can be described as the Quality of Service (QoS)
approach: the quality of the complete service is an aggregation of the
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quality of the technical parameters of the system [165]. In turn, many
user tests for this approach have been designed to focus explicitly on
the technical parameter that is tested, but do not take into account
the actual usage situation. Such tests reveal the boundaries of human
perception but tell us little about the participants’ experience. This
approach showed some shortcomings. For example, while technical
improvements went sometimes unnoticed by users, services that provided clearly worse quality were preferred by users and evaluations
showed high diversity in users opinions [102].
Past research has evaluated the experience users have when using
tele-communication systems. As mentioned before, these studies have
shown that different users have a different experience under the same
system conditions. Thus, the challenge in determining the impact of
system parameters does not lie in designing a better testing scenario
or providing more detailed instructions to participants to achieve that
all ratings converge. The challenge remains in acknowledging that
different users actually have a different experience. Therefore, rather
than assessing the MOS of a connection, we should move towards
estimating the personal QoE for individual users. The key towards
this kind of knowledge lies in understanding the interplay of system
factors and non-technical influencing factors. It has been shown (for
example with the variance component analysis reported in chapter 6)
that the impact of the system factors is strongly dependent on the
other influencing factors. Considering the interplay between system
and non-technical factors helps to understand the results of evaluations and will eventually allow us to optimize systems or services
for the actual ongoing conversation, in the specific situation it takes
place and for each participant individually.
The foundation for this approach is the concept of Quality of
Experience (QoE), which tries to capture the experience a user has
while using a system or service in respect to its expected function
[104]. Fig. 1.1 shows the conceptual model that guided the research
presented in this thesis. This conceptual model shows the different
influencing factors structured by our research approach. System factors are placed on the left side as they provide our starting point and
we can accurately control and measure them. On the right side of the
model we placed the QoE, as this is the construct we want to investigate and measure. The dark orange arrow from System Factors to

5
QoE indicates that this is the main relationship we are interested in.
Since we have already established that a simple direct relationship
between System Factors and QoE is insufficient to quantify QoE in a
meaningful way, we placed User Behavior and Factors in the middle,
as they mediate the impact of System Factors on QoE. All these elements are embedded in the Context Factors, as the context in which
a video-conference takes place will influence user behavior and user
factors, as well as the QoE. Part of the system factors, such as the
used device, are also part of the context factors.

Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of QoE (based on [125, 118, 44, 135])

The need for a new approach of evaluating communication systems is rooted in the new infrastructure for tele-communication, especially video-conferencing. The first telephone services were built
on a model of dedicated connection setups. In the beginning, each
telephone call would have a dedicated line or assured resources in
the infrastructure of the telecom provider. The connection would not
change during the call. This way, stable quality was assured, unless
influenced by external factors. In this type of ecosystem, evaluating
the average quality for a given setup would suffice in order to plan
and build a system with a chosen ratio between quality and resources
[102].
The video-conferencing solutions adopted by the mass market are
over-the-top services, running over the public Internet. In consequence, many components in a video-conferencing solution, such as
the network, are out of the control or scope of the video-conferencing
provider. As such, video-conferencing solutions are competing with
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all existing traffic, resulting in frequent fluctuations in available bandwidth and transmission delay. The providers gain more control over
other components, such as the video-conferencing client, in the sense
that they can be modified more easily and extended when compared
to solutions tightly coupled to the network. Together with this shift
in technology, a shift in the conceptual model occurred: while telephone calls are usually paid by the minute, the Internet is ”always
on” and the video-conferencing service does not result in additional
costs. As a logical result, video-conferencing is used for a wide-range
of activities: cooking together from distance, watching videos or having small group gatherings. The multi-party scenario is especially
resource consuming and prone to quality fluctuations. The available
bandwidth has to be divided amongst the connected clients. Moreover, depending on each participant’s connection and the employed
infrastructure of the service, each participant will have a connection
with different quality.
Video-conferencing providers are facing a dramatic rise in complexity of the technology and usage scenarios. On the other hand,
the current infrastructure also gives rise to opportunities for optimizing individual connection at runtime. However, the ”one-size-fits-all”
approach of quality evaluations neither gives insight into the actual
experience of participants, nor does it allow the provider to make
optimizations.
Insights into the user experience can naturally only be obtained
through evaluations with the different users. While there is a large
body of research on video-mediated real-time communication (see
chapter 2), they provide little insight into the quality aspects of the
system or service. Many of the early user evaluations of multi-party
video-conferencing did not manipulate technical parameters but conducted comparisons between audiovisual, audio-only and face-to-face
meetings (amongst others [147, 163, 114]). They used the turn-taking
metric [129], a conversation analysis technique that looks at the timing of utterances in terms of ”on-off” speaking patterns to establish
that the communication patterns in video-mediated group conferences change due to the introduced delay and the absence of certain
cues (such as gaze). Most of the research on QoE in the area of
real-time communication is focused on two-party conversations and
audio-only connections, leaving us with a gap of knowledge in the

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

7

rapidly growing3 area of multi-party conferencing.
In Fig. 1.2 we have extended the model in Fig. 1.1. We have broken down the factors that research previously addressed, and added
the factors that are explored in this thesis. We can see that the majority of previous research has been conducted in the area of two-party
studies (in blue) and that multi-party studies were often audio-only
conferencing (green dashed).

Figure 1.2: Extension of the QoE model in Fig. 1.1 detailing
aspects that have been researched in the area of QoE for teleconferencing

1.1

Research Questions

This thesis is concerned with the evaluation of video-conferencing
from the end user perspective. Within the larger context of design3 http://blogs.skype.com/2016/01/12/ten-years-of-skype-video-yesterdaytoday-and-something-new/
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ing and developing video-conferencing systems, the ultimate goal will
be to improve systems based on the outcome of such evaluations.
Desktop video-conferencing is an over-the-top service used in many
situations by a large variety of users. The assumptions is that these
services can be optimized in real-time by understanding not only
the impact of the system factors in general, but also in light of the
ongoing situation and current users. The overarching research question can be formulated as ”What is the QoE a particular user
has in a video-conferencing session?”. A multitude of aspects
are involved in the factors influencing QoE in multi-party videoconferencing . Therefore, we have to break this question down into
subquestions that can be operationalized. Furthermore, the insights
we acquire during the evaluations have to be specific and quantitative, so that we can attribute them to specific factors of QoE.
More specifically, we can formulate one subgoal of the overarching
question as ”What is the impact of a system factor on the QoE in
relation to non-technical factors?” In other words, we are interested
in the interplay of technical and non-technical factors in QoE.
In order to achieve the required fine-grained control needed to
examine such relationships, we opted for controlled laboratory studies
as our main methodology. For these studies, we employed a classical
experimental design, in which we manipulated a set of factors (e.g.
independent variables), and measured the change in other factors (e.g.
dependent variables). Non-technical factors, such as the participants’
behavior, cannot be controlled like the technical factors of a videoconferencing system. Hence, we treat these factors as co-variates that
we measure during the experiment.
We structured our approach based on the three non-technical
influencing factors. We first approach an aspect which is novel in
the multi-party context: experiencing different video-qualities at the
same time. Then we examine the interplay of a system factor and
user behavior by looking at delay and conversational roles. Finally,
we study the impact of video-quality on QoE in relation to user factors, particularly how we can predict it by including user behavior,
background information and the current user state.

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
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Context

In the context of multi-party video-conferencing it is necessary to
compose the video stream of each participant into one screen for the
overall session. The video quality of each of these streams is dependent on the resources, bandwidth and device capabilities, available
at the receiver and sender site. Eventually, all participants may see
each other in a different quality, resulting in a composition of different qualities. This unique feature of multi-party video-conferencing is
yet unexplored. Meaning that it is currently unknown if and how the
differences between the video qualities influence the user experience.
This aspect is addressed by the following research question.
• Research Question 1: What is the effect of the composition of video-streams from different participants in different encoding qualities on the overall perceived video
quality?

1.1.2

User Behavior

Video-conferencing allows us to communicate with other people over
distance. The interaction with our communication partners is an
integral part of the experience we are having. Video-conferencing,
belonging to the field of computer-mediated-communication, is significantly different to other computer systems, since most of the interaction does not happen with the system but through the system. In
order to understand how interaction shapes the experience in videoconferencing, we have to look at the dynamics of the ongoing conversation.
Research found that the interactivity (i.e. the pace of a conversation) plays a crucial role in the perception of delay [80, 34, 90].
These works are based on dyadic conversations, which have a different dynamics than small group conversations. Dyadic conversations
have a symmetric relationship between the two conversation partners.
One participant is always the speaker and the other the addressee.
When the speaker changes, the roles are automatically reversed. In
small groups, we also have one speaker but multiple listeners, some
of whom may not be directly addressed by the current speaker, the
“side-listeners”. Due to the symmetry in dyadic conversations, both
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partners are equally affected by the delay. This does not necessarily
hold true for the multi-party situation. If we want to understand the
QoE of individuals, we need to examine if the delay affects participants in the same session differently. To advance the knowledge in
this aspect, we formulate the following research question.

• Research Question 2: How does the delay impact the
QoE of different participants based on their conversational behavior?

1.1.3

User Factors

User factors are concerned with background aspects of participants,
such as previous experiences with video-conferencing and personal
preferences. They also include user state, with factors like the current
mood and state of mind of the user. The user state has a reciprocal
relationship with QoE, which means that the current user state can
influence the quality experience and the other way around.
In this thesis, we are focusing on the user state engagement. In
this context we are using engagement [112] to describe the user’s current state of involvement with the ongoing conversation. Engagement
is closely related to the concept of immersion [97]. Both concepts
describe the user’s concentration on the task at hand and the awareness of the surrounding environment and time is reduced. On the one
hand, an engaged user is more concentrated on the activity, which
makes it more likely that the user quickly notices quality changes
of the medium that conducts this activity. On the other hand, engagement goes along with reduced awareness of aspects not directly
concerned with the activity. Therefore, the user’s perception of quality details may be lowered. We use the following research question
to guide the research into the engagement aspect of the user state in
relation to QoE.

• Research Question 3: Is the QoE of participants related
to their engagement?

1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS

1.2
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Contributions

This thesis compiles the results from several experiments that were
conducted with the goal of answering the overall research question.
Fig. 1.3 provides an overview of the individual factors examined in
this thesis and color-coded according to the research questions they
address.

1.2.1

Overall Contribution

This thesis contributes to answer to the overall question ”What
is the experience of a particular in an ongoing videoconferencing session?” by advancing the knowledge in the area of
the individual experience of users in multi-party video-conferencing
sessions.
This thesis fills the gap of research knowledge for multi-party aspects in video-conferencing needed to build QoE estimation models.
With a large body of knowledge available on multi-party audio conferencing, this thesis provides insights related to video-quality. It
quantifies the influence on QoE that originates from composing different video qualities in the same session. It provides QoE thresholds
for video-quality with current HD capable systems.
This thesis further provides the necessary insights to building
models that are more accurate by focusing on the individual. The
results presented in this thesis show that non-system factors have a
higher influence on QoE of participants than system factors. A detailed analysis shows that the impact of delay is significantly different for participants in the same session based on their conversational
role. It further shows that more engaged participants report a significantly better QoE than less engaged participants under the same
conditions. The thesis paves the way for predicting the individual
QoE, for it shows that using a multitude of user and interaction factors can achieve prediction accuracy that significantly exceeds that
of models which take only system factors into account.
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Figure 1.3: Extension of the QoE model in Fig. 1.1 with the specific
factors examined in this thesis

1.2.2

Contribution 1: The contrast effect - the
composition of different video qualities affects the perceived video quality.

Research question 1 (blue in Fig. 1.3) focuses on whether the composition of the different video stream qualities has an effect on the
perceived video quality. To address this question, we conducted an
experiment that explored the impact of the system factor Quality
Composition, which only exists in the context of multi-party sessions. In the experiment, participants rated the overall and individual perceived video quality of two video clips from different tasks. The
analysis of the results showed that there is a contrast effect for the individual ratings: the ratings for the lower encoded streams were worse
the higher encoded streams were co-presented, and vice versa. The
higher encoded stream was rated higher the lower encoded streams
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were presented. The results also suggest that the overall perceived
video quality was affected. In the experiment, video-clips from two
different tasks were employed: one audio focused and one visual focused . The visual focused task was constantly rated higher than the
audio focused task , suggesting that the kind of interaction has an
influence on the perception. Similarly, taking into account the audio
interaction of the video clip allowed us to the improve the precision
of the audio focused task but showed no effect on the visual focused
task .
This subject is described in detail in chapter 3 and is based on
the article ”The contrast effect: QoE of Mixed Video-Qualities at the
same time” submitted to the Springer Journal ”User and Quality of
Experience”.

1.2.3

Contribution 2: QoE-TB: A testbed for interactive multi-party QoE studies.

Research question 1 was concerned with perceived video quality and
not specifically QoE. Thus, it was feasible to conduct the corresponding experiment in a passive study. In passive experiments participants are presented short video-clips with content related to videoconferencing and asked to rate them. Passive experiments have the
advantage that they need less resources and are easily repeatable.
The drawback of passive experiments is that they do not include actual interaction and do not provide the same experience as being in
a video-conferencing session. In contrast, in interactive experiments,
participants use a video-conferencing system and their ratings reflect
the QoE in real world scenarios. As the rest of research questions
were concerned with interaction and user factors, a passive methodology was not appropriate. Real-time control and measurement of
system parameters is an essential task. Initial feasibility studies with
commercial video-conferencing systems showed that these systems
do not fulfill the requirements for a video-conferencing system to be
used for conducting QoE studies. As a result, QoE-TB, a videoconferencing toolset that was designed especially to run user studies,
was developed. In the course of this work, a requirement analysis
was conducted, in which researchers in the field were asked about
their problems and needs with regard to the systems used in these
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studies. QoE-TB fulfills these requirements by providing methods for
fine-grained control of the system parameters, facilitating the moderator to listen into the conversation without being present in the
session as well as to remotely control the clients, script experiment
procedures and recording facilities for all transmitted media on the
receiver and sender side. Furthermore, it contains extensive capabilities for logging the experiment steps and it is easily extensible for
specific experiment tasks. The player and analyzer components allow
playback of recorded sessions, speech segmentation and calculation of
speech metrics as well as annotation of the conducted experiments.
This contribution is described in detail in chapter ?? and based
on the following articles
• ”A Quality of Experience Testbed for Socially Aware VideoMediated Group Communication” presented in 2013 at the Socially Aware Multimedia Workshop of ACM Multimedia
• ITU-T Contributions C135 - ”Evaluation of multi-party audiovisual telemeetings” ”Requirements for a QoE Testbed for Audiovisual Telemeetings” presented at the ”ITU-T StudyGroup
10: QoS, QoE and Performance” Meeting in December 2013
• ITU-T Contributions C222 ”Requirements for a QoE Testbed
for Audiovisual Telemeetings” presented at the ”ITU-T StudyGroup 10: QoS, QoE and Performance” Meeting in September
2014

1.2.4

Contribution 3: Participants experience delay differently depending on their conversational role.

Research question 2 (green in Fig. 1.3) inquires whether participants perceive delay differently depending on their involvement in
the conversation. In order to answer this question, interactive experiments were conducted in which groups of five participants had an
ad-hoc discussion over a video-conferencing system. The discussion
was based on a problem-solving team-building exercise. Participants
were asked to rate the overall quality of the system and specifically indicate how strongly they noticed and were annoyed by the delay. One
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randomly selected participant was assigned the role of the discussion
moderator. The analysis of the audio data showed that, in reality,
the assigned moderator would not always fulfill this role. Clustering
the participants by their audio interaction, specifically the speaking time, revealed that there were two groups of participants: active
participants (mostly one per group, often but not always the moderator) and non-active participants. The two groups had a different
perception of the delay. While the QoE of the active participants
was significantly impacted at 500ms of added delay, non-active participants perceived this drop at 1000ms. At this level and higher
delay levels, the perception of participants was similar. In a setup, in
which only one participant got added delay, meaning that the interdestination synchronization was manipulated, it was found that the
participants without additional delay also experienced disturbances
in the connection.
This contribution is described in detail in chapter 5 and based on
• ”Methods for Evaluating MediaSync in Realtime Communication” Chapter in the Springer ”Mediasync: Handbook on Multimedia Synchronization”
• ITU-T Recommendation ”P.1305 - Effects of delay in telemeetings”
• ”The Influence of Interactivity Patterns on the Quality of Experience in Multi-Party Video Mediated Conversation” presented
in 2014 at the Socially Aware Multimedia Workshop at ACM
Multimedia
• ”Asymmetric Delay in Video Mediated Group Discussions” presented in 2014 at QoMEX

1.2.5

Contribution 4:
QoE.

Engagement influences

Research question 3 (orange in Fig. 1.3) quantifies the impact of
user factors on the QoE, specifically engagement. The experiment
manipulated the bitrate of the video encoding and the packet loss in
the connection and assessed the perception of the overall , video and
audio quality. The experiment was conducted with a visually focused
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task, in which each participant had to assemble a Lego model with
incomplete instructions (each participant got a specific section of the
full set of instructions). The results showed that the QoE of participants did not significantly improve after 1024kbit/s and packet loss
had a minor, but significant, impact. The statistical analysis showed
that while the effects of the system factors were significant, they
only accounted for approximately 30% of the variance in the ratings.
A performed variance component analysis revealed that similarities
within the user (as the experiment was conducted in a repeated measure design) or session (i.e. the group of participants) accounted for
approximately 40% of the variance in the ratings. This proved that
a large part of the QoE is neither caused by the system factors, nor
is it random. To explore the user and interaction factors that play a
role in the formation of the QoE, the engagement of participants was
assessed with an established engagement questionnaire. The statistical analysis showed that there was a clear relationship between the
QoE and the participants’ engagement: higher engaged participants
also reported a higher QoE. Many of the other measured user and
interaction factors showed weak influences on the QoE. As classical
statistical models are unpractical to approach a multitude of features,
the Lasso feature selection algorithm was used to construct different
models. The model combining up to 12 features, i.e. the system
factors and a selection of user and interaction factors, achieves a performance close to the variance explained with mixed effect models. A
closer analysis of the interaction also showed that worse video quality
lead to participants using less visual interaction (measured by motion
in the video) and relying more on audio interaction.
This contribution is detailed in chapter 6 and is based on
• ”Towards individual QoE for multi-party video conferencing”
published 2018 in IEEE Transactions in Multimedia
• ”1Mbit is enough: video quality in multi-party videoconferencing” presented 2016 at QoMEX.

1.3

Structure of the thesis

The remaining part of this thesis is structured in the following way:
In chapter 2 we lay out the related work to QoE in multi-party video-
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conferencing, showing the foundations on which this thesis is build
and the state-of-the-art research in the area. The chapter compiles
and extends the related work from the following chapters.
Chapter 3 details the crowdsourcing study which was conducted
to assess the ”contrast effect”. The analysis of the data shows how
presenting different video qualities at the same time, as it occurs in
multi-party video-conferencing , can emphasize good or bad video
qualities of individual streams.
As a foundation for the following chapters, chapter 4, presents
QoE-TB, the video-conferencing toolkit build to conduct interactive
studies.
Chapter 5 details the relationship between delay and conversational roles. We describe the conducted studies and the data analysis
reveals how active participants are more affected than non-active participants.
In chapter 6 we examine the impact of different video-qualities
in an interactive study. We show how the video-quality affects QoE
and behavior of participants, detail the relationship between quality
perception and delay, and present a model for predicting QoE based
on a multitude of factors.
Finally, chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a reflection on the
impact of this thesis on assessing the individual QoE in multi-party
video-conferencing and with a discussion of the future development
of video-conferencing systems.
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2
Related Work

This chapter lays out the related work to QoE in multiparty video-conferencing. It begins with an introduction into the fundamentals of QoE, describing the approach and conceptual models of QoE. The next section is concerned with background and methodologies
for QoE studies in real-time communication, to this end
it gives an overview assessment methodologies for QoE
and an introduction to research about the interaction
in conversations with focus on turn-taking. It follows
an overview of the QoE studies related to QoE invideoconferencing is given, the focus lies here in the in this
thesis examined factors delay and video-quality, and research on user factors and QoE.

This chapter compiles and extends the related work from the chapters
3-6.
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2.1

Introduction

For a long time the evaluation of media and communication technologies focused on an paradigm called Quality of Service (QoS).
The idea behind QoS is that systems or services have (technological)
characteristics or parameters that are essential for their functioning.
In turn, the quality of these parameters determines the overall quality of a service. The assumption is that a higher QoS always leads
to a better (or equal) experience for the user of the service [103].
However, this has sometimes led to the development of higher service
quality that would go completely unnoticed by the user, or services
that clearly provided worse quality than their competition, but would
be preferred by users [103, 22]. It became clear, that QoS did not
capture all essential aspects for the actual users of such systems or
services. As a reaction to these shortcomings the notion of Quality of
Experience (QoE) was developed, which puts the user and his or her
perceptions and experiences in the center. After different definitions
of QoE, the definition from the whitepaper on QoE [118] is widely
accepted, and was adopted by the ITU [68]. The following definition
is the adapted version from the Springer book on QoE which adds
more context to the definition: ”Quality of experiencing is the degree
of delight or annoyance of a person during the process of experiencing. It results from the person’s evaluation of the fulfillment of his or
her expectations and needs with respect to the utility (pragmatic and
hedonic) in the light of the person’s context, personality and current
state.” [104]
Experiencing in itself is a low-level cognitive process in which
stimuli of the environment are perceived and processed in the brain.
The judgment process is a higher level cognitive process which requires a more conscious reflection about the experience [122]. For
this reflection process, in order to judge the quality of experience
that a system or service provides, a human will compare the current
experience to his or her expectations and previous experiences. The
opinion of a user is thus formed in a two-staged process, in which
first a stimuli (i.e. a perceivable aspect of a system or service) is experienced and then, in a second step, judged against internal quality
references [118, 153].
When we are experiencing a system or service it is situated in the
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larger context of the ongoing activity, the place we are currently at,
the mood we are currently in and the goals we have for our current
activity. As a result, when we try to measure QoE or aspects of QoE
(for example, the video quality of a streaming service), the judgments
we gather will, to some degree, reflect more factors than the system
or the particular feature we wanted to test. As a result, one of the
profound challenges in QoE is to understand how different factors
influence the experience of the user. This is especially challenging
since is not completely understood which factors are actually influencing the experience in each situation. To address this challenge the
community has developed different conceptual models that try to categorize the different influencing factors. The most common model for
QoE [118] divides the influencing factors intro three categories: user,
context and system influence factors. It has been shown, however,
that the model has short-comings when it comes to interactivity and
QoE [32]. Therefore, other approaches to better describe the relation
between user behavior, user state and QoE have been investigated
[125].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In order to give the reader an overview of the methodologies and apporaches employed in this thesis, section 2.2 introduces different assessment methodologies for QoE. To gain a better understanding of
the video-conferencing situation, section 2.3 provides an introduction to the interactions that take place in video-conferencing, with
a focus on the turn-taking model. Starting from these foundations,
section 2.4 presents an overview of research done for assessing QoE in
tele-conferencing systems. Special attention is placed in the system
factors that this thesis examines in detail: delay (section 2.4.1) and
video quality (section 2.4.2). Finally, section 2.5 discusses works that
are related to assessing QoE of individuals by laying out the research
done in the field of user factors and QoE.

2.2

Subjective Assessment Methodologies

In this section we give an overview of the existing methodologies for
conducting QoE user studies. We first give an overview of standards
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and guidelines in the area. Then, we introduce the two major categories of subjective assessments: passive and active tests. We explain
each approach and discuss their differences. Finally, we detail crowdsourcing, a recent approach for conducting passive studies over the
Internet.
In an effort to standardize testing methodologies between different companies, regulatory bodies and research, many of the research
methods in the scientific community have been published as ITU
recommendations. This includes standards for audio transmission
quality [72], conversational quality [73], time varying speech quality
[74], regarding audiovisual systems quality [75, 76, 77] and audiovisual quality in telecommunication [78]. The majority of testing
methodologies for realtime tele-communication systems and services
were developed for two-party scenarios. However, in recent years
substantial work on multi-party scenarios has been conducted, resulting, amongst other developments, in an ITU standard for testing
methodologies for multi-party tele-meetings [69, 71].
The methodologies employed for assessing perceived quality for
realtime tele-communication can be classified in two groups: passive and interactive. Passive tests are conducted by letting users
rate the quality of video clips using video-conferencing related content, such as [84, 14, 109]. In contrast, interactive tests use a real
video-conferencing setup in which participants interact freely and to
varying degrees with each other, such as [141, 14, 50, 136]. Similarly, in the audio domain, listen-only tests and conversation tests
are employed [102, p.50ff]. The degree of freedom plays a key role
when interpreting the obtained results [63]. Proposed scenarios for
interactive tests range from simple number verification tasks, over
short scripted scenarios to free conversations [73]. Interactive tests
can be used in a general purpose manner, as they use a realistic setup
and thus participants experience the test conditions similar to a real
world situation. Passive studies provide more consistent results, as
they are more easily repeatable than interactive tests, and need less
resources. However, they do not provide participants with a realistic
experience of the conversation. In turn, passive tests are used to examine one specific aspect or as an initial investigation for previously
unexplored aspects. Usually passive and interactive tests correlate
with each other, although they can exhibit systematic differences be-
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tween them. In a study of listen-only tests and conversation tests
it was found that in the listen-only situation, participants rated the
quality worse [102, p.129-133]. This is most likely due to the fact
that, in the listening-only situation, participants tend to concentrate
more on the quality than on the content of the speech. However, often
passive tests are used to initially investigate effects which were later
confirmed with interactive tests, such as audio-visual quality integration [13], quality perception of a tonal language [24] and improvement
of speaker recognition due to spatial audio [121].
In recent years crowdsourcing has become a recurrent methodology for conducting QoE evaluations [56]. In such setups, the test
is conducted by participants or crowdworkers at home, over a webplatform. These crowdworkers get a small fee for the study, which
is usually, like the recruitment, handled by a crowdsourcing provider
like Microworkers1 or Amazon Turk2 . This methodology has been
employed several times for obtaining video quality ratings [23, 3, 57].
Several studies have been conducted to research the methodology, like
the influence of video clip length [38], a training phase [42] and fraud
detection [58]. These studies have been gathered in recommendation
guidelines for QoE assessment in crowdsourcing [55, 56].
This thesis employs passive tests with crowdsourcing methodology
to explore the contrasting effect of different video qualities at the
same time (chapter 3) and interactive test with free conversations
to investigate the relation between QoE, delay and user behavior
(chapter 5) and the relation between QoE, video-quality and user
factors (chapter 6).

2.3

Interaction in Tele-Conferencing

Video-conferencing is a technology used for having conversations over
the distance. To understand the experience participants have during
a video-conferencing session it is necessary to understand the conversational interaction. An approach to understand at the organization
of conversations (who speaks when, and how do we manage not to
speak all at the same time) is the turn-taking model [129]. It describes how we implicitly arrange our conversations by taking turns
1 www.microworkers.com
2 www.mturk.com
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of connected utterances. An utterance and a turn can be seen as
something similar to a word and a sentence in written text (see Fig.
2.1). As a general rule we try to avoid talking at the same time, as
it severely hinders understanding. Short overlapping at the end of
one turn and the beginning of someone else’s turn may occur. This
is to some degree culturally dependent, it was found for example to
be much more common in Mexican Spanish than in American English [15]. Other overlaps which are intended to occur at the same
are the so-called ’back channels’, short vocalizations like ’mm-ha’,
’okay’ or ’yeah’ that signal shortly agreement to the speaker and
are meant to motivate her or him to continue [131]. In most other
cases simultaneous speech is an intentional or unintentional interruption. With an intentional interruption the interrupter tries to take a
turn, even though the current speaker has not yielded his or her turn
yet. Unintentional interruptions occur most of the time at the beginning of a turn, when two participants start to speak at the same,
or nearly the same time[99]. In not formalized conversation settings
the organization of turns occurs nearly always implicitly (i.e. without somebody being directly directed to take the next turn). Thus
the current speaker takes their turn until they take a pause, often
accompanied by other signals, that indicates that they wish to yield
the turn to somebody else. An often employed non-verbal signal is
to gaze directly at the speaker we expect to speak next [86]. When
the current speaker directly prompts another interlocutor to take the
next turn we talking about formal handover. Telecommunication inherently alters these pauses due to the delay it introduces. Several
studies have investigated the differences in face to face, audio and
video-conferencing [114, 147, 115, 172].
This thesis uses different turn-taking metrics (see Fig. 2.1) in the
analysis of the interactive studies (sections 5 and 6)

2.4

Evaluation of Video-Conferencing

This section first gives an historical overview of the insights into human factors in video-conferencing and then continues to detail the
state-of-the-art for delay and video-quality, the factors under study
in this thesis.
Research on the perception and experience during video-
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of different speech metrics

conferencing can be drawn from the broad knowledge of audio-only
telecommunication, like the telephone or VOIP. Systematic evaluation of quality became of interest in the 90th, when calls were often
transferred digitally. The digitalization was more ecological but came
with a drop in quality compared to the previously employed systems
[102]. The new technologies introduced new distortion sources (e.g.
coding and packet loss) and in turn it became more important to
understand what still constitutes as a satisfactory or ’good’ call quality. During this time systematic work on different quality factors for
speech transmission (e.g. bandwidth, frequency, echo, noise, delay)
and assessment methodologies was done. The efforts in systematic
assessment methodologies led to their standardization in the ITU [72,
73].
Early works regarding the quality of video-conferencing focused
on requirements for delay [79] and there was only one study which
examined video quality of video-conferencing systems [30]. The majority of the human-factor focus was on understanding the different conversational situations. Several studies examined differences in
conversation behavior by comparing face-to-face, audio-and audiovisual conferencing [114, 147, 4, 115] or investigated distributed work
aided by video-conferencing [36, 160, 88, 21]. These works established an understanding that the different conversational behavior of
participants in tele-conferencing and face-to-face is due to the lack of
certain visual cues (e.g. eye contact) and the added delay. Furthermore, it was established that, since the main communication is done
over the audio-channel (i.e. speech), high-quality audio is required
for a satisfactory conversation [116, 40, 160].
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With the addition of a video channel, understanding the combined
audiovisual quality became of interest. A study in the area of TV
had shown that audio and visual quality are interlinked in quality
perception, as degradations in one channel also lead to worse ratings
of the other channel [9]. Several works investigated the effect of
combined audiovisual quality for video-conferencing [54, 12].
This thesis focuses on exploring the system factors delay and video
quality. Research has established that a good audio quality is a necessity for good experience [40, 160, 21, 147], as it is the main information channel, and there is a large body of work on the subject.
In the context of video-conferencing, the audio channel takes far less
data than the visual channel and it is thus advisable to prioritize the
audio channel.
This thesis advances the knowledge about the influnce of system
factors in video-conferencing by reassessing the thresholds for perception of delay in multi-party video-conferencing including the first
evaluation of asymmetric delays. In doing so, this thesis also provides a novel use of the turn-taking systematic to differentiate the
impact delay has on participants in the same session (section 5). It
further advances the knowledge about video-quality in multi-party
video-conferencing , by approaching the previously unstudied effect
of experiencing different video-qualities at the same time (section 3)),
establishing the impact of different encoding qualities and their relation to engagement (section 6).
In the following sections, we provide an in-depth overview of related work on delay and video quality.

2.4.1

Effects of Delay

This section introduces aspects related to the perception of delay, the
established noticeability thresholds and their relation to conversation
dynamics and accustomization to delay. We then detail the findings
on the difference between audio-only and audiovisual conferencing.
The following sections lay out the research in multi-party conferencing by introducing the early studies which compared remote group
and collocated conversations and then provide an overview of the
state-of-the-art research on delay and multi-party video-conferencing
. Finally, we present findings regarding asymmetric delays between
channels (i.e. audio and video-channels) and participants.
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Delay is a technical property of the system or service which cannot be perceived directly like audio or video quality. Instead, participants have to infer from the interaction taking place whether there
is delay in the connection. Even though technically delay is a physically unavoidable property of tele-communication systems, if it is
short enough it can go completely unnoticed by the communication
partners. And vice versa, a long enough delay makes some interactions virtually impossible. Thus, in order to develop better system
or service , evaluation of delay in video-conferencing is focused on
determining thresholds up to which delay either goes unnoticed or
becomes unbearable. The corresponding ITU recommendation regarding delay in remote conversations, ITU-T G.114 [67], suggests
that 150ms [67] one way delay will go unnoticed by the participants,
while around 400ms will result in severe communication problems.
This is in line with early works on perception of delay in remote conversations [90]. However more recent works [47, 50, 18, 34] found
that many participants still reported acceptable conversational quality with up 600-800ms delay. Two reasons are believed to explain
these differences [34]: Firstly, a key influencing factor for the impact
of delay is the interactivity of the application (e.g. the pace of the
conversation). To this end many, studies employed turn-taking metrics (see section 2.3) to qualify their results [90, 50, 63, 34, 80, 143].
Important operationalizations of turn-taking metrics are the speaker
alternation rate [80], a ’speech temperature’ metric based on speaker
alternation rate, pauses and double talk [50], an unintended interruption rate [34] and a divergence metric to compute the difference in
temporal realities of participants [143]. Secondly, while delay may go
unnoticed, if participants become aware of delay in the connection,
they will often adapt their behavior and over time get used to the
delay. With the proliferation of IP based communication, which is
more likely to have delay, current users could be more used to delay
than the participants in early 1990s [34]. In this context it is also important to notice, that it is possible that conversational problems due
to a long delay are not associated to the system. A study [142] found
that if not informed about the delay, participants would attribute
added delay to characteristics of their conversational partners.
The majority of studies investigating delay in remote conversations investigated audio-only conferencing [90, 50, 63, 34, 123, 80,
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151, 47], while fewer works have focused on the video-conferencing
scenario [79, 108, 18, 171, 159, 22, 130]. There is not much work that
specifically addresses the differences between audio-only and audiovisual applications, however the outcome of the studies suggests that
the delay thresholds are roughly the same for both scenarios [70].
Yet, one study comparing audio-only and audiovisual settings found
that more delay is tolerated when the video-channel is present [159].
While the majority of studies investigated dyadic scenarios [90,
50, 63, 34, 159, 123, 22, 80, 151, 47, 79, 108, 18, 171, 159, 22, 130]
works on evaluating multi-party systems began already in the early
1990s. The early multi-party conferencing system were mostly evaluated by comparing them to face-to-face settings [114, 147, 4, 115,
173]. As these studies wanted to investigate how the conversational
situation between the two settings differs, many of these studies employed turn-taking metrics [114, 147, 4, 115]. These studies did usually not compare a number of different delay conditions (as studies
investigation thresholds do), but compared the delay the evaluated
system delivers under optimal conditions against the face-to-face situation. While each study reported a number of differences between the
face-to-face and the remote condition, it is difficult to clearly establish what these differences are. The main reason is that participants
in a conversation will adapt their behavior according to the conversational situation, including technical parameters like delay. For
example, the introduction of delay and absence of other cues used for
turn-taking negotiation, should clearly result in more unintentional
interruptions. Noticing these problems, conversation partners will
adopt a slower pace and more often formally hand over their turn to
an interlocutor [147]. Systematic evaluation of delay in group conferencing began in recent years for audio conferencing [154, 152, 143,
156] and video conferencing [81, 14, 137, 138, 141, 43]. Recently the
ITU made a recommendation regarding delay in tele-meetings [70].
Compared to the results of dyadic studies, the results of multi-party
delay studies suggest that the perception of delay is more relaxed in
the multi-party case, as compared to the dyadic situation [137]. The
most likely reason is that participants in the multi-party situation
are not always directly involved (either as speaker or addressee) but
can also take the role of ’side-listener’ [53].
Besides transmission delay, also synchronization aspects (i.e.
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asymmetric delays) have been investigated. One aspect is the synchronization of audio and video channel (so called ’lip sync’). Early
studies investigated this aspect for video-watching scenarios [158] and
the ITU established a standard for Television [65], which recommends
a maximum of 90ms audio leading or 185ms video leading. Also studies regarding video-conferencing [141, 14] suggest that it is preferable
to have a leading video channel than the other way around. Furthermore, for the multi-party scenario, researchers have investigated
asymmetric delays between participants, showing that having only
one participant with additional delay disturbs the conversation [137].

2.4.2

Evaluation of Video Quality

This section details the state-of-the-art findings in the perception of
video quality. We first detail the impact of various technical properties (such as resolution, encoding, frame-rate, packet-loss etc.). We
then move on to explain the effects that result from time-varying
quality (such as the ’duration-neglect’ effect). Finally, we present the
current works on video-quality in video-conferencing.
The systematic study of perceived video quality became of special interest with the rising popularity of streaming videos over the
Internet. While previous broadcasting technologies delivered a stable
constant quality, streaming videos were of a more variable quality.
Furthermore, the traffic that streaming services generate is directly
linked to the video-quality and thus of interest for optimization. In
turn, a multitude of system factors related to video quality have been
investigated.
Regarding the physical size of video, it was found that viewers
generally prefer larger images [10, 96]. In video-conferencing it was
found that larger video-size improves the feeling of presence [20].
Higher resolution generally leads to a higher perceived quality [84,
41, 119, 10, 164]. In video-conferencing it did not improve task performance but resulted in higher satisfaction [88]. Current high-end
systems are on the perceptual boundary of humans, as the difference
between full HD and 4K resolution is hardly perceivable on large
screen TVs [164]. Besides the resolution, the employed encoder and
used bitrate are mainly responsible for determining the spatial video
quality. The relation between perceived quality and used encoding
bitrate was examined in many studies [84, 175, 166], often with the
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goal of developing objective opinion models which could predict perceived quality based on the bitrate [84, 12, 166, 51, 101]. Several
works also compared different encoders against each other [84, 175,
149, 181].
Besides the spatial component, the video quality is also dependent
on the temporal component, namely the frame-rate, whose impact
has been studied in several works [45, 88, 48, 100]. As spatial and
temporal quality together comprise the used bandwidth, the tradeoff between both has been investigated [82, 179, 100, 19]. These
studies have shown that usually users prefer a higher spatial quality
compared to temporal quality. Video streaming is often transported
with protocols which do not compensate for packet-loss (e.g. RTP
over UTP). In turn the impact of packet-loss on video quality was
investigated [106, 166, 149, 5]. When packet-loss occurs, part of a
video-frame is missing. In turn it was investigated whether the perceived quality suffers more by playing out the distorted frame or by
skipping a frame altogether, thus reducing the framerate [162]. Detailed analyses of packet loss have shown that its impact is highly
dependent on the type of packet loss and the motion in the video
[46]. Also a trade-off between reducing the bandwidth or distortions from packet-loss was investigated [126]. These results can be
used in combination with forward-error-correction, in which part of
the bandwidth is allocated to transmit redundant data, reducing the
probability of actual information loss due to packet-loss [64, 120].
Findings in the area of time varying quality found the ’recency’
effect [37, 2, 52]: When participants are asked to rate the quality of
a video with segments in different quality, the last presented quality
segment had the strongest impact on the overall perceived quality.
Further a ’duration neglect’ effect was found: The segment with the
worst quality had an over proportional impact independently of its
duration [52, 37]. Time-varying quality changes got in recent years
more attention since the wide-spread adoption of http DASH [167].
Most works evaluating video quality for video-conferencing have
been conducted in dyadic settings [54, 18, 33, 13, 161, 130, 12]
and employing the Lego R building blocks task [78]. It should be
noted that most of these studies use relatively low resolution video
(640x480px ) and encoding bitrates (maximum 2Mbit) [12]. In today’s scenario, higher resolutions (e.g. 720p) are used for videoconfer-
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encing, which require higher encoding bitrate. It is unknown whether
the results obtained at lower resolutions are applicable to more recent
settings.

2.5

User Factors

This section details the research that has been conducted about the
interplay of factors related to the user (such as previous experience,
demographics, individual preferences and user state) and QoE.
Contrary to assessing the low level of humans’ perceptual capabilities, QoE ratings and even perceptual quality ratings usually exhibit
a high amount of diversity (i.e. variance). A reason for this diversity
is that, the reflection about quality impressions is strongly dependent
on personal preferences and individual expectations.
Diversity in QoE perception due to user and context factors has
been addressed in several works [59, 85]. It has been shown that
user factors can explain more of the variance in user ratings than the
system factors [146]. In the context of video watching experiences,
social context and demographic factors [178], as well as personality
and culture traits [145] have an impact on QoE. In music domain,
several works investigated the overall listening experience, a concept
that tries to quantify the enjoyment of a listener including all factors
(e.g. song, mood, preferences and quality). In this context various
user-based factors have been examined [139, 169] and tried to be separated from the audio quality [140]. Previous experiences are known
to influence the perception of future experiences [118]. This effect
has been studied for Web QoE [150] in which it has been shown that
after experiencing bad quality, participants reported a lower QoE
even after the quality was back to normal. In relation to this, age
has been shown to play a role in QoE, whereby elderly people report
more problems in the usage of mobile phones, show more skepticism
towards new technology and have a later adoption rate [92] (albeit
differences in usage would often disappear after the elderly got more
acquainted with the devices [91].
The interplay between user state and QoE has recently also become of more interest [125]. In the context of video streaming, it has
been found that participants who are more interested in the video
content have a better QoE given the same system factors [117]. Sim-
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ilarly, user engagement has been found to play a role in computer
mediated human to human interaction [113]. In the context of video
watching, it has been found that users of an error free connection
reported higher engagement than users with error [26].
Chapter 6 of this thesis shows that the variance in quality ratings
in multi-party video-conferencing can be attributed to systematic
differences specific to the individual participants and the group. We
further detail the relation between QoE and engagement, and show
how a multitude of user and behavior factors can be used for a more
accurate prediction of the QoE of individual participants.

3
Perceived Video Quality with different
Video Qualities of the Same Time

This Chapter details the crowdsourcing study which
was conducted to assess the ”contrast effect”. The analysis of the gathered data shows how presenting different
video qualities at the same time, as it occurs in multiparty video-conferencing , can emphasize good or bad
qualities of individual streams and investigates the relationship between the perceived quality of the individual
streams and the perceived quality of the whole stream.

This chapter is based on
• ”The contrast effect: QoE of Mixed Video-Qualities at the same
time” submitted to the Springer Journal ”User and Quality of
Experience”.
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CHAPTER 3. CONTRAST EFFECT

Introduction

In our quest for individual QoE we first take a look at the multi-party
situation in general. In the multi-party video-conferencing context,
we are confronted with multiple video-streams from different sources.
In desktop conferencing using an over-the-top architecture in the public Internet, each participant has a different connection to the Internet
and a different route to each other participant. In turn, the videoquality of each stream that composes the overall session differs widely.
Eventually each participant sees every other participant in a different
video-quality depending on their own bandwidth, the bandwidth of
the other participants and the architecture of the system in use. As
quality perception is highly dependent on the reference that participants implicitly or explicitly choose for their judgment, the question
arises if these direct comparison to other streams influences the perception of quality. In other words, does a contrast effect exist when
we experience different video qualities at the same time? As this
aspect has not been researched before, we conducted an exploratory
study, with a passive methodology to keep parameters as constant as
possible and with a crowd-sourcing approach to be able to conduct
the study in a larger scale.
Besides the aforementioned aspect of contrasting qualities, this
chapter deals with the aggregation of perceived quality form individual streams into an overall judgment. We assume that the QoE a
participant has with the current session is, in a yet unknown way,
composed by the quality of the individual streams. In conceptual
models [153] of the quality formation process, for multi-party telemeetings, it is theorized that users aggregate the quality from different participant streams into a single judgment. Nevertheless, currently we know little about how this aggregation process works. We
know that when users judge quality, it is a relative process in which
the user compares what he or she currently experiences against expectations. There is a multitude of factors involved that influence
that expectation, of which previous experienced qualities are one of
the main factors, serving as a quality reference against which the user
will judge. In the multi-party situation, we can have direct examples
of different qualities in the ongoing session. In this context, we are
interested to know whether this contrast of different qualities alone
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influences the quality judgments and the relation or aggregation between these individual scores and the overall judgment.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual model of QoE (based on [125]) showing
the main influencing factors in multi-party video-conferencing and
their relation. The particular factors under study in this work are
marked in green and a dotted line indicates that this factor was
used as a covariate.

We know from previous works that the perception of videoquality is highly dependent on previously experienced qualities [61,
62, 60]. This effect can further be observed when comparing singlestimulus and dual-stimulus methods. It has been found that dualstimulus methods, which provide all participants with the same reference frame, yield less variance [174, 95]. The multi-party videoconferencing scenario, with different qualities between participants,
adds complexity to the question of how internal reference influences
the judgment of quality: different qualities are simultaneously perceived but with different content. The different contents (i.e. the
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different video streams) bear many similarities (most of the time all
’head and shoulders’ shots) but are still far from the direct perceptual
references of dual-stimulus methods. The perceived video quality in
multi-party conferencing has only been studied in symmetric quality
setups (i.e. the participant perceived each other participant in the
same quality) [136, 49, 141]. To our knowledge, QoE in simultaneous mixed quality scenarios, has not been studied in any application
scenario.
In this chapter we present a study that investigates the effects
of co-present mixed qualities in a multi-party scenario. In Fig. 3.1
we show a conceptual model of the different influencing factors of
QoE (based on the QoE and user behavior model [125]) and which
factors are taken into account in this work. To contextualize our
work, we also add other factors and effects, which are not part of
this study. Factors and effects under study have a green border,
whereas elements in grey are not considered this time. The model
shows that the main system parameters of our study are the individual encoding of the videostreams qualities and their composition.
We explore further two well differentiated tasks, which in turn have
different speech and video properties. We are interested in the effect
that the different screen compositions have on perceived video quality
ratings of the individual streams and the overall session, in particular how the individual ratings are aggregated to an overall rating. To
conduct this investigation, we presented users with recordings from
video conferencing sessions and asked them to rate the video quality.
The recordings were taken from two previous interactive laboratory
experiments, one of which focused on a conversation, and the other
one focused on assembling a Lego model. We encoded each video
stream in two different qualities (256kbits and 1024kbits). Due to
the large amount of resulting conditions (two video clips with each
four participants in all combinations of the two video qualities makes
2*42 = 32 conditions) we opted for a crowd-sourcing approach [55].
The study was split in three campaigns: in one of them we obtained
individual ratings only, in another one overall ratings, and in the last
one both individual and overall ratings. After we filtered the crowdsourcing data by reliability criteria (see section 3.2.4 for details) we
had ratings from 412 participants giving both kinds of ratings, 178
giving only individual ratings and 180 giving an overall rating. This
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resulted in 5,904 ratings that we analyzed to answer the following
research questions.
RQ3.1 What is the impact of mixed encoding qualities on the overall
perceived quality?
How is the participants’ overall impression of the quality of the
complete video screen (i.e. containing all 4 streams)? Do lowquality streams have a more severe impact than high-quality
streams or the other way around? Our hypothesis is that adding
low-quality streams will have a stronger impact on the perceived
quality, similar to the influence of bad quality peaks in time
varying quality.
RQ3.2 Is the quality perception of an individual stream influenced by
the quality of the other streams in the same session?
Our hypothesis is that low-quality streams will be perceived
worse when more high-quality streams are co-present, and vice
versa, high-quality streams will be perceived better when lowquality streams are co-present, because we are assuming that
the streams of other participants will be used as indirect quality
references.
Our results show that the ratings obtained from the different campaigns did not significantly differ from each other. The two different
video clips from the conversation and the Lego video-conferencing session obtained significantly different ratings. Generally, the Lego clip
was rated better and there was less diversity in the ratings among the
streams. The overall perceived quality increased the most among an
only-low-quality stream composition (i.e. four low quality streams)
and a composition with one high-quality stream (i.e. one high quality stream and three low quality streams). For the individual ratings we could observe a contrast effect: lower-quality streams obtained a lower rating based on the number of higher-quality streams
co-present - and vice-versa, higher-encoded streams obtained higher
ratings based on the number of co-present low-encoded streams. This
effect can explain why the difference between only low-quality streams
and one high-quality stream in the session is the highest. Comparing the individual ratings of streams with the overall ratings we were
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able to see that, except for the case of only low-quality streams, the
overall ratings obtained a higher score.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In section
3.2 we describe the detailed setup of our study and the methodology
for the statistical analysis. In section 3.3 we present the analysis of
our results and in section 3.4 we discuss how these results can be
used for improving predictions in mixed quality video-conferencing
scenarios. Finally, we conclude the chapter by showing how our results advance the understanding of perceived video quality for multiparty video conferencing and which steps need to be taken for more
accurate QoE predictions.

3.2

Methodology

In this section we lay out the details of the study and the examination of the data we gathered. As we are the first ones to gather
individual and overall ratings for different medias, we conducted three
campaigns in total: one in which we gathered only the ratings of individual stream, another in which we gathered only the ratings of the
session, and one in which both kinds of ratings were gathered at the
same time. We start by describing the general design of our study,
with the core elements and design decisions. In the next section we
provide a detailed explanation of the employed design and procedure.
We continue to describe how we prepared the material (i.e. videoclips) for the crowdsourcing this study. We then procede to provide
details on the demographics of the crowdworkers and how we filtered
our data by reliability criteria before the analysis. Finally, we explain
the methodology for the following statistical analysis.

3.2.1

Experiment Design

In previous interactive studies on video quality in video-conferencing
we had symmetric quality for all participants (i.e. the streams of
participants were treated with exactly the same encoding settings
etc). Due to the high amount of possible combinations for asymmetric video quality configurations, interactive studies are not a feasible
method for our research questions. Anticipating this, during previous
interactive studies, we had asked participants for informed consent
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the conversation video clip with the encodings hlhl from upper left (ul) to lower right (lr). Faces blurred
for publication.

so that we could use the recorded material in crowdsourcing studies.
We selected two 40-second segments from two sessions, which were
concerned with different tasks. The length of 40 seconds was chosen as it allows us to keep the study short but still provides enough
context for crowdworkers to follow the content [38]. In one clip participants discussed the possibility of using a ’radio device’ for rescue
when lost at the sea, in the following referred to as the conversation
task. The task was based on a teambuilding exercise from [17]. In

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the rating scale for the campaign both.
In the campaigns overall only the top question was shown, in the
campaign individual only the four bottom questions were shown.
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the other clip, participants assembled a Lego model, where a small
train is nearly finished and the video-conferencing participants are in
the process of attaching the chimney, in the following referred to as
the lego task. The task was based on an ITU recommendation [78].
In this study, we presented each crowdworker once with each of the
two clips. Each clip showed 4 streams in a 2x2 layout (see Fig. 3.2),
which is the layout also employed in the original interactive study. As
the goal of this study was to shed light on the relationship between
individual qualities of streams, their composition, and the resulting
overall perceived quality, we needed to gather individual ratings of
the streams and overall ratings of the session. As we did not know
whether assessing these ratings at the same time would influence the
results, we ran our study in three different setups, the so-called campaigns. The three campaigns were exactly the same except for the
amount of ratings we gathered. In the campaign both we asked participants for the individual ratings as well as for the overall rating
(see Fig. 3.3). In the campaign overall we asked only for the overall
video quality rating (see Fig. 3.3, upper part). In the campaign individual we asked only for the individual ratings (see Fig. 3.3, lower
part). A participant could only participate in one campaign and only
once.

3.2.2

Preparation of Material

The focus in this study was to investigate the effect of co-presenting
different video qualities in the same video-conferencing session. Our
original recordings consisted of 4 streams in a 2x2 layout showing one
participant each, as it is a common presentation mode in many commercial video-conferencing applications. Thus all participants were
presented in the same size. We chose to encode each clip in two different video qualities, 256kbps, to which we will refer to in the context
of our study as low quality or in short l and with 1024kbps to which
we will refer as high quality or in short h. The audio was in both
videos the same (AAC codec with 10kbps). There were five possibilities of different combinations of the individual stream encodings in
one session: the streams can have all the same quality (i.e. all low
or high quality, which we will refer to in a summary notation as 0h4l
or 4h0l respectively), one stream can be different from the others
(one stream high quality and the others low quality or the other way
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Figure 3.4: Workflow for preparing the video material.

around one stream low quality and the others high quality, in the
summary notation 1h3l or 3h1l respectively), and two streams low
and two high quality (in summary notation 2h2l ). See also table 3.2
for an overview of this and other factors. However, there are multiple combinations possible to achieve these stream combinations. For
example, the combination 2h2l could be composed by the two upper
streams in high quality and the two lower streams in low quality or
the other way around, that is, by having the two upper streams in
low quality and the the lower streams in high quality. To counter
balance the effect, we produced and assessed all 16 different possible combinations of streams. In Fig. 3.4 we detail the treatment of
the video clips. The original streams had a resolution of 1280x720
pixels encoded in H.264 (the conversation streams with 2Mbits the
lego streams with 4Mbits). The audio was recorded in both cases
with the mp3 codec with ca 20kbps per second. We first re-encoded
the individual streams with ffmpeg1 . The four individual streams
were then composed to one clip with GStreamer2 and the final result scaled to 1280x720 pixels and encoded with H264. This results
in 16 different streamcompositions per videoclip. Each video-stream
was always kept at the same position (i.e. the participant who was
in the upper left corner was in all configurations in the upper left
corner). The screenshot in Fig. 3.2 has an encoding of hlhl which
is a notation of the short forms of the encodings from upper left to
lower right: upper left (ul) stream encoded in high quality, the upper
right (ur) stream encoded in low quality, the lower left (ll) stream
encoded in high quality and the lower right (lr) stream encoded in
high quality. Considering the two different clips we had 32 different
stimuli in total.
1 www.ffmpeg.org
2 www.gstreamer.org
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Table 3.1: Questions and answer options regarding the Internet
connection and usage of video services. In cases where we use a
shortend label to refer to the option in the following analysis, we
added this label in parenthesis after the option.

Question
What is the speed of your Internet
connection?

What type of Internet connection
are you using?
How often do you participate in
video conferencing / video calls?

How often do you watch videos
over the internet (e.g. YouTube,
Netflix, Facebook or similar)?

3.2.3

Options
”less than 1Mbit” (slow), ”less
than 4Mbit” (medium), ”less
than 12Mbit” (fast), ”more than
12Mbit” (ultrafast), ”I don’t
know” (NA)
”Mobile 3G” (3G), ”Mobile 4G”
(4G), ”DSL” (dsl), ”Broadband”
(broad), ”I don’t know” (NA)
”once per day or more”, ”once per
week or more”, ”once per month
or more”, ”less than once per
month”, ”never”
”once per day or more”, ”once per
week or more”, ”once per month
or more”, ”less than once per
month”, ”never”

Procedure

An overview of the procedure is shown in Fig. 3.5. The study consisted of an introduction, gathering of demographical data, a training
phase, the two assessments (each with content control questions) and
a final page with the information for the crowdworker to get the
compensation. On all pages a comment box was displayed so that
participants could give feedback. When a potential participant accessed the introduction page we first checked if her or his device met
the following requirements: not a mobile device (i.e. tablet or smartphone), a minimum resolution of 1280x720 pixels and a browser able
to play html5 videos. Moreover, we checked that the crowdworker
had not participated previously in this or one of the other campaigns
(checked via the id that the crowdworker provided). If the requirements were not met, the user was redirected to a page explaining
that participation was not possible. In the introduction, participants
were informed about the purpose of the study and that ratings and
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Figure 3.5: The different steps of the crowdsourcing study.

interaction with the page would be saved. In the next step, the
participants were asked about demographic information (country of
residence, age and gender), questions about the employed machine
(laptop, desktop, screen size). We further inquired about their Internet connection (type and speed) and habits about watching videos on
the Internet and using video-conferencing (see Table 3.1 for details).
During this step the two video clips were completely downloaded in
the background. Participants could only move to the next step if all
the information was filled in and the videos were completely downloaded. In the training phase participants were shown a screenshot
(Fig. 3.2) of the video and a screenshot of the rating scales (Fig. 3.3)
with an explanation assuring them that we were only gathering their
opinion and there were no right or wrong answers. Furthermore, the
crowdworker was informed about the fullscreen mode and the content
control questions. On the rating page the videoclip would switch to
fullscreen mode once the crowdworker clicked on play. The fullscreen
mode ended once the videoclip finished. If the crowdworker ended
the fullscreen before the clip had ended, an overlay would appear indicating that the video clip needs to be finished in fullscreen mode in
order to complete the study. After the clip had finished playing, the
rating scales (see Fig. 3.3) would appear below the video. In the final page, the crowdworker was thanked for participating in the study
and the confirmation code, necessary for the crowdsourcing platform,
was displayed. The compensation for completing the assessment was
0.35US dollars. Each crowdworker thus rated one randomly chosen
clip from each task in random order. The order of the tasks was completely random. For the exact clip chosen for each task, a weighted
random choice was implemented to balance the obtained ratings, each
clip had a probability of being chosen of 1 - number of ratings for
this clip/maximum number of ratings for a clip in this task.
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3.2.4

Participants and Reliability Filtering

The crowdsourcing experiment was conducted over the crowdsourcing
platform Microworkers 3 . In total 959 crowdworkers finished one of
the campaigns, of which 153 did not answer the content questions
correctly. We further removed 12 participants because they gave
unreasonable ages (e.g. 2 years). In average it took a crowdworker
6.6 minutes to finish the study. We omitted 5 participants which
took more than two times the standard deviation longer than the
mean duration (sd=6.42min → 19.45min) as they likely got distracted
with something else during the assessment. We also excluded one
participant who reported to be using a smartphone. Furthermore,
we employed the reliability filtering suggested by Ribeiro et al. [127]
for the campaigns assessing individual and both kinds of ratings.
We discarded 31 ratings which had a pearson correlation coefficient
smaller than 0.25. For the data from the campaign assessing the
overall ratings alone, none of the reliability screenings from Hoßfeld
et al. [55] was applicable, as we had only two ratings per subject.
Eventually 739 assessments were left for the statistical analysis.
The average age of our participants was 29.4 years (min 18, max
71), 29% of the participants were female, people from 65 different
countries participated with the biggest groups being India (20%) and
the USA (17%).

3.2.5

Quantitative Analysis

In the analysis we make use of linear regression models [25, p. 161
ff., p.353 ff.] in the form of
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + ...βn Xn + 
We model one dependent variable, the vector Y , through the combination of the independent variables, the vectors X1 ...Xn and a random error term . The coefficients β0 ...βn are determined in such a
way that the sum of squares of the error term is minimized [25, p.
163]. The interaction of two independent variables Xi and Xj (i.e. Y
is dependent on the combined state of Xi and Xj ) is modeled through
Y = β0 + β1 X1 + ...βi Xi ∗ βj Xj + ...βn Xn + 
3 www.microworkers.com
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Table 3.2 contains an overview of the factors used in the analysis. To
assess whether a factor is statistically significant we used a Likelihood
Ratio-test (LRT) [25, p. 163] with the factor in question against a
model without the factor. A factor was considered statistically significant if the fit of the model with more parameters was better in
respect to the added parameters to the model. The null hypothesis is performed with LRT by comparing a model with the factor
in question against a model with only an intercept. Because preliminary analyses indicated that our responses had skews or kurtosis
in their distribution, we used the bootstrap procedure to obtain the
test statistics. The bootstrap procedure makes no assumptions about
the population distribution [31]. Given confidence interval are bias
corrected and accelerated (BCa) confidence intervals which are more
accurate than other estimation methods for skewed data [27]. For
the bootstrap we drew on random samples with replacement from
the corresponding original data. The LRTs were computed on these
bootstrapped datasets and repeated a 1000 times. The resulting
bootstrapped statistics were considered significant at p <0.05 when
95% of the computed LRTs were significant at a p <0.05 level. For
the performed posthoc tests we bootstrapped a Tukey HSD (with
multivariater correction) with 8000 repetitions.
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Table 3.2: Factors used in the statistical analysis with used symbol,
levels and description
Factor
Independent
task

Symbol Levels
T

2 (Lego, conversation)

stream

SI

4 (ul, ur, ll, lr)

encoding quality

BI

streams

S

2 (256kbps = low = l,
1024kbps = high = h)
5 (0h4l, 1h3l, 2h2l, 3h1l,
4h0l)

number of streams N Sh,l 0-4 for each encoding
quality
campaign

C

3 (overall, individual,
both)
overall rating or mean of
individual ratings

Rating Type

RT

Dependent
overall rating

RO

5 (bad - excellent)

individual rating

RI

5 (bad - excellent)

rating

R

5 (bad - excellent)

Description
A video clip from a task
related to lego or conversation
The 4 streams of a
clip, upper left=ul, upper
right=ur, lower left=ll,
lower right=lr
Encoding bitrate of a
stream
How many high quality
and how many low quality streams are in this
streamcombination
Number of low or high
quality streams respectively
The three different campaigns
Whether the rating was
an overall rating or the
mean of the individual
ratings of this clip
Rating of the video quality of an entire clip (ITU
P.911 [76] 5-point rating
scale)
Rating of an individual
stream (ITU P.911 [76] 5point rating scale)
Individual and overall
ratings
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Results

In this section we present the analysis of the ratings obtained in
the crowdsourcing study. The goal is to gain insights about how
the perceived video quality is shaped when a session is composed
by different video qualities. Thus we ran statistical tests between the
ratings users gave and the different combinations of encoding bitrates.
Specifically we checked the following:
• Comparison of the different campaigns with different ratings
methodologies.
• Analyses of overall (complete video screen) video quality ratings.
• Analyses of individual stream video quality ratings.
• Comparison of overall and individual ratings.
• Analyses of covariates (demographic data).

3.3.1

Campaigns

To gain insight on how the quality perception of individual streams
and complete session were related, we gathered both kinds of ratings.
However, we were concerned that assessing these ratings at the same
time or separately could influence our results. To our knowledge,
no previous research on this topic has been conducted so far. To
gain insight into this aspect, we conducted three different campaigns:
overall (obtained only ratings of the overall clip), individual (obtained
only ratings of the individual streams) and both (both ratings at
once). The difference between the campaigns for the overall ratings
was rather small (see Fig. 3.6). Moreover, also for the individual
ratings most streams received similar ratings in both campaigns (see
Fig. 3.7). Bootstrapped LRTs confirmed that there was no significant
difference for the overall ratings and only two out of the 16 individual
streams received significantly different ratings (see table 3.3). We
concluded that the different assessment methodologies do not have
a significant impact on the ratings. Thus, the following analyses are
based on the data from the different campaigns together.
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rating

4.0

3.5

3.0

0h4l 1h3l 2h2l 3h1l 4h0l

streams
campaign

both

overall

Figure 3.6: Line plot comparing the overall quality ratings from
the campaigns ’both’ and ’overall’

RO = β0 + β1 S + β2 T + 

(3.1)

RO = β0 + β1 S + β2 T + β3 C + 

(3.2)

RIt,q = β0 + β1 St,q + 

(3.3)

RIt,q = β0 + β1 St,q + β2 Ct,q + 

(3.4)

where t ∈ T and q ∈ BI

3.3.2

Perceived Overall Quality

We wanted to quantify the impact, that changing the individual
stream encoding quality has on the perceived quality of the complete screen (overall quality). As expected, a higher combined encoding quality led also to a higher overall perceived quality (see Fig.
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Table 3.3: P-values of bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio Tests for the
campaigns
Model 1

Model 2

Factor
under test

3.1
3.3

3.2
3.4

campaigns
campaigns

p-value
>0.05
>0.05 except (t = conversation, q = low
quality, SI = lr ) <0.05 and (t = Lego, q
= high quality, SI = ll) <0.05

3.8). We confirmed with bootstrapped LRTs that streams and task
are both significant factors without an interaction effect (see table
3.4). We continued with a bootstrapped post-hoc test and marked
the groups of different conditions in Fig. 3.8 with dotted circles.
It is noticeable that the Lego task received constantly higher ratings than the conversation task. Furthermore, we can see, in Fig.
3.8, that the impact of going from only low quality streams to one
high quality stream (0h4l to 1h3l ) had a much stronger impact than
the other way around (4h0l to 3h1l ).
Table 3.4: Bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio Tests for the response
variable overall quality rating
Model 1
3.5
3.6
3.1

3.3.3

Model 2
3.6
3.1
3.7

Factor under test
streams
task
interaction between streams and task

p-value
<0.05
<0.05
>0.05

RO = β + 

(3.5)

RO = β0 + β1 S + 

(3.6)

RO = β0 + β1 S + β2 T + β3 S ∗ T + 

(3.7)

Perceived Quality of Individual Streams

In this section we are examining how participants rated the quality of
individual streams regarding the stream encoding, the task and the
composition of the whole screen (i.e. co-presence of other encodings).
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conversation
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5
4
ll

3
2
1
5
4

lr

3

rating

2
1
5
4
ul

3
2
1
5
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ur

3
2
1
0h4l 1h3l 2h2l 3h1l 4h0l

0h4l 1h3l 2h2l 3h1l 4h0l
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campaign

both
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bitrate

h

l

Figure 3.7: Line plot comparing the individual quality ratings from
the campaigns ’both’ and ’individual’

The quality of high and low encoded streams was perceived clearly
different (see table 3.5) with an average difference of circa 1.5 points
between them (see Fig. 3.9a). Like with the overall ratings, there
is a statistical and clearly visible difference between the tasks, but
no interaction between stream encoding and task (see table 3.5 and
Fig. 3.9b respectively). The pattern of the overall ratings is also
here present: the lego task was generally rated higher than the conversation task. We now turn to the effect of the composition of
the complete screen, i.e. the co-presence of other encodings, on the
quality perception of individual streams. There was a clear trend
that low quality encoded streams got rated worse the more they were
co-present with other high quality streams and vice versa the high
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Figure 3.8: Line plot of mean overall ratings by streams and task
with 95% CIs as errorbars. Conditions which are significantly different from other conditions are grouped with blue dots.

quality streams got rated better the more low quality streams were
co-present (see Fig. 3.10). As indicated by the inverted slopes of both
encodings, we statistically confirmed that the number of streams is a
significant factor in interaction with the encoding quality (see table
3.5). We continued with a bootstrapped post-hoc test to assess which
conditions were significantly different from each other and marked
them with dotted circles in Fig. 3.10. For the high quality streams
there were three groups, while for the low quality streams there were
only two, indicating that the effect is slightly weaker for the low
quality streams (see Fig. 3.10). The fact that low and high quality
ratings were also decreasing seems to indicate that the more lowquality streams are present, the better a high-quality stream looks,
and vice versa, the more high-quality streams are present, the worse
a low-quality streams looks.
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individual rating

5

●

4
3
2
1
h

l

bitrate

individual rating

(a) Boxplot of the ratings high and low bitrate
with mean marked as *
5

●

●

4
3
2

●

1

●

h

l

bitrate
task

conversation

lego

(b) Boxplot of the ratings high and low bitrate
by task with mean marked as *

Figure 3.9: Individual stream ratings for high ( h = 1024kbps) and
low (l = 256kbps) streams
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Table 3.5: Bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio Tests for the response
variable individual stream quality rating
Model 1
3.8
3.9
3.10

Model 2
3.9)
3.10
3.11

3.10

3.12

Factor under test
stream encoding
task
interaction between stream encoding and
task
interaction number of streams and stream
encoding

RI = β + 
RI = β0 + β1 BI + 

3.3.4

p-value
<0.05
<0.05
>0.05
<0.05

(3.8)
(3.9)

RI = β0 + β1 BI + β2 T + 

(3.10)

RI = β0 + β1 BI + β2 T + β3 BI ∗ T + 

(3.11)

RI = β0 + β1 BI + β2 T + β3 N Sh + β4 N Sl + 

(3.12)

Overall versus Individual Ratings

In this section we are comparing the ratings of the overall clip and
the ratings of the individual streams (the factor ratingtype). There
is a trend that the overall ratings are higher than the individual ratings (see Fig. 3.11). A bootstrapped LRT, comparing a model with
streams and task against a model with additionally ratingtype as explanatory variables, confirmed that the ratingtype was a significant
factor (p of LRT(3.13, 3.14) <0.05). It is noticeable that there is
a significant bump of higher ratings in the 1h3l case for the overall
ratings, while the mean of the individual ratings displays a linear
behavior (see Fig. 3.11). The reason is found in the individual differences in quality perception of the individual streams.

R = β0 + β1 S + β2 T + 

(3.13)

R = β0 + β1 S + β2 T + β3 RT + 

(3.14)

The contrast effect, described in the previous section 3.3.3, was
present for most individual streams (see Fig. 3.12). However for some
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Figure 3.10: Box plots with additional means and a line between them
of overall rating per streams. The dotted circles indicate statistical significant contrast groups determined by a bootstrapped post-hoc test. Note
that the x-axis shows the number of high or low quality streams in that
sessions respectively. Hence marker 1 represents the streamcomposition
3h1l for low quality streams and 1h3l for high quality streams, as is
additionally indicated at the x-axis. Conditions which are significantly
different from other conditions are grouped with blue dots.

streams, nearly no change was visible, for example, the low-encoded
upper-right stream of the conversation task (purple dotted line on
the left in Fig. 3.12). We can further observe that the streams of
the conversation task were not only lower rated in average, but also
that the variation between streams was much higher than in the lego
task. This variation also shows that each stream had a different
baseline that holds for both encoding bitrates (e.g. the upper right
(ur - purple) stream in the conversation task and the lower right
(lr - green) stream in the lego task are the lowest rated streams in
both bitrates). Thus we can see that by building simply the mean
of the individual scores, in the variation between different qualities,
participants and tasks, the contrast effect was not visible anymore.
But when we look at the overall streams and the individual streams
separated by quality, it is clear that it influenced both the individual
as well as the overall quality perception.
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5

rating

4

3

2

0h4l

1h3l

2h2l

3h1l

4h0l

streams
ratingtype

individual

overall

Figure 3.11: Mean of individual ratings and overall ratings with
standard deviation as errorbars

To gain insight into why the streams of the different participants
were rated so differently, we analyzed the behavior of the participants
in the clips. We extracted speech metrics in the form of on-off patterns from the clip and computed the percentage of time participants
had spoken in the conversation. A boostrapped LRT for individual
quality (3.12 with additionally percentage of speaking time) showed
that there was an improvement in the fit of the model. We further compared this model against a model including the interaction
between task and percentage of speaking time, which revealed that
there was improvement for the conversation task, but not for the
Lego task. For the conversation task we can see that there is a trend
of higher ratings with more talking time, while for the lego task no
such effect appears (Fig. 3.13). We further extracted the Spatial Activity (also called Spatial Information a measurement of the spatial
complexity based on the standard deviation in frames) and Temporal Activity (also called Temporal Information measurement based
on the differences between frames) of the videos (see [148, 75]). We
added these models to the model for the individual qualities (3.12).
A bootstrapped LRT showed that Spatial Activity improved the fit
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2
1

2

3

4

1
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bitrate_named
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l

stream
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Figure 3.12: Rating of each stream by encoding bitrate and number
of streams in the same quality. It should be noted, that each stream
is encoded by position (see Table 3.2) which always corresponds
to the same participant per task, thus the stream ul for the lego
task does not show the same participant as the ul stream of the
conversation task.

of the model for the conversation task, but not with the Lego task.
Temporal Activity did not improve either of the two tasks.

3.3.5

Covariates

We tested whether the gathered background information had an influence on the ratings by using a bootstrapped LRT with the models
for overall and individual perceived quality (3.1 and 3.12 respectively)
against the model extended by the factor in question. We could not
find a significant difference in ratings given by male or female participants (factor gender) for either individual or overall perceived
quality. For the factor age there was a weak effect for the individual quality ratings (3.12), however when checking for influential data
points, this effect was due to only two participants over 65, thus we
opted for not drawing any conclusion about the relation of age and
quality ratings. The kind of device participants reported (laptop
or desktop) did not have a significant impact on the ratings. However, the display size participants reported did have a significant
improvement for the models of individual and overall ratings: participants with a larger display gave worse ratings. This roughly follows
previous research which found that larger display result in worse ratings [66]. However, when we checked for influential data points, the
effect was depending on 12 participants with display sizes of 27 inches
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Figure 3.13: Amount of speaking time in percent against average
rating (individual ratings) with 95% CIs

or larger. Due to the sparsity of this data we do not draw further
conclusions about display size at this point. Moreover, these participants also reported to have fast Internet connections, which is also
related to having a better quality.
One of the main factors in determining a participant’s perception
of quality are his or her previous experiences. However, it is very
difficult to assess to which quality participants are accommodated
to and what kind of fluctuations they commonly encounter in daily
life. Thus, besides asking participants about the frequency in which
they watch videos over the Internet and use video-conferencing, we
also asked participants about the type and speed of their Internet
connection. The assumptions is that the quality of the videos they
watch over the Internet is related to their Internet connection.
In fact, neither the frequency of video-conferencing or Internet video usage improved the fit of the models 3.1 or 3.12. However,
including the type of Internet connection or the speed participants reported, both improved the fit of the model 3.1. Participants
who reported a better connection gave worse ratings (see in Fig. 3.14
and Fig. 3.15). This supports the theory that a better Internet connection leads to a higher baseline on expectations of video quality.
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overall rating
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Internet Connection Type
Figure 3.14: Mean of ratings per Internet connection type with
95% confidence intervals.

However, it is not easy to get accurate information from participants
(32% reported NA or other in at least one of the two questions).
Moreover, whereas the average of slow Internet connections falls out
of this pattern, the variance is here also the highest. The worst rating was given by participants who did not know about their Internet
connection speed. We further analyzed the time participants took to
download the videoclips for the experiment. They were significantly
correlated with the reported Internet speed (pearson correlation coefficient of -0.31, i.e. higher reported speed was linked to shorter
download times). However, this more objective measurement of Internet speed did not significantly improve the fit of the models.

3.4

Discussion

The main findings from the analysis were:
RQ3.1 The change in the overall perceived video quality from only lowquality streams (0h4l ) as copared to having one high-quality
stream (1h3l ) was greater than the other way around (from only
high quality streams (4h0l ) to one low quality stream 3h1l )).
RQ3.2 The individual ratings for high and low quality were affected by
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Figure 3.15: Mean of ratings per Internet connection speed with
95% confidence intervals.

the co-presented streams: high-quality streams were perceived
better the more low-quality streams were present and vice versa,
low-quality streams were perceived as worse when more highquality streams were present.
From our data, we could conclude that co-presenting different
video qualities significantly affects the perceived video quality. It
shows that the composition, or co-presentation, of multi-party videoconferencing and the encoding quality are interacting with each other.
We will be able to improve the accuracy of QoE estimation models for
multi-party video-conferencing by taking such effects into account.
The cases 0h4l → 1h3l and 4h0l → 3h1l , when the composition
changes from an ’all-the-same’ to a mixed quality condition, were of
special interest to us. It might have been the case that the break
in these setups interrupts the experience so strongly that it is not
advisable to actually go to a mixed-quality composition. However,
our data shows that this is not the case. While the contrast effect has
a significant impact, it is not strong enough to minimize the benefits
from having one stream in better quality. This means that we can
be sure that if we follow a ’best effort’ approach of optimizing each
stream individually, a better quality for one stream will never result
in a worse overall QoE.
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However, the large variation between different streams in the same
session, indicates that distributing the available bandwidth between
participants can be done best by taking the current interaction into
account. Some combinations of three low-quality streams and one
high-quality stream (1h3l ) were rated higher than other combinations
of two high quality (2h2l ). For the conversation task, combinations
of three low-quality streams and one high-quality stream (1h3l ) were
also higher than three high-quality streams (3h1l ). In the conversation task a large part of the variance could be explained by taking
into account how much participants spoke. However, the more visually focussed lego task did not follow this pattern. This shows, that
we are missing interaction models for cases when the interaction has
a different focus than only conversing.
Furthermore, we could consistently observe that the quality of
the Lego task was consistently higher rated than the conversation
task. The Lego task should be more demanding for the visual quality as the Lego models have small details and are of more interest.
Intuitively, we would expect from such properties more critical user
ratings. Besides the different content, the video clips had also a different pre-processing, while both clips were encoded in the same manner
for this clip, the Lego clips were recorded with 4 Mbps while the Conversation task was only recorded with 2 Mbps. At this moment, the
reasons for the different ratings of the two tasks remains unclear.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented our exploratory research about how QoE
is affected by different video qualities in the same multi-party videoconferencing session. We investigated perceived video quality with
a passive crowdsourcing study. By employing different campaigns
we established that asking about the perceived quality of individual
streams and the overall session quality at the same time does not
significantly affect the ratings of crowdworkers. This reduces the
effort that has to be made in future studies about mixed quality.
We showed that a contrast effect from presenting different qualities at the same time exists: lower-encoded streams get rated worse
the more high-encoded streams are present and vice versa, highencoded streams are perceived better the more low-encoded streams
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are present. Furthermore, we showed that the activity of the session, roles of participants and individual differences between the participants, plays a significant role in determining the final perceived
quality.
From this we can conclude that a model for estimating
the overall QoE in a multiparty session will need to take the screen
composition, including the different encodings, into account. Beyond
the influence factors analyzed in this work, individual factors, most
likely related to the activity and role within the session, are more
powerful influencing factors, and will need to be taken into account
for accurate estimation models. Even though our study employed a
static layout, providing each video-session participant with an equal
amount of space, the differences in ratings between them are strong.
Our findings showed that in multi-party video-conferencing a contrast effect on the perception of video quality exists. As an initial
investigation on whether such an effect exists, we fixed several factors that differ in real world video conferencing setups and need to be
investigated to fully understand the impact of mixed video qualities
on QoE. The main steps that need to be taken is to conduct interactive tests and explore further factors and setups. The interactive test
in real video-conferencing sessions is needed to confirm whether the
contrast effect is perceived when the user is participating in a video
conversation. During passive evaluations, as used in this study, it is
possible that in their ratings, participants pay no or little attention
to the actual content of the material, whereby they detect quality
differences that would otherwise go unnoticed [102, p.129-133]. A
similar effect could be shown in an interactive study in which participants, who reported a higher engagement in the task, reported also
a higher QoE [134]. A further challenge in conducting an interactive
study is that usually variance in the ratings is higher. These variances can be accounted for by including moderating factors such as
interaction (e.g. speaking time or speaker alternation rate), user state
(e.g. engagement or mood) and user aspects (e.g. familiarity with
video-conferencing) in the study. However, to include such factors,
the study needs to have a large enough sample size, as these factors
are usually covariates of a study, as their variance and range is hardly
known and controllable. Such an interactive study should further give
insights on how the contrast effect is moderated by interaction. Our
study showed that in one of the two recorded sessions the speaking
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time was a good predictor for the perceived quality. It is our assumption, that if users are participating themselves in the video conference, the role of this moderating factor increases, as they are more
engaged in the conversation. Another factor that is substantially different in a interactive study is the length of the video-material. Both
video clips used in this study had a length of 40 seconds, which is
longer than the often employed 5-15 seconds clips, but much shorter
than a typical stimulus length in an interactive test (5-10 min), and
thus could have an influence on the results. Other important factors
that need to examined are the number of participants and the layout of the videostreams. This would be for one, keeping the layout
constant, like in this study, but varying the number of participants.
Our study indicated that the strength of the contrast effect, depends
on the number of streams in different quality. Inferencing this pattern further would mean that with more streams, a higher contrast
is possible. However, the weight of this stream for the overall quality
would be reduced. This would mean the individual perceived quality
of a single stream is more strongly affected but it might not show a
stronger effect for the overall perceived quality of the session. Furthermore, it is possible that a stream gets more attention depending
on its position in the layout. The upper left position would–at least
in the western society–be a natural starting point as documents start
in that position. Our study showed large differences between the
streams, however these can also be due to participant shown in this
stream as in our case each position was always linked to the same participant. Using a dynamic layout (e.g. the ’speaker-big, thumbnails
for others’ like for example Google Hangout employs) on the other
hand provides substantial changes in the perception of the contrast
from the spatial to the temporal domain. As they are not presented
at the same time, the user cannot make a simultaneous comparison
of both qualities. However the contrast should be stronger, as they
are presented in a larger part of the screen. If a significant difference
in the quality perception between these two methods exist, this could
guide layout decisions for video-conferencing systems.

4
QoE-TB: A tool for conducting subjective
QoE studies

This chapter presents QoE-TB, the video-conferencing
toolkit build to conduct the interactive studies.
We present the requirements gathered for a videoconferencing toolkit aimed at conducting subjective
studies. Then QoE-TB is introduced in its design and
implementation of QoE-TB, detailing the main components: a multi-party video-conferencing client, an
ObserverControl component and Player and Analyzer
Toolset.

This chapter is based on the articles
• ”A Quality of Experience Testbed for Socially Aware VideoMediated Group Communication” presented in 2013 at the Socially Aware Multimedia Workshop of ACM Multimedia
• ITU-T Contributions C135 - ”Evaluation of multi-party audiovisual telemeetings” ”Requirements for a QoE Testbed for Audiovisual Telemeetings” presented at the ”ITU-T StudyGroup 10: QoS,
QoE and Performance” Meeting in December 2013
• ITU-T Contributions C222 ”Requirements for a QoE Testbed for
Audiovisual Telemeetings” presented at the ”ITU-T StudyGroup
10: QoS, QoE and Performance” Meeting in September 2014
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4.1

CHAPTER 4. QOE-TB

Introduction

If we want to understand the QoE that an individual has in a multiparty video-conferencing sessionwe need to understand the impact of
system factors on the individual. Such knowledge is obtained through
extensive user trials under diverse, but controlled, conditions. We
further need to be able to record the ongoing interaction in a complete manner. While technological advancements have lead to a wide
range of available communication solutions, subjective evaluations
that assess the quality of communication are sparse. Assessing QoE
requires conducting subjective tests for different and varied communication conditions, which need an infrastructure with some particular
features: controllable, recordable, extensible, and dynamic. Unfortunately, none of the publicly available solutions provide the flexibility
and level of control, which is required to extensively investigate the
influence of network and media parameters on the QoE. We investigated how such experiments can be done with Google’s Hangout
but we ran into several problems. The control and manipulation of
the technical aspects are only indirectly possible through simulating network conditions. If we are to investigate asymmetric network
conditions this requires an extensive infrastructure. Monitoring the
experiment sessions becomes also problematic. In standard videoconferencing software, the experiment conductor cannot be hidden,
which influences the trial. Solutions for recording the media streams
in the original and degraded version are either accompanied by quality reduction (which does not allow reasoning about the original perceived quality), or require expensive specialized hardware.
The here described solution, QoE-TB, tries to fill a current gap:
the lack of an adequate testbed for controlled experiments, which
allows obtaining conclusive results regarding QoE in video-mediated
group communication. By offering an end-to-end solution where the
conditions can be controlled and manipulated, the testbed aims at
facilitating the execution of such subjective tests for specific conditions.
The remainder of this chapter is structured in the following way:
Section 4.2 describes the requirements we derived to design QoE-TB
and section 4.3 describes the design and implementation of QoETB. We then discuss the implications which follow from the design
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decisions in section 4.4 and finally conclude this chapter with section
4.5, in which we reflect about QoE-TB usage during the course of
this thesis.

4.2

Requirements

In chapter 2 we detailed conceptual models of QoE and how QoE is
parted into the following different aspects: influencing factors, user
behavior/interaction and the resulting QoE. In Fig. 4.1 we show how
these aspects map to the different phases of our experiment. The
influencing factors become our independent variables of the experiment. In order to gain different experiment conditions, we want to
manipulate one or more of these variables. The other factors, which
we believe to have an impact, we try to keep as constant as possible
or to monitor as good as possible. For the user and context variables
this is achieved through the experiment design, but we can monitor
the system factors to control whether they were actually constant.
As we need the actual interaction of the experiments for the detailed
analysis later on, these have to be recorded during the experiment
session. Finally we measure, through assessment, the impact of our
independent variables on the dependent variables, the QoE of the
participant. All these aspects provide us data for the analysis of the
experiment. The Independent variables give us the scope of what we
are investigating, while the dependent variables give us the impact
on the QoE. The recorded session allows for a qualitative analysis to
understand our data better.
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual model to experiment mapping

Based on this process we derived the requirements for our testbed.
We distinguish between must-have and optional requirements. The
former are necessary to conduct experiments, while the latter are not
necessary, but often make the experiments practically more feasible.
R1. Direct application layer QoS parameter manipulation
in real-time and for each participant individually
As we detailed in the previous section there is a complex interplay of the system factors. Therefore, we need to be able to
control the parameters which directly influence the QoE. Modern communication networks have a fluctuating performance,
so we need to be able to modify these characteristics during the
runtime of the experiment. And to investigate the asymmetric connections of different participants we need to be able to
manipulate them individually for each participant.
R2. Monitoring of the application layer QoS parameters
To assure that the controlled parameters are constant we need
to monitor the system status. Even in controlled environments
it is possible that fluctuations occur, for example in the delay
which is affected by the whole media processing pipeline.
R3. Recording of the transmitted and received media from
each participant’s perspective
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If we are to analyze the actual interaction between the participants, we need to record the media in the original version at
the transmitter, as well as the degraded version at the receiver
side. To make asymmetric investigations we need to record the
media from each individual participant.
R4. Optional: Integration capabilities for activities
Integration of the activity into the testbed has several benefits. First, measurements of the task scores can be easily synchronized and processed with the other data obtained from the
experiment. Second, using external components (e.g. a penand-paper version) requires more context switch and can lead
to a different interaction.
R5. Optional: Questionnaires for subjective assessment
We tested paper-based, web-based and into-the-testbed integrated questionnaires. Integrating the questionnaires into the
testbed has many advantages. The questionnaire can be made
an intrinsic part of the experiment, so that completing the questionnaire can trigger the next step of the experiment. Furthermore, it is easy to dynamically integrate aspects of the session
at hand, e.g. questions about specific participants or based on
the completion of the task.
R6. The testbed should facilitate the experiment conductor
with a live monitoring capability with the possibility to
interact with the participants
Live monitoring is essential, so that problems that might arise
during the experiments can be identified. For example, in our
trials we had a failing microphone or a case in which a screensaver caused confusion. In other cases, the questionnaires had
to be clarified. Also the activity of the experiment can take an
unplanned course and interaction is needed. While this is not
strictly necessary to conduct experiments, it highly reduces the
risk of failed experiment sessions.
R7. Optional: Experiment Progress integration
Integration of the experiment status (set parameters, conditions, conducted questionnaires) assures the development of the
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experiment.

4.3

QoE-TB

In this section we present our developed testbed. We first give an
overview of the different components and employed technologies. We
then describe each component in more detail while explaining how
we could satisfy the requirements from section 4.2.
An overview of the components can be seen in 4.2: the Video
Conferencing MultiClient (VCMC), the ObserverControl Client and
the Session Player and Analyzer. All these components are usually
configured for one study with an ExperimentDefinition. While QoETB can be used on the fly with the default GUI and manual control of
the different parameters, an ExperimentDefinition provides a central
point to configure a QoE-TB for a specific study. This typically
includes the definition of an Experiment Script which defines the
different conditions to be tested in this study, a specific layout for
the client with (if desired) integrated tasks, and the definition of
questionnaires. The ExperimentDefinition takes also care that the
log files have the correct markings for the different conditions which
simplifies the export of speech patterns and questionnaire results for
statistical analysis.
We implemented the media processing pipelines of our testbed using GStreamer, a flexible, open-source toolkit with source-filter-sink
based architecture. While GStreamer is implemented in C, we implemented the not-so performance critical components in the more
lightweight programming language Python. This gives us a flexible platform, which is easily extensible and customizable. We implemented the GUI with Gtk, as it is the recommended toolkit for
GStreamer and fulfilled our needs.
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Figure 4.2: The different components of QoE-TB. The solid lines
arrows mark logical communication between the components with
a flow in direction of the arrow. The dashed lines going into the
analyzer, mark the offline processing, i.e. the analyzer accesses the
recorded data from the experiment. The double sided arrow shape
symbolizes the audio/video streams between the clients.

4.3.1

Client

The clients are full-featured multiparty-video conferencing applications which are directly connected with each other. A description of
the individual components follows.

GUI

Fig. 4.3 shows a screenshot of the GUI as used in some of our trials.
The client shows the other participants in a square layout, the user
themself in the upper left corner, and the task component below the
user.
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Figure 4.3: GUI of the Client

We employed an M-V-VM pattern [157] to keep our GUI easily
customizable. Gtk allows us to use the Glade Builder, a WYSWYG
GUI Builder which creates XML files that can be dynamically loaded.
We implemented small binding facilities that allowed us to customize
the layout without changing the underlying source code. Through
these bindings the in Glade can be specified where to place the different video streams, which properties to display (e.g. in Fig. 4.3 we
show the name of the participants above the streams), bind to commands of the model and place the task component. In some cases
it is necessary to make GUI interactions that are beyond the capabilities of bindings, in which case a view-model is employed, which
encapsulates GUI related issues without the need to touch the underlying model. The communication between view-model and view
is done via an Observer pattern for which we implemented a small
observable base class for view-models. The view needs to contain one
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widget for the observer video, which will be normally hidden but can
be made visible, fulfilling requirement R6.
Communication Manager
The CommunicationManager provides signaling mechanisms, such as
sending commands, negotiating the connections, feedback and chat
messages. We implemented the communication via commands, which
can be easily bound to the GUI or use them in scripts for the experiment. We implemented this command layer on top of XMPP. In
our cases, XMPP was sufficient, but the communication delay (1-2
seconds) may be too long for scenarios in which the media should
be changed very frequently, so this abstraction makes this change
simple.
GUI Manager
The GUI Manager loads with Glade, Gtk GUI Builder, constructed
XML files and connects them to the functionalities VCMC. To achieve
this the GUI Manager expects that the file contains placeholder widgets that later serve to display the streams of the participants. This
can be enumerated placeholder for participants or an area where all
participants will be added (and the space is dynamically allocated to
them), a selfview and a conductor placeholder. The conductor placeholder will be hidden by default from QoE-TB. Further the GUI can
contain custom widgets for tasks specific to this study.
Media Processing
The system is designed so it runs in a controlled environment at the
moment we transmit data using the Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Fig. 4.4 shows a
simplified version of a sending and a receiving pipeline for the video
stream. Besides the normal elements for capturing, encoding, and
transmission, we added elements for monitoring and controlling the
network and media. To keep track of the temporal aspects, we log
the delay of every frame. To do this, we directly insert a barcode into
the video, which we crop-out at the receiving side before presenting
the video to the user (compare Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.6). By directly
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inserting the timestamps into the video we measure the delay of the
whole processing pipeline, instead of only of the network delay. For
the complete “mouth-to-ear” delay we need to also consider the delay
of capturing and rendering equipment, which can be assumed to be
static and can be measured using external tools [83].
In the media processing component, during the construction of the
pipelines, certain manipulation capabilities are implemented. These
parameter controls register themselve at the ObserverControl module which in turn displays control options for them. The parameters
Resolution/Frequency and Frame-rate/Sample-rate can be manipulated directly at the corresponding capturing elements (with respect
to the capabilities of the devices). For the other parameter, we use
the following:
• Distortion We can control distortion by inserting available filters from GStreamer (e.g. blur) or changing the codec settings.
The easy extensible plugin architecture of GStreamer makes it
easy to develop and integrate custom, more complex distortion
patterns.
• Delay The minimum delay our system achieves, in the ideal
conditions of our local network, is in average 70ms with a 25ms
standard deviation. We can add delay by increasing buffers on
the sending and the receiving side.
• jitter We keep the network delay constant by employing a jitterbuffer. We can add jitter by adjusting the buffer on the
receiving side.
• Interstream (Audio/Video) Synchronization We can
achieve audio/video (de)synchronization by manipulating the
delay buffers in audio and video streams separately.
• Inter-participant Synchronization Since there is a separate pipeline for every participant we can achieve basic
(de)synchronization by setting different delays for each participant. Since we have synchronized clocks and the capturing timestamps more complex synchronization algorithm can
be built on top of this.
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Figure 4.4: Simplified sender and receiver pipeline showing where
parameter manipulation takes place.

Since GStreamer allows us to modify these parameters during
runtime, we have shown that our testbed fulfills requirement R1. We
save the captured and received media streams in each pipeline thus
fulfilling requirement R3. As we already described, we log the delay of
every frame at each client, so that we are able to monitor delay, jitter
and synchronization. The distortion of the media is available through
the recorded media streams. While the Resolution/Frequency and
Frame-rate/Sample-rate are usually constant they are also monitored
through delay and the recorded media, thus fulfilling requirement R2.
Questionnaire Module
The Questionnaire Module is responsible for managing questionnaires: loading them from a configuration file, saving the data, constructing the GUI, and sending feedback to the observer. We created
a lightweight library that allows us to rapidly create a questionnaire
with the standard elements Likert (type), option lists, dropdown lists,
comboboxes and free texts. The questionnaires can be easily defined
over XML. It is easily extensible for more complex questionnaires.
The results are saved locally and transmitted back to the observer
for live control. This component fulfills our optional requirement R5.
Task Integration
The integration of components specifically designed for an activity
can be done in two ways. Either a task specific view-model is created, through which, as previously described, the GUI can be customized to integrate the task. Or the task can be implemented as
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a separate Gtk widget, which can be integrated in the GUI of the
client.The infrastructure of the client can be used for remote commands (later available in experiment scripting), synchronized logging
and data transmission/collection. This component fulfills our optional requirement R4.

4.3.2

ObserverControl

The experiment conductor (using the ObserverControl Client) is usually not shown to the other participants, not to influence the trial, but
can dynamically join the conversion, if necessary, to give feedback or
additional instructions. The ObserverControl Client is an extension
of the normal client, thus it also contains all the modules available
at the client, but they are left out of the diagram not to overload
it. The ObserverControl Client is composed of a normal client with
a customized GUI and the ObserverControl Window shown in Fig.
4.5. The ObserverControl Window can, similarly to the Client, be
customized for the specific experiment. The upper left part shows
the commands for this experiment. These include showing or hiding
the observer, showing or hiding different questionnaires, setting the
delay and assigning roles. Normally these commands are not to be
executed manually, as they are performed by a script, but due to
unforeseeable events during an experiment it might be necessary to
execute them manually. Furthermore, below the observer can make
annotations with a small comment or just mark a point-of-interest
without comment.
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Figure 4.5: ObserverControl Window

Experiment Scripting
The different steps of the experiment can be scripted based on the
status of the system. E.g. to automatically show a questionnaire after
a task is finished, set new conditions after all questionnaires are filled
out and so forth. Each individual step is logged and available for data
analysis. The script can be seen on the right side in Fig. 4.5. The
experiment consists of steps, which can invoke a command and can
have a condition. When the condition is satisfied automatically the
next step is executed. When the condition is satisfied the checkbox
on the right is checked. It is also possible to include steps which
serve only as a checklist item for the experiment conductor (e.g. as
a reminder to give specific instructions) and have to be manually
checked once the experiment should go to the next step. The button
of each experiment step allows the manual execution of this step, if
for some reason some steps should be skipped or repeated. All steps
and their satisfaction are synchronized logged and are available later
in the analysis.
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User Management
The lower left part of GUI in Fig. 4.5 shows the user management.
Here we can see the status of each client, manipulate some properties
directly, like turning on or off the sound, microphone, video or the
showing of the observer. To apply commands or experiment steps
only to specific participants the checkboxes on the left side can be
used to select a subset of the participants.

4.3.3

Session Player and Analyzer

The analyzer tool, shown in Fig. 4.6, is used for the data preparation
and analysis after the experiment. It can play the recorded media
streams synchronized as they were rendered during the experiment.
The experiment steps and annotations are available as bookmarks,
shown in the lower left corner, so we can easily step to the corresponding events in the recorded streams. Finally, the speech pattern
data can be exported for the statistical analysis.

Figure 4.6: Analyzer Window
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Session Player
The SessionPlayer enables to playback recorded sessions from an experiment. Via the logs and timestamps the streams are synchronized
as they were during the session. The main components of the SessionPlayer are a module to load and save (annotations and speech
processing) sessions, media components to playback the recorded media and the time (seen in the lower part of Fig. 4.6), which displays
the extracted on off patterns.
Speech Analysis
For the investigation of effects towards speech patterns we use a fourstepped approach.
Utterance Segmentation First, we segment the data in ”on-off”
patterns of sound activity. To do this, we support two different voice-activity detectors: the Adintool from the open-source
speech recognition software Julius, and the reference implementation of the generic sound activity detector of the ITU. The
speech analyzer allows comparing different sensitivity settings.
Turn-Taking In the next step we filter out on patterns which are too
short for speech (15ms) and fill silent gaps in the speech (e.g.
resulting from stop-consonants) and constructing the turns.
Events As detailed in section 2.3 some speech patterns events are
particularly interesting to assess whether conversational problems exist. This is especially the occurrence of simultaneous
speech. In this case, it is particularly interesting whether people start to speak at nearly the same time, or if a speaker change
occurred after the simultaneous talk.
Annotation These turns have to be manually categorized in terms
of whether they are really speech, or non-verbal utterances like
”uhm” or laughter. Furthermore, we can annotate them with
tags based on the purpose we can observe. For example, simultaneous speech can be a backchannel mechanism to show attention or agreement, which is intentionally simultaneous in comparison false-starts which are often an accident. The turns and
events can further be annotated with comments or self-defined
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tags. The speech of segments can also be transcribed. We investigated automatic speech recognition based on Google’s Web
Speech but the results were not satisfying. It is possible to manually add events like non-verbal communication like gesturing.

4.4

Discussion

Even though an argument can be made that conducted research and
tools are separate entities, of which tools are merely interchangeable means to an end, in reality the two are interwoven. As the
availability of technologies and tools available hast first made certain
kind of research possible. The range in which way tools facilitate
science ranges from game changing new measurement technologies
that enable approaches not possible before, to tools which simplify
necessary work in the scientific process and hence enable to focus
more on the actual scientific aspects. QoE-TB mainly focuses on the
aspect of providing support for the scientific process but also integrates some innovative approaches to improve control and precision
in system parameter control and measurement. The embedding of
visually encoded timestamps within the video frame itself allows to
have precise information about the real delay of the employed system. For the complete ”glass-to-glass” (camera to (remote) screen)
delay ,this measurement is missing the delays for capturing and displaying screen. However, these systems work independent of CPU
or network load and are thus quite stable. There are further measurement tools [83] for glass-to-glass delay, which employ a similar
visual encoding of timestamps, but by means of displaying and capturing it with an external device also include camera and monitor
delays. In turn, these systems use the actual video-conferencing system for their measurement and cannot be employed during an actual
user test. However, together these systems can provide the complete
glass-to-glass delay. Furthermore, the timestamps can be used in the
analytical phase of an experiment for post-processing. Several objective metrics use a full-reference approach, thus they require the
original and the transmitted frame as input. However several distortion factors (e.g. lower fps, packet-loss, jitter, CPU load) will result
in an unequal amount of frames in the videos on sender and receiver
side. The timestamps allow to correctly map sender and receiver
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frames onto each other and assess which frames were lost. There are
further aspects which are specific requirements for conducting user
studies, for which alternative solutions come with drawbacks: the integration of experiment task material and the experiment conductor.
In the first trials we experienced that providing task material on paper notes took away much attention from the visual channel. It is
essential that the conductor can listen to the experiment, first of all
to assure that everything is working as expected, answer questions
by the participants if needed but also to observe the interaction actually taking place during the experiment. Furthermore, the aspects of
integrating questionnaires, scripting of the experiment and logging of
the experiment steps take away error sources, and help to save time
in conducting and post-processing the data.

4.5

Conclusion

QoE-TB was successfully used in several trials (see chapters 5 and 6)
showing that it is capable of simulating diverse but fine-grained system conditions. The easy extension of specific elements for tasks
helped to foster desired behavior that we wanted to study more
closely, like the integration of UI elements for quiz-questions, which
could only be controlled by the moderator of the session. The extensive recording and analysis capabilities made the insights into the
interplay of interaction and system factors possible.
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5
Conversation & Delay

This chapter describes interactive studies conducted regarding delay in multi-party video-conferencing . In
these studies symmetric (all participants with delay)
and asymmetric delay conditions were researched (one
participant having delay). Further differences in perception of participants based on speaker behavior were
investigated by clustering participants by their percental speaking time. The conducted data analysis reveals that active participants are stronger affected by
delay than non-active participants.
81
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This chapter is based on
• ”Methods for Evaluating MediaSync in Realtime Communication”
Chapter in the Springer ”Mediasync: Handbook on Multimedia
Synchronization”
• ITU-T Recommendation ”P.1305 - Effects of delay in telemeetings”
• ”The Influence of Interactivity Patterns on the Quality of Experience in Multi-Party Video Mediated Conversation” presented in
2014 at the Socially Aware Multimedia Workshop at ACM Multimedia
• ”Asymmetric Delay in Video Mediated Group Discussions” presented in 2014 at QoMEX
• ”Mitigating Problems in Video-mediated Group Discussions: Towards Conversation Aware Video-conferencing Systems” presented
in 2014 at the Understanding and Modeling Multiparty, Multimodal Interactions at the ACM International Conference on Multimodal Interaction
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Introduction

In the introduction of this thesis (see section 1) we have pointed out
that the experience of video-conferencing users is diverse. We have
subsequently argued that modern evaluation of multimedia systems
needs to be able to estimate the personal QoE of a specific user
instead of a Mean Opinion Score (MOS). In chapter 3 we have shown,
how in one multi-party video-conferencing session the perceived video
quality differs from user to user, depending on the complex interplay
of the different video qualities of all participants.
However, obtaining an accurate and personal QoE is much more
complex than taking into account detailed and specific system parameters for each user individually. As the conceptual frameworks
for QoE [118, 104] have pointed out, non-system factors play a crucial role in the QoE of multimedia users. Many of these factors cannot
be assessed in passive studies (as conducted in chapter 3), hence it
is necessary to conduct interactive studies. In the previous chapter
?? we detailed the testbed that we specifically developed to conduct
laboratory multi-party video-conferencing studies. In this chapter we
employed this testbed, in order to start taking into account behavioral
factors of multi-party video-conferencing sessions and work towards
the goal of predicting the personal QoE of individual participants.
The two factors we are examining in this chapter are the verbal
interaction and the delay of the system. Works on evaluating remote
conversation systems (e.g. the telephone) already reported that delay
interferred with conversation [90]. These studies showed how the
timings of our conversational turns and utterances were altered by
the delay in the system (e.g. [90, 147]). It was established that
faster paced conversations would suffer more from the delay than
more calmly paced ones [143, 80, 50].
In this chapter we are using the verbal interaction not to classify
the conversation as a whole, but to differentiate the experience of
users within the same session. By classifying participants based on
their participation in the conversation we could show that their QoE
is affected at different delay thresholds.
Conversations heavily depend on the timing of utterances to implicitly organize the conversation and to manage who speaks when
(so called turn-taking, see section 2.3). Delay of a real-time sys-
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tem or service cannot be perceived directly. We only notice it, because it alters the timings of utterance in a conversation that we rely
on in turn-taking. Small group conversations follow the same implicit turn-taking process as dyadic conversations, but the situation
is more complex. While within dyads the roles are clear, speaker
and addressee alternate turns, in the case of group conversations,
participants can also become side-listeners [8] who may not want, or
may not be expected to answer to the current speaker. On the other
hand, the number of participants who may want to take the next
turn are greater. Therefore, in order to determine who speaks next,
group conversations depend more on non-verbal cues (e.g. gaze) than
dyadic conversations [110].
Due to the increased complexity of the conversational situation
in the multi-party context, we assume that delay impacts multiparty video-conferencing sessions differently than in dyadic videoconferencing sessions. In this chapter we are addressing research
question 2 of this thesis: How does the delay impact the QoE
of different participants based on their conversational behavior?. We approach this general research question with four more
specific research sub-questions that we wanted to answer with this
study.
RQ5.1 What are the lower (just-noticeable) and upper (notacceptable) boundaries for delay in small-group video-mediated
discussions?
While it can be argued that due to the symmetric nature of dyadic
conversations delay may be perceived in the same way by both participants, this is no longer true for the participants in the multi-party
case. We thus want to investigate whether participants in the same
session are differently impacted by delay, depending on their conversational behavior. We formulated the following question for our
research.
RQ5.2 What influence has the conversation role and interactivity patterns on the perception of delay?
The multi-party case differs further from the dyadic case as it has
a more complex system setup. Due to the heterogeneous structure
of the Internet, asymmetric delays between participants are likely
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to occur. Depending on each participant’s Internet connection, the
route between participants and architecture of the employed videoconferencing system, delays can widely differ between participants.
We thus want to quantify the impact of asymmetric delays in multiparty video-conferencing . Our assumptions is that the contrast of
such an asymmetric situation is the strongest when only one participant is on a different delay level to all other participants, and is
thus the best starting point for our investigation. Accordingly, we
formulate the following research questions for either one participant
having added delay or only one participant not having added delay.
Concretely, we are looking to answer the following research questions.
RQ5.3 How is the QoE of the whole group affected by one participant
having delay? Is there a difference between the participants
with a higher delay as compared to the ones without added
delay?
RQ5.4 How is the QoE of a group with all people having high delay
different from a group with only one participant having a high
delay?
To gain insight into these questions we conducted a 59-participant
study on the effects of symmetric and asymmetric delay in five-people
group discussions. We first conducted the symmetric trials with one
way delay ranging from 150ms to 2150ms, to establish the boundaries
between when delay would go unnoticed and when a conversation
would break down (research question RQ5.1). The exercise we used
was a ”surviving in the wilderness discussion” scenario, similar to
the ”desert survival problem” [94], since this is a commonly used
scenario in small-group communications research. Our version was
modified from the original ranking items task to a quiz-style scenario
based on a team-building exercise [17]. To reinforce the effect of
a central role emerging, one random participant was assigned the
role of moderator. Together with the obtained speech patterns this
would allow us to investigate the research question RQ5.2. For the
asymmetric sessions, we added delay to only one participant (research
question RQ5.3). We added a delay of 1000ms to this participant
because, as the symmetric study had shown, at this level of delay
communication was still possible but it iwas clearly perceived as very
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disruptive. Since we had observed differences between participants
based on their conversational role, we added or withheld the delay
from the moderator and one randomly chosen participant. We further
compared the results of the asymmetric setup with the results of the
symmetric case (research question RQ5.4).
The results of the symmetric study showed that, in general, the
delay at 1000ms was perceived as strongly disruptive. Even with
2000ms participant still managed to complete the tasks, but often
switched to a more formal turn-taking mechanism, such as the moderator calling out each participant about their opinion. The central
role in a conversation was best determined by clustering participants
by their percental speaking time in ”active” and ”non-active” participants. The active participants already reported a strong decrease in
their QoE at 500ms while the no-active participants experienced this
drop at a 1000ms delay. For the asymmetric case, the data showed
that already one participant with delay had a significant impact on
the conversation, while one participant without delay did not alleviate the situation. Further the sessions with one participant having
delay, were not differently rated depending on whether this participant was the moderator or not. Also participants with delay did
not report a statistically significant different experience as compared
to participants without delay in the same session. This highlights
the complexity of the relation between delay and conversation, and
the difficulty for participants to pin-point the exact cause of their
problems.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in section
5.2 we detail the setup of the study, scenario, participants, conditions and gathered data. We then show our analysis of the results in
section 5.3, assessing the effects of delay in symmetric and asymmetric cases, qualifying the results by speech patterns and comparing the
ratings from the symmetric and asymmetric studies. In section 5.4 we
discuss the thresholds, the differences between active and non-active
participants, the perception in the asymmetric case and the differences to the symmetric case, and we compare the results obtained in
this study to results from dyadic studies. Finally, we summarize the
findings of this chapter in section 5.5.
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Methodology
Participants

The study was conducted with 59 participants. We conducted all sessions with groups of five people, except one session. One participant
did not show up and we were not able to find a replacement in such
short notice. We recruited 39 participants via social media and flyers
in universities and institutes, who mainly consisted of students and
researchers. We recruited the other 20 participants using a recruitment company to complement our demographic with a group of different age and background. The experiment was conducted in English,
in which all participants were fluent. 20 participants were assigned
to the asymmetric condition and 39 to the symmetric condition. All
participants in the asymmetric condition were recruited from universities or institutes. Their average age was 32.7 years (Stdev 10.6,
min 20 max 60), and 33 of the participants were female. The average
age of the participants recruited from university and institutes was
26.9 years and the average age of the participants recruited via the
company was 44.1 years.

5.2.2

Scenario

Our scenario was a consensus-based decision-making task in a moderated small group discussion. The task of our participants was a
quiz-style scenario. The participants were given different questions
related to survival in the wilderness and they had to consensually
pick together one answer from a list of options. The task was based
on the team building exercise from [17], a variation of the well known
”desert survival problem” [94]. One participant was asked to be the
moderator, to submit the final group answers and move the discussion along in order to keep a 10-minute length constraint per round.
The order of the quiz-questions did not change in the experiment
but the order of the delay did. After each round we assessed subjective feedback via questionnaires. Upon arrival of the participants we
had an introduction round, in which we explained our research and
the experiment. Afterwards all participants were seated in separate
rooms with a running video-conferencing system.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the different conditions. Red connections
are conditions with added delay. In this example the participant
P3 was randomly chosen to have added delay.

5.2.3

Conditions

In the symmetric conditions, we tested delays up to 2000ms one-way
delay. In the asymmetric case, we decided to add delay to only one
participant, as this should be the most different case to the symmetric
situation. To reduce the number of test conditions in the asymmetric
case, we tested only up to 1000ms one-way added delay. In each
session one randomly chosen participant and the moderator (also
randomly chosen) got an additional delay (both directions: sending
and receiving delay) of 500ms or 1000ms.
Table 5.1 shows the different delay conditions in detail. The
GroupConditions denote the maximum delay present in the tested
group (e.g. Group500 means in the asymmetric case one participant
with a 500ms added delay and in the symmetric case all participants
with a 500ms added delay). Fig. 5.1 illustrates the different conditions.
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Table 5.1: Delay Conditions
GroupCondition
Group0
Group500

Group1000

-

5.2.4

Asymmetric
Symmetric
Symmetric0: No participant had an added delay.
The base delay was ˜150ms.
Random500 / ModeraSymmetric500: All partictor500:
The randomly
ipants had an added delay
assigned participant or
of 500ms (i.e. 650ms)
the moderator respectively
had a 500ms added delay
(i.e.˜650ms)
Random1000 / ModeraSymmetric1000: All partictor1000:
The randomly
ipants had an added delay
assigned participant or
of 1000ms (i.e. 1150ms)
the moderator respectively
had 1000ms added delay
(i.e.˜1150ms)
Symmetric2000: All participants had an added delay
of 2000ms (i.e. 1150ms)

Procedure

Before the beginning of the actual experiment, we had an introduction round to shortly get to know each other and introduce our research. We then seated each participant in separate rooms, where
one of the test-system was already setup and running (see sections
5.2.5 and 5.2.6). For each group we used the delay conditions in randomized order. In each condition, participants had to answer three
questions, first individually and then together in a 10-minute group
discussion. After each condition, the participants answered a questionnaire about their experience during the previous round. After
all conditions, participants had to answer an additional questionnaire assessing demographical data, such as age and previous usage
of tele-communication systems. We concluded with a discussion of
the experiment in a semi-structured group interview.

5.2.5

Testsystem

We used the testbed described in chapter 4.
It is a videocommunication system designed to conduct tests in a controlled environment. The delay was added by increasing buffers in the media-
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Table 5.2: System Configuration

System
Webcam
Headset
Video
Audio
Network

Desktop PCs (Core i7, 16GB Ram, SSD)
Logitech HD C920
Creative Soundblaster Xtreme
640x480px, 30fps, 2mpbs H.264
Speex
Local Gigabit LAN, UDP, RTP

processing pipeline. This approach directly manipulates the system
parameters in software instead of using network simulators. The
clocks of the machines were synchronized every 15 seconds with an
NTP server at the institute. The delay was measured by inserting
timestamps at the sender side and reading them out at the receiver
side. As we used a configuration with 30fps, this approach has a measurement accuracy of ca. 33ms. All data was recorded on the sending
and receiving sides. The system hides the experiment conductor, but
gives him or her the ability to interact with the participants if assistance is needed. The configuration of the client interface can be seen
in Fig. 5.2. As the figure shows, each participant had an image of
him/herself in the upper left corner and an equal representation of
the other four participants as the main view. In the lower left corner the questions of this round were presented. The moderator had
controls enabled to select and submit the chosen answers.

5.2.6

Apparatus

As we wanted to simulate a home situation we used Desktop PCs
(Core i7, 16GB Ram, SSD) with a webcam (Logitech HD C920)
and headset (Creative Soundblaster Xtreme 3D). We transmitted
the videos in SD Quality (640x480px, 30fps, H264) and the audio
was encoded with Speex. The computers were connected over a Gigabit LAN connection and RTP over UDP was used as transportation
protocol.

5.2.7

Data

We collected questionnaire data from each participant in each delay
condition. Each questionnaire included 15 items, with a nine point
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the client from the trial
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Table 5.3: Perceived quality questions and labels

Label
quality

annoyance

noticeability

Question
What is your opinion of
the connection you have
just been using?’
To what extent where you
annoyed by delay in the
connection?
’How noticeable did you
perceive the delay in the
connection?

Scale
Bad <-> Excellent

No annoyance <-> severe
annoyance
Not at all <-> Very much

Table 5.4: Perceived satisfaction about task questions and labels
Label
satisfaction
discussion
satisfaction
outcome
contribution

Question

Scale

I am satisfied about the
course of the discussions
in our team.

Completely Disagree <->
Completely Agree

I am satisfied with the
quality of the outcome of
our team.
To what extent do you
feel that you have contributed to the team’s final out-come?

Completely Disagree <->
Completely Agree
Not at all <-> Very
Much

likert-type scale. The final questionnaire at the end of the session
included questions about the background and the experience of the
participant. As objective data, we measured question scores, from
the individual and group results.
The questionnaire contained three items to investigate the perceived quality (table 5.3) and three questions asking participants
about their satisfaction with the discussion (table 5.4). For the analysis, the ratings were adjusted so that always a higher value meant
a better perception, i.e. higher quality, less annoyance or less noticeable delay. The three questions were meant to complement each
other.
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Results

The responses were normally distributed, with respect skewness and
kurtosis below 2. We used ANOVA to compare the goodness of a
fitting a linear model with our data, to assess whether there was
general effect of our independent variable delay on the dependent
variables (see tables 5.3 and 5.4). We performed a pairwise difference
test with the pairwise student’s t-test to see which conditions were
significantly different.

5.3.1

Main Effect of Delay

Symmetric Study
We investigated the general trend that with higher delay the perception of quality is worse. The responses to the questions regarding
perceived quality (see table 5.3) are plotted in Fig. 5.3. For all items,
a lower score means a worse perception, i.e. less quality, more annoyance or that the delay was more noticeable. We performed ANOVA
by modeling the responses as a linear function of the delay condition,
with the user as a within subject factor and the group as a between
subject factor. We compared the fit of our data to this linear function, to see if the differences in the delay conditions were statistically
valid.
The analysis revealed that the influence of delay on the quality
question was statistically significant (p < 0.05), as was the influence
of delay on annoyance (p < 0.05). The influence of delay on noticeability was just below the significance confidence of 0.05 (p = 0.052).
Thus, for the noticeability, we performed a pair-wise comparison of
the conditions using a one-tailed pair-wise T-Test. This revealed that
the noticeability of delay between 0ms and 500ms is nearly identical
(p = 0.402), but there is a significant difference between 500ms and
1000ms (p = 0.018) and no statistical differences between 1000ms
and 2000ms (p = 0.099). The differences between 0ms->1000ms,
0ms->2000ms and 500ms->2000ms are also statistically significant
(p < 0.05).
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Figure 5.3: Average Questionaire Quality Ratings with 95% confidence intervals

Asymmetric Study
We concentrate on the three quality items in the asymmetric case,
their averages per condition are displayed in Fig. 5.4. The error
bars in this and the following Figures represent the 95% confidence
intervals.
The performed ANOVA showed that the delay is an influencing
factor for all three items with p = 0.00852 for quality, 0.01336 for
annoyance and 0.00052 for noticeability.
We performed a pairwise t-test to see whether these differences
were perceptible. The noticeable differences were between symmetric0 and Moderator1000 (p-value = 0.035) and Random1000 (p-value
= 0.0165). Random500 and Moderator1000 were different (p-value =
0.012). Moderator500 and Random1000 were also different (p-value
= 0.023).
In other words the difference between no delay and one of the participants having 500ms delay was not perceptible but the difference
to 1000ms was. The difference to the 500ms delay cases towards the
1000ms cases was perceptible in some cases. For annoyance and noticeability the difference was perceptible between the 0ms and 500ms
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Figure 5.4: Average Responses to Quality Questions

and the Random1000 condition (p < 0.05), and indications for differences to the Moderator1000 case (p < 0.15).
As we did not find significant differences between the Moderator
and Random cases, we merged the Random500 with the Moderator500 and the Random1000 with the Moderator1000 condition, as
shown in Fig. 5.5.
The t-test between the different conditions showed that for all
three variables, the difference between Group0 and Group500 is not
significant (p > 0.05), but between Group500 and Group1000 the
degradation in QoE is perceptible (p < 0.05).
We further compared how (in these conditions) the perception of
participants with delay differed from participants without delay. We
did not find significant differences between the perception for any of
the three variables, Fig. 5.6 depicts the responses for quality.

5.3.2

Qualification by Speech Patterns

We further hypothesized that a concrete speech pattern would influence perception. While the approach in previous research was to
build an interactivity metric for the whole conversation [50, 143, 171,
80], we used speech patterns to group the participants. We clustered
our participants by speech patterns using k-means into two groups:
active and non-active participants.
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Figure 5.5: Average responses to quality questions by group conditions

Figure 5.6: Responses for Quality by GroupCondition and Delay
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We divided participants by the amount of speaking time, when
compared to the total speaking time of the group. From the automatically generated speech-pattern data we computed the percental
amount of speaking time each participant had in each round. For
the clustering process we offset this value by the standard deviation
of all our samples and the deviation of the group of the participant.
We then used the k-means algorithm to perform the classification.
The elbow-criterion was used to determine that we gained the most
explanation of variance with two clusters.
Symmetric Study
Fig. 5.7 shows the results for the three questionnaires. We performed
a pairwise comparison of different delay conditions for active and nonactive participants. Active participants have a significant drop in the
perception between 0ms and 500ms (p = 0.014), but not between
the other conditions (p > 0.05). For non-active participants only
the difference between 500ms and 1000ms is statistically significant
(p = 0.003, for other conditions p > 0.05). The comparison of the
differences between active and non-active participants showed that
there are indications that the perception of quality is different at
500ms (p = 0.013), but very similar at the other conditions (p >
0.1).
For annoyance, the results followed a similar pattern. Active participants had a significant (p = 0.025) rise in annoyance between
0ms and 500ms while for non-active participants the difference was
insignificant. 1000ms was the statistically significant (p = 0.009) difference for non-active participants, being nearly the same as for active
participants. Interestingly the difference between 1000ms and 2000ms
was strongly noticeable for non-active participants (p = 0.0003) but
not for active participants (p=0.15).
Noticeability was generally less affected by delay. Both groups
started with a similar perception at 0ms, going minimally up for nonactive participants and slightly down for the active one, but for both
groups the difference was not significant. Due to the large variance
the difference became noticeable for active participants between 0ms
and 1000ms (p= 0.034) and between 0ms and 2000ms (p= 0.004) for
non-active participants. Interestingly the difference for non-active
participants happened between 500ms and 1000ms (p= 0.048) but
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Figure 5.7: Average questionaire results clustered by blocks percentage duration of active participants (blue striped), and nonactive participants (red solid) with 95% confidence intervals.

not between 0ms and 1000ms (p = 0.116).
Clustering by speaking time
Based on the assumption that interaction is an important factor
for perception, we clustered the participants with kmeans by their
percentile-part of the conversation. We had used this clustering into
”active” and ”non-active” participants in the symmetric delay study
as it revealed big perceptional differences between these groups. This
resulted in two groups in which both the randomly selected participant and the moderator were active participants and two groups in
which one of them was active and the other one non-active. In none
of groups both were non-active.
The responses for quality of this clustering are shown in Fig. 5.8.
The difference between both clustered groups in the asymmetric case
were not as clear as in the symmetric study, but we report them here
as they follow the same trend. In the Group0 condition, there were
strong indications that active participants had a different perception
than non-active participants (p < 0.063). Differences in perception
between the rounds were a trend for active participants with p =
0.157 between the conditions Group0 and Group500 and p = 0.134
between Group500 and Group1000. For non-active participants the
difference was noticeable between Group500 and Group1000 with p
< 0.05 and not perceptible between Group0 and Group500 (p=0.39).
Annoyance was not significant in any of the cases. Active participants could more easily distinguish noticeability between conditions
Group500 and Group1000 with p < 0.05, whereas for non-active par-
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Figure 5.8: Responses to Quality by GroupCondition and Activity

ticipants it was less clear (p = 0.133).

5.3.3

Comparison between Symmetric and Asymmetric Study

A t-test comparison between of the overall quality scores between the
symmetric and asymmetric studies, restricted to the base condition
in which no participant had delay, showed that participants had a
different perception in both experiments (p < 0.05). However this
differences dissappeared when we only compared participants that
were recruited through the same method (p = 0.34).
While our data on the whole set of participants showed that in
the symmetric-delay case the perception of active participants was
significantly different from non-active participants (p < 0.05), this
pattern was less significant in the subset of participants recruited
from university and institutes. We, thus, report these findings as
trends. For the participants recruited from the universities,the t-test
revealed a p-value of 0.1558 for the symmetric case and a p-value of
0.1572 for the asymmetric.The perception for non-active participants
in both cases is not significantly different. At a 1000ms case active
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Figure 5.9: Responses to Quality by GroupCondition for asymmetric and symmetric conditions

and not active participants perceived the condition similarly.
Further comparison between the symmetric and asymmetric conditions ( Fig. 5.9) showed no statistically significant difference in
condition Group500. However, in the case of condition Group1000,
they were just above the significant confidence (p = 0.0508).
We compared people with delay in the asymmetric case with people in the symmetric case with the same added delay. The trend we
found was that even for participants with delay in the asymmetric
case, the delay was less annoying than for participants from the symmetric study. However, due to the small number of participants that
had delay in the asymmetric case, we have a low statistical confidence
(p-value of 0.13), thus we can only report it as a trend. Active participants, however, noticed the difference between a group with no
delay or a group with 500ms added delay (p = 0.03171).
The sample of participants with added delay in the connection was
too low for a statistically significant result. As we had an asymmetric
setup at most one participant had delay in the connection, giving us
only 4 observations for a complete group. When we comparedthe perception of active people in the symmetric and asymmetric conditions,
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we did not find evidence that this was different.

5.3.4

Subjective and Objective Performance

Subjective Performance
The scoring of the questions regarding experienced satisfaction with
task and discussion (see table 5.4) went down as more delay was
added (see Fig. 5.10). The boxplot with the three responses per delay
condition (Fig. 5.10), shows that responses of satisfaction discussion
and satisfaction outcome are very similar. They have a pearson correlation of 0.85 (p < 0.05) and it is quite likely that both questions
measure the same underlying principle. We can thus average satisfaction˙discussion and satisfaction˙outcome with the label satisfaction.
The responses to satisfaction˙discussion are not normal distributed,
while the responses to the other two questions are (in respect to
kurtosis and skewness below 2). Neither did the composite variable
satisfaction follow a normal distribution. We thus used the Wilcox
signed rank test to see whether there was a significant difference between our conditions. This revealed that differences were not significantly perceptible between the 0ms and 500ms condition (p-value =
0.149) and between 1000ms and 2000ms (p-value = 0.412). For all
other conditions we had p < 0.001. For the contribution question, for
which the responses are normal distributed with respect to kurtosis
and skewness below 2, we use ANOVA, comparing the fit of a linear
function as within subject design and Group as a blocking factor to
see if we have an influence of delay. This is the case (p < 0.01) and
a pairwise comparison of the different conditions revealed that the
conditions with 1000ms and 2000ms were significantly worse rated
that the conditions with 500ms or 0ms added delay. In other words,
the level of satisfaction people had with the discussion was higher if
they had a delay of 500ms or less compared to a delay of 1000ms and
more.
Objective Performance
We investigated whether the added delay had an influence on the
number of correct answers (survival˙score˙group). In Fig. 5.11 we
plotted the group scores per round color coded for the different de-
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Figure 5.10: Responses to Satisfaction Questions

Figure 5.11: Group Survival Scores per Round
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lay conditions. In each round, participants achieved the same group
score, independently from the delay. In round 1 and 3 all group
answered two questions correct and in round 2 and 4 all groups answered 1 question correct. Thus we can assume that the questions in
round 2 and 4 were more difficult than the questions in round 1 and
3.
Even though we had chosen a task in which discussion is an integral part in forming the solution, we could not find a statistical
significant influence in the task performance. On the other hand, the
satisfaction with the discussion and the feeling of having contributed
was significantly less with higher delay.

5.4

Discussion

In this section we discuss the results we presented in the previous
section. We first take up the thresholds we obtained in our statistical
analysis and illustrate concrete effects on participants with excerpts
from the post experiment discussion and details of the effect of different communication styles. We then delve deeper into the different
perception of delay for active and non-active participants and for delayed and non-delayed participants within the same asymmetric delay
group. Finally we draw comparisons between the asymmetric, symmetric and delay conditions and draw upon the available literature
to compare multi-party delay studies with dyadic delay studies.

5.4.1

Thresholds

Our data from the generalized case (see Fig. 5.3), suggests that
noticeable quality degradation sets in between 500ms and 1000ms
delay. This is a higher delay than reported in dyadic studies [159,
171] and similar to the multi-party study from Berndtsson et al. [14].
Contrary to disturbances in audio-and video-streams, participants
cannot directly observe delay. It is only indirectly perceivable due to
e.g. longer pauses and more simultanous talk. Even though participants in our experiment were aware that the connection might be
delayed, it was still difficult for some participants to assess whether
it was a technical problem. The variance of the perception of delay
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was thus very high between participants, which was also revealed in
the debriefing discussions:
[P3]: “It wasn’t noticeable for me.”
[P4]: “I was already on the top of my annoyance level. I AM
LIKE, HELLO I AM TALKING HERE, CAN ANYBODY HEAR
ME IN THIS PLACE! WHAT IS HAPPENING? And I was sometimes asking, are you hearing me, and everybody was just looking?
”
And in a different group:
[P1]: ”The delay wasn’t very annoying; I didn’t even notice the
delay really. I just noticed it because people were saying, there is a
delay.”
[P2 asks]: ”oh, really? ”
[P1]: ”yes I didn’t notice it. I just thought people were thinking.”
[P2]: ”I was very annoyed by it. . . It was like 4-5 seconds. We
were like 5 sentences (ahead) and then you came.” “grgh”
For a listener, who was not directly involved it still seemed detectable.
[P6]: “Sometimes people would interrupt each other and you would
notice that it wasn’t intentional since they were completely unaware
of what the other one said ”
Although the participants gave relatively good ratings, after exploring the recordings, we observed that the delay had forced participants to employ additional explicit organization mechanisms. Instead of somebody taking a turn by simply speaking, one participant
would hand the turn explicitly (verbally) over to another participant.
The change of conversation structure and the comments of our participants suggests that with a one-way delay between 1000ms and
2000ms, a conversation without additional explicit organizing mechanisms is not possible.
Communication Styles
Our moderator was instructed not to make the final decision by himself. Instead, the moderator was requested to make sure that everybody’s opinion was heard, to move the discussion along if necessary,
and to fill in the group answer in the form. As this description was
intentionally very broad, different styles of moderation emerged in
interplay with the other participants. In six of the eight groups the
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moderator adapted at some point a systematic approach to hear the
opinion of everybody. While in all groups the moderator directly
inquired the opinion of particularly silent participants in some situations. Only in these groups the moderator started the discussion of
a question in a structured way. The moderator proceeded either by
asking each participant which answer they had chosen, or by asking
who had chosen a specific answer. In four of these groups an organic
discussion without an explicitly enforced structure proceeded as the
different options were debated. Two moderators maintained almost
throughout the whole session an explicit turn-taking scheme. These
moderators showed an assertive behavior in situations when somebody spoke ”out of turn” by interrupting them with a comment like
“I will come back to you in a moment.”. Three moderators started
the session with an organization scheme while three others adopted it
at a later stage. In three groups, the moderator explicitly mentioned
that the delay was so strong that he/she would adopt a strategy to
handle it. In one of these groups, the moderator had already employed this scheme in most occasions. Of the groups which adopted
a communication strategy later, only one changed back to free discussion when there was less delay.
While the results from the task scores showed that participants
could still communicate all necessary information to solve the task,
their subjective satisfaction with the discussion and the completion
of the task was severely impacted. A likely explanation is that the
explicit organization schemes especially reduce the amount of nontask focus communication, as it was found in a study comparing
push-to-talk with free talking audio communication [35]. While this
more social talk is not necessary for the completion of the task, it
fulfills important roles for the feeling of working together as a group.
From the comments and behavior in the sessions and debriefing
discussions we found indications that low and high moderated groups
noticed the delay, but due to different interactions.
In three of our groups, after several incidents of unintended interruptions, the moderator announced that they were going to switch to
an explicit turn-taking scheme with calling out names. In one group
with many active participants, a lot of double talk occurred in lower
delay conditions. One participant mentioned that she guessed a delay
was taking place in that moment, since laughter in reaction to jokes
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came particularly late.
However, it was also mentioned at least three times (once during
the debriefing) that participants noticed particularly long delays in
strongly moderated groups.
We could not statistically confirm that there were more long
pauses in strongly moderated groups. We noticed that in less strongly
moderated groups more questions which did not directly address a
specific participant were asked (e.g. “Who chose answer one? ”). In
such situations it is natural for a longer pause to occur in the conversation. Such pauses are often perceived as natural part of the
conversation, different from the long pause when one participant is
asked a direct question.
Communication Problems
We present here two examples, both in the 2000ms condition, from a
more freely conversing group and a strongly moderated group. Three
participants in the more freely conversing group attempted to say
something, a simultaneous talk start occured, all participants turned
silent, a long pause, all participants started again roughly at the same
time, pause, all three started again and bursted out in laughter after
they realized it had happened again. After this happnned, the moderator decided to call out names. In the stronger organized group:
P1 (Moderator): “P2 ”
P2: “Can you hear me? ”
P1: “Yes.”
As with a delay of 2000ms, the other participants did not hear the
answer for another 2 seconds, two of them decided to answer after
roughly 3 seconds.
P3: “Yes”
P4: “We can hear you.”
After P2 hears P1, she/he started to talk, but was interrupted shortly
after by P3 and P4. He/She was confused and annoyed and asked
again: “Can you hear me? ” Then the three people answered at the
same time, after which P1 presented her/his reasoning (for the discussion).
Both incidents were mentioned in the discussion afterwards. People
in the first group said they found it funny since this was an experiment. However, in real life, this would have probably been the point
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where they would have stopped the connection. P1 reported to be
very annoyed by this incident: “I was already at the top of my annoyance level, I was like “Hello can you hear me? ”
In the debriefing participants reported that, the delay was more problematic in situations where they wanted to discuss things in more
detail.
P5: “if you just vote it was okay - it was more problematic when we
needed to brainstorm”
They reported that the moderator had a more crucial role with higher
delay.
P6: [discussing higher delay conditions] for us it was easy . . . but you
[to moderator] you needed to keep control.”
Besides calling out the participants’ names, two moderators also employed the strategy of assessing who chose what by asking participants to raise their hands. In one session, this was attempted by two
participants but was not adopted by the others. In the group where
the moderator used this method particularly often, he/she also stated
that over the longer time until people rose their hand the delay was
noticeable. In general, the video was reported as a helpful addition
in group conferencing. It was mentioned as particularly better than
audio-only conferencing.
P7: [. . . ] in telephone conferences there is only noise [everybody
speaking over each other] and silence. . . you really need a strong
moderator.
It was also an easy way to assess the opinion of particularly silent
participants.
P5: [. . . ] P8 didn’t say much but it was always easy to see if she was
agreeing and following along or had a different opinion.

5.4.2

Active and non-active participants

The variance we could observe in our responses and the highly different perception reported in the debriefing, suggests that there are
other factors at play. In most groups, we could observe, that the participant assigned as the moderator took over the leading role. In some
groups, a particularly shy person was chosen by chance as moderator, which resulted in another participant to take over this role. This
classification usually results in one or two active participants. In our
data analysis we showed that by using the amount of speaking time,
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we found two groups with distinct perceptions. For the active participants, the noticeable degradations did already occur in between
0ms and 500ms. While for normal participants, the difference was
still between 500ms and 1000ms.
Our presumption of the differences between the two groups is that
the experience has an influence in the perception that accounts for less
strong differences for active and passive participants. However, as we
performed controlled experiments and not a long-term longitudinal
study, we only have little insights into the previous experience of
the participants. We asked the participants about the frequency in
which they use various communication mediums, but even though the
younger group had more previous experience, the differences were not
statistically significant. The correlations between previous experience
and perception were also not statistically significant.
Some of our participants reported in the discussion that the overall
quality and the delay were never as bad as they had experienced it
during some of their Skype sessions. This might indicate that besides
the frequency, more data about the actual experience participants had
in Skype before is necessary.
As our clustering by speaking time showed, the perception of a
group with a delayed active speaker is not much different than the
perception of a group with a non-active participant having delay.
This highlights that the difficulties which arise due to delay in the
conversation are not easy to explain by the users.

5.4.3

Perception of asymmetric delay within the
group

The data reported by our participants did not show a significant difference for participants with delay compared to participants without
delay in one session up to 500ms.
This was also reflected by our participants in the discussion.
While some people noticed delay in the connection, they did not
attribute it to others. Only very few people reported that they felt
they were delayed in respect to others. More people reported that
they had the feeling of being delayed, as compared to people who
stated that they had the feeling somebody else was delayed.
Participants did not get the feeling that only communication with
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the delayed person was problematic, but attributed it to a more general group discussion feeling. The comments reflected that people
notice sometimes problematic instances, but do not necessarily concentrate on the details, e.g. with whom this problem occurs. TAs a
participant stated when discussing the experience of delay in a different session:
[P1]: “There were some awkward moments when you wanted to
say something and someone else wanted to say something ... you have
to kind of sync it ... but I think I’m used to it”
There were some reports where people could identify that they
or somebody else had some particular delay. Afterwards, we asked
whether they had noticed particular instances in which they had the
feeling that the delay was particularly noticeable.
[P2 - moderator]: “At some point I realized I said something and
I had to wait for quite a while that there was a delay ... I just realized
that once.”
[P3]: “I noticed after a while you took longer to ask the second
question.”
This leads to the interpretation that observing other people in
the same discussion having a communication problem also reduces
the QoE for those participants who are not directly having the communication problem.

5.4.4

Perception of delay between symmetric and
asymmetric condition groups

Our study confirms that a delay up to 500ms is barely perceivable
in a video-mediated group discussion. The perception of a group in
which one participant has a delay is not much different from a group
in which all people have a delay. In the case of 1000ms delay, the
QoE of the groups with only one participant delayed was significantly
better than in a group in which all participants had a high delay.
But our analysis showed that the variance of perception of people
with a delay was higher than the ones without a delay. In turn, we
could not statistically confirm that the perception of somebody with
a delay in a group without delay is better than the perception of
participants in a round with all people having delay.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison with Berndtsson et al [14], Wang et al
[171]

5.4.5

Comparison dyadic and multi-party conversation

Our studies showed that a delay of up a 500ms added delay was barely
perceivable by not so active participants and in most cases with up to
1000ms added delay a normal conversation could still be sustained.
These results are lower than the findings reported from previous
research in dyadic communication [171, 159]. Our findings are similar
to the results from [14] which supports our results. We plotted our
results from the symmetric conditions together with the results from
Wang et al. [171] and Berndtsson et al. [14] in Fig. 5.12. Since
these studies differ in their setup and scenario this comparison is not
meant to be a head-to-toe comparison, but to show general trends.
In all three studies, the same question was used to investigate the
perceived quality (in Wang et al. [171] a Chinese translation), only
with different scales (5 point and 9 point). We adjusted the scores to a
scale from 0 to 1 between the minimum and maximum possible in the
corresponding study. The results from the study from Wang et Al.
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[171] are qualified by the average length of talkspurts in a sentence, we
accordingly computed the average length of turns in our experiment
(7.9s) and compared only the results with this average talkspurts
length. It shows that the perceived quality in our multi-party study
and the study performed by Berndtsson et al. [14] degrade much
slower than the dyadic study by Wang et al. [171].
The main differences, besides the number of participants, is that
Wang et al. [171] employed a scripted scenario. This is likely to also
yield more sensitive thresholds. The study by Tam et al. [159], employed an unscripted dyadic conversation, and found strongly noticeable negative impacts at 500ms, suggesting a more relaxed threshold
for unscripted conversation but stronger than for group communication. However, as they administered different questions and had
a system conveying eye-gaze faithfully, the comparison is even more
difficult (thus we did not plot these results in Fig. 5.12). Further
Geelhoed et al. [43] reported that in their multi-party study, a delay of over 1000ms (one-way delay) has a surprisingly small negative
impact and people could still have a normal conversation. Also this
study is hard to compare since it used different questions and a highend video-system (life-sized displays for every participant, faithful
eye-gaze).

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we made a step towards better understanding the QoE
of individual participants in multi-party video-conferencing sessions,
by uncovering differences in perception of delay based on conversational roles. To this end we conducted a QoE evaluation of delay in
a five-party scenario with off-the-shelf end-user hardware. We found
that the degradation of quality perception was strongly influenced
between a 500ms and 1000ms added delay.
We described how we designed a scenario that allowed us to gain
insights into how a role influences the perception. We then used a
novel approach to use turn-taking data to gain insights into the differences in experiencing delay for individual participants in one session.
In this setting we were able to classify our participants, based on their
actual interaction, into active and non-active participants. The analysis showed that more active participants already perceive the quality
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degradation between 0ms and 500ms while for non-active participants
this drop is between 500ms and 1000ms. We observed that communication is possible even with high delays of over 2000ms. The outcome
of the task results suggest that participants can still communicate all
necessary information. The subjective ratings and feedback reveal
that the communication gets severely disturbed and the satisfaction
is lowered. Users adapt to video-communication situation by employing explicit turn-taking schemes.
We further investigated the impact of asymmetric delay, where
different participants have a different delay. The presence of a delay
for one participant has a strong negative impact on the whole group
experience. At a 500ms-added delay, the experience is similar to the
symmetric case and noticeable by active participants. With 1000ms
the disruption is less intense than in the symmetric case, but similarly
perceived by all participants in the group.
The results show that even though the QoE of active participants
suffers under high delay conditions, the overall average QoE might
still be satisfactory. These findings give us indications on which aspects participants prioritize in situations where the resources are limited in demanding multi-point scenarios. The comparatively strong
impact of asymmetric delay, indicates that models that aim to describe the QoE of individual participants in one multi-party session,
should incorporate, at least, the delay factor and the system properties of all participants.

6
Engagement & Video Quality

In this chapter we examine the impact of different
video-qualities in an interactive study. We analyze the
impact of video-quality on QoE and show with a variance component analysis that user and group specific
aspects explain more of the variance in ratings than
video quality. By using cues extracted from the video
streams, we further show that participants adapt their
behavior to accommodate bad video quality. We then
examine user factors in detail. We show that the user
state factors engagement and enjoyment are particular
useful to understand the QoE of participants and detail
the impact of different user background factors, such as
age or previous experience with video-conferencing. Finally we use the factors available to us, to construct
a predictive model using a feature selection algorithm
for predicting QoE. We compare the impact of different
influencing factors on the performance of the model.
This chapter is based on
• ”Towards individual QoE for multi-party video conferencing” published 2018 in IEEE Transactions in Multimedia
• ”1Mbit is enough: video quality in multi-party video-conferencing”
presented 2016 at QoMEX.
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Introduction

In the previous chapters of this thesis we have looked at two nonsystem factors: context (how the composition of different videoqualities has to be considered with multiple streams) and behavioral
(how conversational roles influence the perception of delay). In this
chapter we turn towards the remaining influence factor, the user factors. Several researchers have addressed the high diversity of users’
opinions [57, 85]. This diversity cannot be merely ascribed to poor
experimental design or small sample sizes, since even with large numbers a significant diversity within users’ opinions remains [57]. Different users have a different experience with the same system factors:
individual differences with respect to demographics, personality, and
cultural background, for example, have been shown to play a role in
the QoE of streamed video [177, 146]. In addition, dynamic factors,
hereafter referred to as user state, which include motivation, engagement and enjoyment, can also influence and be influenced by QoE
[26].
With user factors we describe thus individual aspects of users that
influence their experience of the quality of a multimedia system. We
distinguish two different kinds of user factors. One belonging to the
category of ”user state factors”, which are aspects that describe the
current physical and psychological state of a person, e.g. current
emotions like happyness or anger, physical aspects like being tired
or state of minds like concentrated. The other kind of user factor
are ”user background factors”, which describe aspects related to the
history of a user that might make him or her appreciate the quality
of system differently, e.g. previous experiences of the multimedia
system, age or gender.
User state factors are volatile and as such they can change during
a video conferencing session, while user background factors evolve in
the long term. User state factors are seen as input and output factors
for QoE [118], e.g. an annoyed user might be more severely affected
by quality than a happy user, but quality degradations might also
make users become annoyed. User background factors, on the other
hand, are seen as only influencing factors (i.e. input factors) for QoE
(even though QoE might be seen as long-term influence factor of some
background factors like previous experiences).
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In this chapter we examine how user state factors as well as user
background factors can influence the impact that system factors have
on QoE. To this end, we conducted a study investigating the QoE of
participants, but we additonally assessed the engagement of participants and gathered demographical background data from the participants. We show how each individual’s engagement impacts the
QoE. To come closer to the goal of personal QoE we then present a
QoE prediction model in which we include, besides the system factors, a multitude of non-system factors, such as the engagement as
user state, user background and behavioral factors.
Engagement describes how interested and involved the participant
is with the currently performed activity. We explored the user state
engagement as it is relatively neutral from an emotional perspective:
users can be engaged in a task for many reasons, such that their
liking a particular activity, or their just wanting to finish it quickly.
For other user states, like anger and happyness, we would hypothesize
that they work mainly as priming effects, i.e. an angry user will react
in a more negative manner to quality problems while a happy user
will be more forgiving. However, with engagement we found that
the amplification and softening of the negative impact on QoE are
also plausible hypotheses. More engaged users might notice quality
degradations more, since they are more concentrated in the task and
thus more disturbed by them or, on the contrary, they could notice
degradations less since their focus is more on the task and less on the
quality.
To gain insight into user background factors we gathered different demographical factors from our participants (e.g. age, gender,
frequency of usage of video-conferencing). By including user state,
user background and interaction factors, in this chapter we approach
personal QoE with a QoE model that can automatically predict a
user’s QoE when using the videoconferencing system. Whereas models for videoconferencing QoE prediction exist [11], there is room for
improving their accuracy. Most of these models base their estimations on an analysis of system factors only: for example encoding
bitrate, or packet loss. This chapter sets out to understand how
these elements could be integrated into a more complete model for
videoconferencing QoE estimation.
Furthermore, it has been shown that in computer-mediated com-
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munication, the impact of system factors on QoE depends on the
ongoing interaction between users [32, 141].Hence, interaction should
also be accounted for, when modeling videoconferencing QoE. The
‘Framework for QoE and User Behavior Modelling’ [125] conceptualizes the reciprocal relationship of QoE, user state (e.g. mood) and
user behavior. Both user state and user behavior are both an input
to QoE and an output. Take the example of a brainstorming session over video-conferencing. It could have a fast paced interaction
due to the excitement of participants (or a rather slow one due to a
lack of interest in the participants). A long delay usually leads to a
worse QoE with a faster conversation [80]; this might in turn cause
frustration and break the initial excitement, eventually leading to the
abandonment of the current service in favor of another (e.g., email).
On the other hand, for other users the effect could be different: some
people may find the disrupted interaction still as natural, and some
people might only attribute it to the rudeness of fellow interlocutors
[142]. We argue that to be able to steer QoE optimization in videoconferencing systems, it is essential to clarify first these mechanisms.
In this chapter, we set out to assess the impact that system factors, in the context of multi-party video-conferencing, have on a) the
user behavior, and especially the participant’s interaction, and b)
how user factors moderate the impact of the system factors on QoE.
To gain insights into this topic, we depict our appraoch in Fig. 6.1.
The figure is based on the model proposed in [125] and shows the factors examined in this chapter and their relation. Our hypothesis is
that the context, together with the user and the system factors, will
shape the user behavior. The user behavior describes how the users
interact with the system and, through the system, with each other.
Interaction depends on the task at hand and the current state of the
user (e.g. depending on engagement). In addition, and differently
from [125], we consider also the possibility that user behavior can be
influenced by system factors. Finally, user, context, and system factors, along with user behavior, will influence the users’ QoE, which
in turn will influence user behavior and the current state of the user.
To collect data for our investigation, we conducted an empirical study with an interactive subjective test on visual quality in a
HD multiparty video conferencing system. We manipulated the system factors encoding bitrate and packet loss, which varied based on
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual model of the factors examined in this chapter
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network conditions and could be dynamically adjusted during a conferencing session to impact video quality and QoE in general. We
chose not to manipulate context, fixing the physical surroundings
and task. We used an ITU-T recommend task [78], in which participants cooperatively had to build a Lego R model together over
video-conferencing (see screenshot in Fig. 6.4). We chose this task as
it is representative for the common situation [89] in which users show
objects to communications partners. The task is often employed in
audiovisual communication test [13, 18, 141] and was adapted by us
for a multi-party situation. We used a desktop-based 4-way videoconferencing scenario with WQHD screens and 720p video-streams
encoded in H.264. We tested the effect of encoding the video streams
to bitrate levels fitting the bandwidth delivered by different internet access technologies typical for domestic households: broadband,
DSL and mobile. We injected packet-loss in the videostreams, simulating typical slightly impaired wireless networks. We recruited always groups of participants which were familiar with each other, i.e.
friends or family which shapes the social context of our study. We
had participants self-reporting their Quality of Experience, as well as
personal information covering both demographics and current state
(and especially enjoyment and engagement). Finally, we quantified
audiovisual interaction by analyzing both the audio and video feeds
of the experimental sessions to understand speech patterns and user
activity [129, 128, 141]
This chapter is concerned with research question 3 layed out in the
introduction of the thesis (see 1.1.3): Research Question 3: Is the
QoE of participants related to their engagement?. Besides the
user state as the main interest of this study, we further follow up on
the user background and user behavior factors. The following specific
research questions are answered in this chapter:
RQ6.1 How do user factors influence QoE perception?
RQ6.2 How does a change in video quality (as caused by a decrease
in encoding bitrate and/or an increase in packet loss) impact
interaction, and in turn QoE?
RQ6.3 Does accounting for user state, user background and user behavior factors on top of the system ones improve a model’s
accuracy in predicting QoE?
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For RQ6.1 we investigate how demographical factors and prior
experience with video conferencing, as well as the current state of
the user represented by engagement and enjoyment, influence QoE.
The hypothesis for RQ6.2 is that if the video quality is insufficient to
properly perform the task at hand, users will adapt their behavior to
accommodate for the bad quality. Thus, we examine how different
visual and conversational interaction cues are affected by the system
factors. Finally, to address RQ6.3, we employ the elastic net [180]
feature selection algorithm to determine, from all the factors listed
above, which are the most relevant to be included in a predictive
model for individual videoconferencing QoE. We eventually show,
linear models with including a subset of our user and interaction
features, more than doubled the accuracy of prediction compared to
relying on system factors alone.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In section
6.2 we detail the study setup and data gathering, data preparation
and methods used in the analysis. In section 6.3 we present the
analysis of the impact of the system factors on QoE, user behavior,
user factors and develop a model for predicting QoE. Section 6.4
discusses the results and how they would be applied in a real life
context. Finally section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.2

Methodology

Our investigation starts from a user study aimed at quantifying the
impact of system and user factors on interaction and, in turn, on QoE.
We designed the study to resemble a current multi-party desktop
video-conferencing at home, especially focusing on a scenario where
video usage would be core to support the communication. In the
following sub-sections we detail the setup of the experiment by explaining: how we designed the visually-focused scenario (experiment
task); which system factors we manipulated (independent variables);
how we administered the conditions (experiment design and protocol); which measures we obtained (dependent variables and covariates); and how we realized the setup technically (apparatus).
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Experimental task

We focused the task around the common scenario that video conferencing participants often use the video channel to show objects that
are the current topic of the conversation (Zhu, Heynderickx, and Redi
2015). We adapted the ITU-T P.920 building blocks task [78, 18, 141]
to a multiparty situation (and in particular, to parties of 4). Each
participant was supplied with an disassembled Lego R locomotive1
(see Fig. 6.2 for an assembled version), and only part of the instructions to build it. Other participants had complementary parts of
the instructions, whereby to complete the model, participants had to
communicate and share their part of the instructions. Compared to
the original ITU scenario, our model included smaller pieces (smallest ca. 5mmx5mmx2mm) in order to make the task more demanding
for the video quality. Based on pretrials with colleagues and the experience from previous experiments, we opted for having four rounds
of seven minutes each, per each group of participants, each round
covering a different experimental condition (i.e., combination of dependent variables). Together with introduction, questionnaires and
debriefing this made for 2-hour sessions with each group.

6.2.2

Independent variables

The main technical components determining the video quality in
a video conferencing application are the capturing quality of the
senders’ webcam, the encoding quality, the network capacity (bandwidth and packet loss) and the receiver’s monitor. The encoding
and network parameters can dynamically change during a session,
whereby they are more interesting to optimize than webcam and
monitor, which are usually fixed. As a result, we decided to have
the same monitor and webcams for all participants (see more detail
in table 6.1). As the perceived video quality might be influenced by
the size and layout of the video streams, we also decided to have a
fixed party size of 4 taking part in the task and to show the video
streams of all 4 participants in the same size in a 2x2 layout (thus,
including self-view). We choose instead to manipulate encoding bitrate and loss rate as independent variables (often referred in short
1 Exact

model: Lego R item 6060873
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as bitrate and loss). We used H.264 for real time communication.
The detailed configuration can be seen in table 6.1.
We thus designed the study
to investigate the effect on QoE
of two independent variables, bitrate and packet loss rate, set
at typical levels of domestic environments. With respect to
the encoding bitrate of the video
stream (thus excluding the bitrate for audio-stream encoding and mixing), we envisioned
three condition that represent
common internet connections:
Figure 6.2: Picture of the finished
“low encoding” (256kbs up and Lego model
768kbs down), similar to mobile or slow xDSL connections;
“medium encoding” (1Mbps up and 3Mbps down) representative
of a typical xDSL connection and “high encoding” (4Mbps up and
12Mbps down) for broadband-like TV cable connections. Each bitrate level was further combined with one of two levels of packet loss,
i.e. (1) no packet loss, as would occur on a wired connection and
(2) 0.5% packet loss, likely to occur over an impaired wireless network [109]. This resulted in a full factorial design with 6 conditions.
The screenshot in Fig. 6.3a shows the low encoding quality and Fig.
6.3b shows a screenshot with high encoding quality with packet loss
(of which the seen effect would mostly only last for a fraction of a
second).

6.2.3

Experimental design and protocol

With 3 bitrate values and 2 loss rates, we had a full factorial design
with 6 conditions. To not risk fatigue, we decided on a mixed blocked
design. 28 people participated in the experiment (18 female, average
age: 31.9, sd: 10), thus we had 7 groups of 4 participants each. Each
group assessed 4 of the 6 conditions in a counterbalanced order, hence
each condition was rated by at least 16 participants.
Upon arrival, participants were briefed about the purpose of the
study, after which they gave written consent for data gathering. Each
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(a) low video quality

(b) high video quality

Figure 6.3: Screenshot from (a) low quality (256kbit) video stream
of participant showing object into the camera and (b) high quality
video (4Mbit) with distortion
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participant was then led to a separate experimental room, and seated
at a distance of 68cm from the monitor to be used for the experiment,
as recommended by ITU-T P.913 [77]. The video-conferencing software was started remotely by the experimenter. In the beginning,
the experimenter was present in the video conferencing to ensure
that the system was working properly (e.g. adjusting the volume),
and that the participants understood the experimental task. In this
respect, a brief training session was also run where participants familiarized with the best and worst possible condition, for anchoring purposes. The experimental task then began, structured in four
rounds of 7-minutes each with a different condition. The participants
were informed beforehand that after 7 minutes the system would automatically display a questionnaire (see section III.E) and the next
round would begin when all participants had filled it. Between each
condition we asked participants if a pause was needed. After the four
rounds, a final questionnaire was administrated and the participants
were gathered again for a debriefing.

6.2.4

Apparatus

Each of the participants performed the task in a separate room with
similar lighting and background conditions. An identical setup of
computer, display, webcam and headset (see table 6.1 for details) was
provided in every room. For the experimental task we used QoE-TB
(see chapter 4). The software employs GStreamer for media handling
and transports them with RTP over UDP as the transport protocol.
To realize the packet loss, RTP packets were dropped on the
sender’s buffer, thus all participants saw the same distortions. The
employed webcams (Logitech C920) compressed the captured video
in H.264 in the camera as the USB2 link could not transfer raw video
for resolutions above VGA. Although the encoding bitrate can be set
in the camera up to 20mbps, tests showed that in practice not more
than 5.8mbps would be delivered. The video was always captured in
the highest quality and then re-encoded with GStreamer x264 to have
more control of the settings (see table 6.1). The experiment conductor monitored the session, but was only visible and audible during
the introduction. The screenshot in Fig. 6.4 shows the timecode embedded in the video which was cropped in the video of participants
(8px).
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Table 6.1: System Setup

Hardware

Fixed
System
Parameters

Model Nuc
SSD
Displays
Headsets
Webcams

5i5ryh: Core i5u, 8GB Ram,

Resolution

1280x720 – per participant

Dell 27” 2560 x 1440 (WQHD)
Creative Soundblaster Xtreme
Logitech C920

Framerate
Encoding

Conditions

24 fps
H264 (x264) with Tune zerolatency, ultrafast speed-preset,
GOP size 24, no b-frames,
sliced threads encoding
AMR encoded
One-way ca. 120 ms
Bitrate
MediumEnc:
HighEnc:
1024kbps
4096kbps

Audio
Delay
Encoding
LowEnc:
256kbps
Loss
None (0%)

Random (0.5%)
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Figure 6.4: Screenshot from Experiment

6.2.5

Dependent variables

After each condition, the participants filled in a questionnaire about
the experience they just had. Five questions were directly related to
the quality: three ITU questions regarding overall, audio and video
quality, one question inquiring annoyance and one question assessing
how well they could see facial expressions (‘How well did you see
facial expressions of other people?’ on a scale from ‘very well’ to ‘not
at all’. For the other items see [78]). We further asked six questions
based on a questionnaire developed for engagement in computer usage
[111]. After finishing the experimental task, one post experiment
questionnaire regarding demographic information and enjoyment of
the task was administered (questions shown in table 6.2, except age
and gender). All items (condition and post experiment) were assessed
on a 5-point ACR scale. In addition, throughout the experiment, the
audiovisual streams of all sessions were captured on the sending and
receiving sides.
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Table 6.2: Questions of the post experiment questionnaire. The
‘label’ column indicates the abbreviation used to indicate the dependent variable in the following analysis

Question
I enjoyed participating in
this study
I liked the task of playing
with Lego.
I am very experienced in
using video-conferencing
systems.

6.2.6

Scale left/right
Not at All / Very Much

label
enjoyment

Not at All / Very Much

likelego

Very unexperienced
Very experienced

priorexp

/

Data preparation and analysis

To answer the research questions, we employed different techniques.
First, we used descriptive models to analyze the relationship between
the independent variables that we controlled (bitrate and loss) and
the interaction cues we extracted from the audiovisual streams. We
then proceeded with descriptive models to analyze how user factors
alter the impact from system factors on QoE. To combine the interaction, user and system factors into a predictive model, we used
a machine-learning feature-selection approach. In the following sections, we first describe how we quantified interaction from both the
audio and video feeds of the experimental sessions. Then, we introduce the statistical and learning methods that we applied in our
analysis.
Interaction cue extraction
To quantify interaction, we extracted several indicators from both
the audio and the video streams.
Audio stream analysis. The analysis of the audio recordings
aimed at better understanding (changes in) speech patterns among
the participants, looking at turn-taking, overlapping speech, and
pause length. Previous research has shown that, for example, delay alters the natural communication patterns (Kitawaki and Itoh
1991). Hence, we looked for indicators of these changes.
We used the data as received at the client side to include the
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system delay in the analysis. From the recorded audio we extracted
chunks of speaking/not-speaking blocks with the help of the Adintool
from the Julius voice-recognition software2 . The tool outputs timespans (i.e. start/end times) of voice activity. The blocks correspond
to single utterances, which can then be investigated independently
or in groups to better understand speech patterns. The metrics were
calculated for each participant separately, based on his/her temporal
reality, i.e. based on how the audio arrived with the delay at that
participant. Due to this, metrics such as pause duration may have
slightly different values across participants, which would not exist if
all participants were collocated.
Per participant and round, we identified a number of elements in
the conversation (adapted from (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974;
Sellen 1995)):
• Turn: A sequence of blocks from a single speaker with less
than 200ms pauses between the blocks (similar to a sentence,
except that we do not necessarily speak in complete sentence
structures).
• Pause: moments on which no participant is speaking.
• Floor: part of a conversation held by the same speaker. A floor
starts when a participant begins speaking alone and ends when
the next speaker starts with an utterance.
• Overlap: moment in which two or more participants speak simultaneously. It is detected as an overlap in parts of two or
more blocks. The person who started to speak first is referenced to as the interrupted, the other one as the interrupter.
• Group turn: a turn containing an overlap.
• Uninterrupted turns: turns without overlap.
• Speaker-alternation rate: frequency of change in speakers holding the floor.
• Simultaneous start: an overlap within the first 200ms of the
turns.
2 https://julius.osdn.jp/juliusbook/en/adintool.html
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• Interruption with speaker change: change in speaker after an
overlap occurred, e.g. A starts speaking, B starts speaking, A
stops speaking while B continues.

Except for speaker-alternation rate, for each conversation element
we recorded the number of occurrences (count per minute), duration
(mean length in seconds), percentage per participant over the total
number of occurrences or total duration of that condition (percentage count and percentage duration). For speaker-alternation rate, we
computed the occurrences of speaker changes per minute. For double
talk metrics (overlap, group turn, simultaneous start) we also counted
how many times a participant was interrupted or interrupting from
the perspective of each participant (e.g. with a high delay both participants could get the impression that they were interrupted).
Video stream analysis. To better investigate the impact of
video quality on interaction (one of the focuses of our study), we analyzed video streams. For the video analysis we used the unimpaired
video streams (sender side), to limit the impact that degradation may
have in the computation of the indicators described hereafter.
A preliminary inspection of the video feeds revealed changes in
posture and movement of participants depending on the quality conditions. Here, we focused on two constructs, which should relate
to visual interaction: movement of participants and distance to the
screen. More movement is related to the showing of objects to the
camera and moving closer to the screen is often performed by a user
so that he/she can see details better.
To quantify the movement of participants used Temporal Activity
(TA, sometimes also referred to as Temporal Information - TI). TA is
recommended by the ITU [75] to quantify the amount of movement
present in videos, e.g. when comparing the performance of different
encoders [181]. In our use case, TA provides an interesting tool to
quantify the amount of physical activity of a participant: having a
fixed camera position and fixed background, changes in TA must
come from the movements performed by the participant. Previous
research has shown an increase of TA [128] in presence of delay. TA
is defined as the total change in luminance between one frame and
the previous. For frame tn :
T A(tn ) = rms[F (tn ) − T (tn−1 )]
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where rms is the root mean square function (over all pixels in the
frame) and F (tn ) is the luminance only video frame at time tn . Since
in our setting, the background is fixed for all participants, TA will be
mostly influenced by movements of the participant. Hence, a drop in
TA will indicate a decrease in the movement of the participant. We
computed TA for every participant and round by means of the mitsu
video analytic toolset3 .
We further used the publicly available face recognition software
OpenFace4 [144] to quantify changes in distance of participants from
the screen. OpenFace estimates the head position in 3D, the rotation
of the face and it also recognizes facial action units. We used the
estimated distance to the camera (in mm) as a measure of the distance
of the participant from the screen (as the camera is always mounted
on top of the screen). The values are expressed in mm to the screen,
thus a higher value means that the participants are farther away from
the camera.
Statistical analysis
To fully understand the impact that bitrate and loss have on QoE
ratings and interaction, it is important to untangle these aspects from
individual idiosyncrasies of participants and the group dynamics in
a specific session. To do so, we resorted to linear mixed effect models (LMEs) [6], which extend linear models (such as ANOVAs) by
introducing the concept of random factors. Linear models are the
simplest types of models that can be used to explain data; following
the Occam’s razor principle, we prefer to employ those over nonlinear ones to avoid over-fitting. Moreover, linear models have high
interpretability and allow the quantification of the effect of the independent variables (factors) on the dependent one (in our case, QoE
measures), which is highly desirable in this exploratory phase.
Linear models assume that dependent variables (in our case the
QoE scores) can be modeled by a linear combination of the levels of
the independent variables of interest, the so-called fixed effects (here:
bitrate and loss). In a linear mixed model, the concept of ‘random effect’ is introduced to explain the systematic impact that unobserved
3 http://vq.kt.agh.edu.pl/index.html
4 https://cmusatyalab.github.io/openface/
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variables, uncorrelated with the fixed effects, may have on the dependent variable. This is especially useful to model data obtained
from within-subjects designs (such as ours), where observations (ratings) cannot be considered to be independent (as they would be in
linear models), since they are expressed by the same user or within
the same session. For example, ratings from the same user may be
correlated due to unobserved factors (e.g. mood, prior experience,
personal preferences [178]). LMEs model these correlations in the
data by accounting for the so-called random factors, on top of the
fixed ones (i.e., the manipulated independent variables, such as bitrate in our case). An individual offset (i.e. intercept) or slope (i.e.
coefficient) is built in the model for each level of the random factor(s) (e.g., for each subject). This allows to explore the differences
in the random factors in more detail, and to explain a larger part
of the data variance, thereby making the effect of the fixed factors
stand out more. LMEs are commonly employed in the field of psychology for user studies because they allow to investigate the effect
of a factor while accounting for individual differences. Compared to
a traditional repeated measure ANOVA, LMEs allow to better model
the mixed experiment design of repeated measure and between subject design. With LMEs, random factors can be modeled in a nested
manner. In this experiment the repeated measures from participants
nested within groups of participants. LMEs can further handle unequal number of samples per condition. Many QoE models employ
(transformed) linear models as they are interested in only predicting
an average perceived quality rating (Mean Opinion Score). In this
work the focus is exactly in exploring these individual aspects. A
visualization of this is proposed in Fig. 6.5, where we model group
as random factor per bitrate.
In formal terms, a linear mixed model predicts the dependent
variable y based on the following format:
y = Xβ + Zγ + 

(6.1)

Where y is the vector of our responses (different quality ratings)
of length n = 112 (7 groups, 4 participants per group, 4 ratings per
participant); X is the design matrix for fixed effects, so with a maximum size of n x 11 (3 bitrate levels + 2 loss levels + 6 interactions); β
are the coefficients of the fixed effects; Z is the design matrix for the
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Figure 6.5: Ratings and fitted Model 2 per Session

random effects, with a maximum size of n x 224 (28 users + interactions of 28 users with 7 groups); γ are the coefficients of the random
effects and  is the vector of the residuals of length n. We specify
then the model 6.1 in different ways to test the impact of fixed and
random effects on QoE. For brevity, we denote the models using the
R notation:

y ∼ bitrate + loss + bitrate : loss + (bitrate|Group/U ser)

(6.2)

with the specific notation
• bitrate:loss denoting the interaction between bitrate and loss
• (bitrate|Group/User) being short for (bitrate|Group) + (bitrate|Group:User), where in turn (bitrate|Group) denotes a random effect of the group per bitrate and (bitrate|Group:User)
denotes a random effect of the user per group per bitrate
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In analyzing our data, we consider the influence of two random
factors:
User Having repeated measures from (a random sample of) participants, we may expect them to use the rating scale in different
ways, or to have different quality preferences (or idiosyncrasies).
Group The specific group interaction and conversation (again randomly sampled from all possible interactions and conversations)
may influence the experience of all members of this group, and
thereby their ratings.
To assess whether a factor in our model has a significant impact
we used the likelihood ratio test (LRT) [25], which detects whether a
model with the factor in question has a significantly better fit than the
same model but without the factor, in comparison to the additional
parameters used. Having established that a factor has a significant
impact on the dependent variable, we further investigated it in detail, clustering participants based on the factor with k-Means [98].
With this clustering we reducte the number of values of factor, which
helps to visualize and understand the effect of the factor better. The
number of clusters was determined with an elbow plot [87].
To evaluate the goodness of the fit of the different models and
the relation between our independent variables, effects of group and
user, we computed the marginal R2 (variance explained by fixed effects, higher is better), conditional R2 (variance explained by fixed
effects and random effects, higher is better) and AIC (measurement
of goodness of fit in relation too number of parameters used; where
smaller is better [1]) in Fig. 6.8. The values were obtained as described in [107].
Predictive model
The LMEs rely on the availability of the users’ self-reported ratings,
which we obtained in the post analysis of an experiment, but not
in real life scenarios. In this work we examined how well prediction
would work if instead we included engagement, demographics and interaction cues in our models. The challenge here is that these factors
might be correlated while many statistical models assume that all
factors are independent (i.e. absence of multicollinearity).
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Methods that include regularization have been known to help with
correlated features (i.e., the factors we feed into the model) [39]. The
basic idea of regularization is to introduce a penalty term in the
cost function that drives the model parameter optimization, yielding
better generalization and limiting over-fitting [39]. In this work, we
made use of the Elastic Net [180], which uses a combination of L1
and L2 regularization. The L1 regularization term includes the sum
of the absolute value of the model coefficients to the cost function.
This ensures that coefficients for unimportant features will be set to
0, thereby performing feature selection. The L2 regularization term
(sum of the square of the coefficients), makes the cost function strictly
convex, also allowing the selection of correlated features.
To evaluate the performance of our models we employed the coefficient of determination (R2 ), which quantifies the proportion of
variance explained by the model compared to the total variance in
the data. This is the most commonly used method to evaluate goodness of fit in statistical modeling. To assess how correlated the finally
selected factors q are, we used the variance inflation factor (VIF), a
statistical diagnostic method to check the severity of multicollinearity
of fixed factors of a model [93]. Every factor j = 1, . . . , q is modeled
as a linear combination of the other q-1 factors. The VIF is defined
over the resulting i.e., the coefficient of determination for factor j of
the model as:
V IFj =

1
Rj2

(6.3)

Perfect independent variables that show no signs of correlation
would have a 0 VIF (as a rule of thumb, VIF should be below 10
[93]).

6.3
6.3.1

Analysis
System Factors

Our basic assumptions were that a higher bitrate leads to higher or
equal quality ratings, while higher packet loss leads to a lower or equal
rating. Fig. 6.6 shows average scores with 95% confidence intervals
for the three dependent variables (overall, audio and video quality)
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in the six experimental conditions, ordered according to the expected
perceived quality.
As our data set is not big enough to build random slopes per both
bitrate and loss, we started our analysis by comparing a model with
random slope per bitrate (M1 in table 6.3 with a model with random
slopes per loss (y ∼ bitrate ∗ loss + (loss|Group/U ser)). The model
with random slopes per bitrate performed better on all three dependent variables (conditional R2 = 0.785/AIC=287, for overall quality
in M1, R2 = 0.591/AIC=309 for the same dependent variable, with
the other model; similar results were obtained for video and audio
quality), thus we choose to model the random slopes per bitrate.
We investigated the impact of the effects (fixed: bitrate and loss,
random: group and user) on QoE by comparing, via a likelihood ratio
test (LRT)[25], different versions of the same model, herewith called
full and reduced models. The reduced models include only a subset
of the effects considered by the full models; if the LRT returns a pvalue smaller than 0.05, this indicates that the reduced model has
a significantly worse performance than the full one, and hence the
omitted effect has a significant influence on the dependent variable.
For example, to test whether an interaction of bitrate and loss has a
significant impact on QoE, we performed the LRT between the full
model with interaction (M1) against the model without interaction
(M2 in table 6.3).
The LRT shows that for here is no significant interaction between
bitrate and loss for all our assessed quality ratings (p > 0.05 for
overall, video and audio quality). Based on this finding, we proceed
to test the different effects from M2.
The p-values resulting from the LRT between M2, and its reduced versions investigating the effect of loss, bitrate, user and group
on QoE are shown in table 6.3. Loss is a significant factor for all dependent variables except audio quality (see p-values for M2B in table
6.3). Bitrate, on the other hand, is a main effect for all dependent
variables (see M2L). The User effect impacts the ratings of overall
quality and audio quality (M3). Group, on the other hand, impacts
all dependent variables (M4). Upon closer inspection of the data, we
observed that there was one group showing a markedly different behavior. Fig. 6.5 plots the fit of individual groups from M1 (see table
6.3) as lines, the raw ratings as points (jittered on the x-axis) against
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interaction
between bitrate and
loss
M1) ˜ bitrate +
loss + loss:bitrate
+ (bitrate| Group
/ User)
M2) ˜ bitrate +
loss + (bitrate |
Group / User)
0.689/0.656
0.206/0.274
0.165/0.091

M2B) ˜ bitrate +
(bitrate|Group /
User)
0.006/0.009
0.011/0.005
0.722/0.976

M2) ˜ bitrate +
loss + (bitrate |
Group / User)

loss

M2L) ˜ loss +
(bitrate|Group /
User)
0/0.001
0/0.001
0.03/0.052

M2) ˜ bitrate +
loss + (bitrate |
Group / User)

bitrate

M3) ˜ bitrate
+ loss + (bitrate|Group)
0.004/0.012
0.148/0.325
0.001/0.005

M2) ˜ bitrate +
loss + (bitrate |
Group / User)

User

M4) ˜ bitrate
+ loss + (bitrate|User)
0.038/0.999
0.006/0.301
0.003/1

M2) ˜ bitrate +
loss + (bitrate |
Group/User)

Session

Table 6.3: P-values from the likelihood ratio test between full model and reduced model (unfiltered
dataset/filtered dataset), testing the impact of removing a fixed or random effect on goodness of fit. A
p-value < 0.05 indicates that the full model is a significantly better fit than the reduced model, thereby
indicating that the influence of tested effect on QoE is significant. We did not find obvious violations of
normal distribution and homoscedasticity of the residuals of the presented models.
Effect tested

Full model

Reduced model

overall quality
video quality
audio quality
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Figure 6.7: Marginal R2 , Conditional R2 and AIC per Model

the different bitrate levels: it is clear that ratings from Group F are
somewhat anomalous. As we have no indication that these are measurement errors, we performed our analysis again, on all data except
those related to this anomalous group (hereon we refer to this set of
data as the “filtered” set). The results for the effects bitrate, loss and
user are unaltered, as shown in table 6.3. However, leaving out the
group factor (M4) did not result anymore in significantly worse fit.
In Fig. 6.7, we plotted a bar-diagram for each dependent variable. Each bar shows the marginal R2 (red) and the conditional R2
(blue) of a model, for both unfiltered (darker colors) and filtered data
(lighter colors). Additionally, we noted the AIC of each model above
the label. Comparing the filtered with the unfiltered dataset, we observe that the proportion of variance explained by the fixed factors
(red) is generally higher in the filtered data. While the total explained
variance is higher for the unfiltered dataset, the AIC indicates that
the models perform better on the filtered dataset in comparison to
how many parameters they need for explaining the variance. The perceived audio quality is generally poorly explained by the fixed effects,
even though the total explained variance is quite high. Furthermore,
the difference in conditional R2 between the model including group
as a random effect (M3) and the model including user as a random
effect (M4) is large, showing that the audio quality was perceived
very differently for participants at a base level. This is particularly
obvious for the filtered dataset in which including group as random
effect does not lead to any more explained variance. Video quality
has the largest marginal R2 indicating that user and group factors
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Figure 6.8: Fitted Model 2

play the smallest role for these assessments. For video quality we can
see that using user as a random effect instead of group leads to little
improvement. Taking into account also the interaction of group and
user (M2) gives for video quality the largest gain in R2 , indicating
that group interaction as well as individual idiosyncrasies play an
important role. For overall quality, in all models fixed effects explain
less variance than they do for video quality. Nevertheless, a similar
conditional R2 is achieved.
To precisely quantify the impact on QoE of the fixed effects, we
performed a post-hoc analysis of the individual conditions using multivariate t-distribution adjustment for multiple comparisons. Table
6.4 shows the p-values of the pairwise comparisons of the QoE assessments per each pair of levels of each fixed effect. The data shows that
for nearly all our variables there is a clear difference between the low
bitrate condition and higher bitrates, but users cannot differentiate
between medium and high bitrate encoded streams. For audio quality, only the difference between low and high quality is significant,
and only in the filtered dataset. We have plotted the mean values
and 95% confidence intervals in Fig. 6.8. As we can see a lot of the
variance in the unfiltered model was due to Group F.
Finally, we looked into what could explain the different results
for Group F. We found obvious differences in this group ratings in
another two covariates: reported level of engagement and reported
level of enjoyment. In the boxplot in Fig. 6.9 it is noticeable that
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Table 6.4: P-values by fixed factors (unfiltered dataset/filtered
dataset)

question

LowEncHighEnc

overall quality 0/0
video quality
0/0
audio quality 0.07/0.02

LowEnc
- MediumEnc
0/0
0.01/0
0.28/0.07

None
MediumEnc
–
ran- HighEnc
dom0.5%
0.22/0.25
0.01/0
0.3/0.38
0.02/0.01
0.43/0.77
0.75/0.66

Figure 6.9: Boxplots of covariates per Group

the group was less engaged and enjoyed the session less. An ANOVA
with the different Groups as fixed factor showed that for engagement
(which was assessed after each round) the ratings from Group F were
lower than those of the other groups (F(6,105)=6.533, p<0.001). For
enjoyment (assessed at the end of the experiment session) the results are not as clear but still show a negative trend (F(6,21)=2.1538,
p=0.08949, contrast for Group F being different p=0.0135). We concluded that it is necessary to extend our models by taking user factors
and behavior into account (see sections 6.3.3 and 6.3.2 respectively).

6.3.2

User Behavior Analysis

In this section we investigate whether users adapt their behavior in
presence of impairments in the video feed. Specifically, we hypothesize that the interaction in presence of highly impaired video (low
encoding condition) will be different than when video is provided at
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higher bitrates. As we have a task that involves showing objects into
the camera we further hypothesize that participants will use the video
channel less when more impairments are present. This could, in turn,
lead to an increased speech activity to compensate.
For the analysis we use LMEs (See section 6.2.6), modeling the
interaction cues as dependent variables and the system factors as
fixed factors. As interaction is highly personal but also dependent
on the other group members, we are including User and Group as
random factors.
Visual Interaction
As detailed in section 6.2.6, we use Temporal Activity (TA) and distance of participant to screen (DTS) as indicators for visual interaction. As these metrics are calculated per frame, but our system
factors are on a-per-round granularity, we averaged TA and DTS per
round. We first analyzed the impact of system factors on TA. As
Fig. 6.10a shows, the less impaired the video is (higher bitrate, lower
loss), the more participants move. LRT confirms that even though
difference in TA between bitrate conditions is small, it is significant
(0.29 points TA difference between low encoding and high encoding).
In more detail, the contrasts show that the difference between low
and high encoding is significant (p=0.02) and so is the one between
no and 0.5% packet loss (p = 0.03). Including interaction between
bitrate and loss does not provide a significantly better fit (p = 0.36),
nor does adding Group or User as random factors p˜1). Fig. 6.10b
shows the impact of bitrate and loss on the average distance participants kept from the screen (DTS). Participants are closer to the
camera with better quality (for both bitrate and loss). Both bitrate
and loss have a significant effect (p < 0.05 in both cases), also with
interaction (p =0.03). Neither including Group as a random factor (p = 0.65), nor including random slopes per participant (p =
0.98) improved the fit. The contrast showed that the distance to the
screen (DTS) was significantly smaller for high encoding than for low
and medium encoding (p < 0.01 and p = 0.01 respectively) and the
contrast between conditions with and that without packet loss was
significant (p < 0.01). In other words, with more impairments, participants moved less and were further away from the screen, which
indicates that they interacted less visually.
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(b)

Figure 6.10: (a) Mean Temporal Activity (TA) by bitrate and loss
with 95% confidence intervals (b) Mean distance of participants
from the screen, as impacted by bitrate and loss with 95% confidence intervals

Speech Patterns
As already done for the visual cues, we averaged the speech metrics
per round. Perhaps due to the fact that they could rely less on the
visual channel, participants seemed to speak more in the low bitrate
condition. The LRT test showed a significant effect of bitrate and
loss, as well as their interaction, on turns percentage duration (each
p < 0.05). As can be seen inFig. 6.11a, participants speak for longer
time in the low bitrate condition and more with packet loss in that
condition while there is no significant difference in the medium and
high encodings in both bitrate conditions. The conversation also gets
slower, as can be seen from the significant lower speaker alternation
rate in the low encoding condition (Fig. 6.11b). For speaker alternation rate, there is a significant effect of bitrate (p < 0.01) but not of
loss (p > 0.05). Furthermore, participants speak significantly more
at the same time in the low bitrate condition. There is a significant
effect of bitrate on group turns duration (p < 0.05) but no effect of
packet loss (p > 0.05). Again here the differences are between the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: (a) Percentage of turns by bitrate and loss (b) mean
speaker alternation rate by bitrate. Each with 95% confidence
intervals

low encoding condition and the higher ones. We thus corroborate
our hypothesis that 1Mbit per second is sufficient to enable the task
without hampering interaction.

6.3.3

QoE User Factor Analysis

In the previous section 6.3.3 we showed that system factors (i.e. bitrate and loss) had a significant impact, but there was large variance
in the responses. We employed linear mixed effect models to take the
specific user and the group into account. The models, also revealed a
strong effect of User and Group factors (e.g. overall quality had 30%
explained variance by system factors, but 79% explained variance by
system factor when combined with User and Group factors). In other
words, different users were affected by system factors differently, and
also by the group they carried out the experiment with. This motivated us to look into how user factors affect QoE. Specifically, we
now move to investigate the impact of static factors, such as demographics and previous experiences, and of dynamic factors, such as
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engagement determining the current state of the user.
Prior Experience and Age
Both prior experiences [62] and age [124] have been hypothesized
to influence QoE, and research in computer-human interaction with
elderly users has suggested that there might be a relation between
these two factors [91]. Different age groups may be used to different
media technologies, and be more or less acquainted with different
types of impairments. For example, coding artifacts are a typical
problem of digital media over the internet, which is nowadays the
preferred way to consume video content, but rarely appear in analog
TV or DVD content, to which senior people may be more accustomed.
To investigate whether these factors play a role in QoE, we include
them, individually, as covariates in our models for each dependent
variable (overall, video and audio quality, annoyance and recognition
of facial expressions). We then check through LRT whether the addition of each covariate is significantly beneficial to the goodness of
fit of the model, as compared to the basic LME with only bitrate and
loss.
Our analysis shows that overall quality and recognition of facial
expressions (label facial) are significantly affected by prior experiences
(label priorexp, each p < 0.05), whereas including age as a covariate
only results in a better fit for overall quality.
To understand the effects of prior experience on QoE we clustered
the participants in two groups, based on how they rated their prior
experience (priorexp) with videoconferencing (one less experienced
group with mean ˜2.67 (9 participants) and the other with ˜4.26 (19
participants)). The plot of overall quality ratings for both groups
in Fig. 6.12a shows that the less experienced group penalizes worse
quality much more. The more experienced group gives lower ratings for the best quality: the pattern suggests that more experienced
participants are less affected by quality changes. We also clustered
participants according to age, into two groups with averages of ˜25
years (9 participants) and ˜44 years (19 participants), respectively.
Fig. 6.12b shows that the older age group scores QoE lower than the
younger group (p < 0.05).
Interestingly, the LRT also revealed that adding both factors and
their interaction to the model was beneficial. By adding the com-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: Mean overall quality ratings with 95% confidence intervals by (a) prior experience groups (b) age groups

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: Clustering by age and prior experience. a) (left) clusters by both factors. b) (right) overall quality ratings by clusters
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bined age*priorexp factor to the LME model, we obtained a better
performing model than those including just one of the factors (each p
< 0.05). To understand the impact of this term, we performed a clustering on both factors. In preparation for this, we scaled age to 1-5
not to give it more weight than prior experience ratings. We obtained
three clusters (suggested by an elbow plot), shown in Fig. 6.13a. We
found a young and experienced group (green), an older and experienced group (blue) and an inexperienced group (red). In Fig. 6.13b
we can see that the younger and more experienced group (green) is,
indeed, more relaxed than the other two groups: the less experienced
younger participants and the older participants independent of prior
experience.
Current state of the user
To estimate the user current state, we assessed engagement during
the experiment. We further asked participants about enjoyment of
the study and the Lego R task.
Engagement and enjoyment have both been linked to QoE [26],
both as influencing factors and influenced variables. In this work
we investigated them as influencing factors. We used enjoyment as
a measure for how comfortable participants were in the context of
participating in this study (as measured by a question at the end
of the whole experiment). Engagement is used as a proxy of flow,
immersion in a task: it has been shown that impairments can disturb
this flow [26], and a flow interruption can hamper QoE.
Our first hypothesis for affective factors was that participants who
enjoyed the experiment more had a higher QoE. For enjoyment this
was the case. Adding enjoyment to our LME, in a similar manner
as we had done with priorexp and age showed that enjoyment as
covariate improved the models for overall, video, audio quality and
recognition of facial expressions (each p < 0.05). Even though the
variance in enjoyment ratings was relatively low (mean 4.5, sd.88), the
trend that participants with a higher enjoyment gave better ratings
is visible in Fig. 6.14a, in which we plotted two groups (mean 5 and
3.6, each group 12 participants) with the four affected dependent
variables.
Engagement was assessed with a six item questionnaire in each
round (see section 6.2.5). A reliability analysis revealed an excellent
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: Significantly affected QoE ratings by enjoyment
groups (b) Engagement and overall quality ratings by sd engagement clustering. Each with 95% confidence intervals. s

consistency between the items with a raw Cronbach’s alpha of 0.79.
We thus computed a combined engagement score per participant.
We first checked whether the system factors (bitrate and loss) had
a direct effect on engagement. Analogue to how we proceeded with
the QoE ratings, we tested if a significant effect exists via a LRT
with mixed models and engagement as the dependent variable. The
LRT showed that there is no significant effect of bitrate and loss on
engagement (p = 0.29).
We wanted to understand if this holds for all users. Similar to
investigating user subgroups in [57] we examined the engagement
ratings from each user in more detail. We looked at how constant the
engagement of users was throughout the experiment by taking the
standard deviation (sd) of the engagement ratings they expressed after each round. A higher standard deviation of the ratings would indicate higher fluctuations of engagement, possibly due the changes in
bitrate and loss. K-means identified two clusters of users, the largest
of which had smaller fluctuations in engagement (21 participants, sd
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Figure 6.15: Overall quality against engagement by bitrate and
loss. Points represent the individual ratings (jitter on y for better
visibility), lines represent the fitted model.
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mean 0.3) whereas the other showed more variance (7 participants,
sd mean .8). We can see in Fig. 6.14b, that the experience of the
two groups differs: participants with more fluctuation in their engagement report a lower QoE, even if their engagement is currently
the same as in the other group. We checked the contrasts to confirm
that the ratings of both groups are statistically different (p < 0.05
except in the high encoding condition). Furthermore, the contrasts
between bitrates show that for the less engaged participants the difference between medium and high encoding was rated significantly
different, while this was not the case for the more engaged group.
Turning now to the relationship between QoE and engagement, we continued to include
engagement as covariate to bitrate and loss for modeling QoE.
For audio, video and overall
quality, engagement proved to
be a significant covariate (p <
0.05). To visualize the effect
engagement has on the overall
quality, in Fig. 6.15 we show
how the overall quality changes
with engagement in the fitted
model that contains engagement
as covariate. As we can see,
a one-point higher engagement
yields around 0.5 points higher
overall quality.

Figure 6.16: Comparison of Marginal
and Conditional R2 of modeling overall quality with system factors alone
(m1) or with engagement (m2). The
random factors for both modes is (bitrate|User/Group).

Interestingly,
engagement
explains a lot of the variance
that we formerly had attributed
to the random factors User and Group. In Fig. 6.16 we visualize
the Marginal R2 (variance explained by fixed factors alone) and
Conditional R2 (variance explained by including the random factors)
of a model without (m1) and a model with engagement (m2) for
overall quality. Model m1 was identified in section 6.3.1 as the one
best explaining variance in our data based only on system factors.
The model includes bitrate and loss without interaction and a
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random slope per bitrate for the random factors User and Group
(m1: overallquality ∼ bitrate + loss + (bitrate|U ser/Group)). We
introduce here model m2, which additionally includes engagement as
a fixed factor, interacting with bitrate and loss (m2: overallquality ∼
(bitrate + loss) ∗ engagement + (bitrate|U ser/Group)). As we can
see in Fig. 6.16, m1 explains ca. 40% of the variance with the fixed
factors (blue part of the leftmost bar) but reaches ca. 75% explained
variance including the random factors (fullleftmost bar). m2 explains ca. 60% of the variance with fixed factors (blue part of the
rightmost bar). The portion of variance now explained by random
factors (individual and group differences) is now much smaller. This
suggests that indeed the user engagement is a significant factor for
forming QoE in video-conferencing.

6.3.4

A model for predicting videoconferencing
QoE

So far we have detailed how system factors influence the interaction of
participants and the current state of the users, and how user factors
(e.g. prior experience and engagement) influence QoE. The analysis
in the previous sections, however, focused on single factors and explanatory statistical models. In this section we are testing how well
QoE (specifically overall quality) can be predicted by including our
non system factors. It is also of interest to understand which, among
the many factors we considered, is most relevant for the prediction.
As detailed in section 6.2.6, we will be using an elastic net to
model QoE, as its properties fit well our scenario (handling of correlated variables, feature selection). To investigate the contribution of
each type of factor, we divide them into different categories based on
our previous analysis: visual cues and speech patterns, background
(age and priorexp) and current user state (engagement and enjoyment).
We ran the elastic net algorithm with 10-fold cross-validation
with different values of the regularization parameters and selected
the model with the lowest Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The
results for the models accounting for different factors categories, including the input factors, the finally selected factors and model performance (R2 and RMSE) are shown in table 6.5. We tested with
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Figure 6.17: R2 and number of selected features for the QoE prediction model when fed with the different feature sets.

the VIF (see section 6.2.6) that the selected features did not exhibit
a too high degree of collinearity, and this was not the case: all were
under 10.
The model based on system factors alone performed at best a R2
value of ca .23. In other words: even though we could clearly show
that there is a significant effect of our system factors on QoE, a model
predicting an individual’s QoE using only the system factors still performs poorly. We can see in Fig. 6.17 that all models perform better
than the system factors alone but there are substantial differences
on how much the different factors considered improve prediction accuracy. The inclusion of user factors proved to be beneficial in all
cases; when adding all factors (user model in table 6.5), the model
performed best. It should be noted that the model based on solely
current state factors yielded just slightly lower accuracy than the
model including all user factor categories.
Interaction cues improve the model compared to a model including only system factors substantially (R2 of 0.53). Speech features
improve the model more, while the visual information yields only little improvement (compare visual, speech and interaction model in
table 6.5). The combination of interaction and user factors (interac-
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tion + background and interaction + current state) performed better
than interaction or user factors alone (interaction and user). The final
model including all features achieves an R2 of 0.63. and outperforms
all other models. We can see that if we want to predict the QoE of an
individual, system factors alone do not provide sufficient information;
especially including the dynamic factors current state and interaction
more than doubled our prediction accuracy.

6.4

Discussion

In this chapter, we analyzed how bitrate and packet-loss impact interaction and engagement in videoconferencing. In doing so we showed
that when combined with information on the user background, current state and behavior, they can predict QoE with relatively high
accuracy. We used a scenario in which video usage was particularly stressed, with the conversation focusing around objects at hand.
Compared to audio-only solutions (e.g. telephone conference), video
conferencing shows best its added value in these situations, as the object of conversation can simply be shown. Thus, although a number
of scenarios exist where videoconferencing is used without a strong
visual focus, we wanted to investigate video quality in a scenario in
which the visual channel actually played an important role in the
conversation. Because of this setup, it is important to note that
the results of this study are likely to be more sensitive compared to
situations with no direct use of the visual channel.
The quality perception was clearly impacted by the low quality
(256kbps), but users did not seem to appreciate the differences between medium (1mpbs) and high quality (4mbps). Low quality video,
with visible encoding and loss artifacts, was rated by users mostly as
poor quality (mean unfiltered/filtered 2.33/2.52). For overall quality
users tended more towards medium quality(mean unfiltered/filtered
2.65/2.97). Both medium and high bitrate delivered a good quality
of experience with most users giving good or excellent ratings (overall quality 3.95/4.29). Except for our anomalous group (1.5 – 4.0),
the difference between both conditions was small (0.33). The video
quality was again rated slightly lower (3.86 - 4.15). The influence of
packet loss, while significant, was rather small (average 0.367/ 0.425
difference between a loss and no loss condition). Surprisingly, there
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features
bitrate, loss rate
system + priorexp,
age
system + engagement,, enjoyment
System + background + current
state
system + Temporal Activity (TA)
and distance to
screen (mean, sd)
system + see caption

bitrate, loss rate, mean TA, pauses (count, % duration), floors (%
count, count per min), simultaneous starts (interrupter count per
min), utterances (% count), engagement, age

bitrate, loss rate, mean TA, pauses (count, % duration), floors (%
count, count per min), simultaneous starts (interrupter count per
min), group turns (duration), utterances (% count), engagement,
enjoyment

bitrate, loss rate, mean TA, pauses (count, % duration), floors
(count per min), simultaneous starts (interrupter count per min),
overlaps (duration), utterances (duration, % count), priorexp, age

bitrate, loss rate, mean TA + pauses (count, % duration), floors
(count per min), simultaneous starts (interrupter count per min),
overlaps (duration), group turns (duration)

bitrate, loss rate, pauses (count, % duration), floors (count per
min), simultaneous starts (interrupter count per min), overlaps (duration, interrupted count per min), group turns (duration), blocks
(% count)

bitrate, loss rate, mean TA

bitrate, loss rate, priorexp, enjoyment, age, engagement

bitrate, loss rate, engagement, enjoyment

bitrate, loss rate, priorexp, age

Selected features
bitrate, loss rate

0.63

0.61

0.56

0.53

0.52

0.24

0.53

0.50

0.31

R2
0.23

0.19

0.20

0.23

0.24

0.25

0.39

0.24

0.26

0.35

rmse
0.39

Table 6.5: Input features, selected features, and diagnostics R2 and RMSE for the constructed models. Speech
features include: speaker alternation rate, pauses (count, % duration, duration), utterances, turns, floors and group
turns (duration, count per min, % count, % duration) uninterrupted turns (count per min), simultaneous starts
(count per min, interrupted/ interrupter count per min,) interruption with speaker change (count per min), overlaps
interrupter/interrupted (count per min)
category
system
background
current state
user

visual

speech

System + visual
+ speech + background

System + visual +
speech

Interaction +
background

System + visual +
speech + current
state

interaction

Interaction +
current state

all

System + background + current
state + visual +
speech
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was no interaction between packet loss and encoding bitrate. The impact of packet loss was also so small, that it did not impact the audio
quality ratings negatively. Our results showed that the perceived audio quality was clearly affected due to the impairment of the video
quality. This confirms studies on cross-modal effects of audio and
visual quality [176].
The initial analysis of our complete dataset showed that the differences between groups play a big role (compare R2 values between
models M2 and, M3 and M4 on unfiltered dataset). On closer observation this was one group who seemed to have a very different
experience than the other groups . Only for video quality, leaving
out the user factor (model M3) did not lead to a significant worse
fit, suggesting that the impression of the video quality was the most
consistent rated within groups from our questions. The impact of
bitrate and loss was the strongest on video quality (highest marginal
R2 ). It is interesting that while the overall quality was quite consistently rated a bit higher than the video quality, the variance was
mostly due to user factors and not on a group level. This suggests
that the impact of video quality on the overall experience is, even in
visual challenging scenarios, a personal preference.
Regarding interaction, we showed that, in comparison to higher
bitrates, low encoding (256kbit) had a significant impact on movement patterns of users as well as on speech patterns. We showed
that at this lowest quality level the interaction of our participants
was affected: the visual channel was not sufficient for the details of
the Lego R model and thus participants compensated this by talking
more, as proven by an increase in the length of speaking turns.
All participants made heavy use of the video screen to show Lego
parts and instructions. In the case of the lowest encoding bitrate,
this interaction was hampered. We also observed comments from
participants during the study confirming this. In one situation a
participant that asked to look at the screen to see how the current
step was, was answered (without looking up) ‘that doesn’t work anyway’. Sometimes participants requested repeatedly to hold the piece
or instruction longer and closer to the camera. We conclude that the
threshold to enable the visual interaction, without breaking the flow
of the interaction, lies between 256kbit and 1Mbit (for 720p H.264
video). If the video quality is below this threshold, users can still
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perform the task; however, they have to adapt their behavior. In our
case that meant that participants spoke more and made less use of
the visual channel. It was also the point in which QoE ratings were
severely impacted. This might be the point where, in real life, users
will look for alternatives to the current session: reschedule in the
hope that the network quality will be better another time or change
service altogether. To prevent this, given that video-conferencing is
in most cases an over-the-top service, and disruptions due to bad network conditions that cannot be controlled by the videoconferencing
provider, system providers may look into implementing tools to support users in their task. For example, we could imagine that in such
cases a specialized ‘present object’ option, which takes a high quality picture that is transmitted additionally to the video stream, could
easily improve the interaction. The network conditions were designed
by typical conditions that we can find at home. While bandwidth is
steadily increasing5 in average, more and more different Internet access connection types are employed, increasing the diversity of available bandwidth. In the foreseeable future, users will be at locations
in which no high-speed connection is possible. Our study showed
that in such cases the video quality is not sufficient to support interaction that is visually focused on objects with small details – the very
point where video conferencing excels over audio conferencing. H.265
has shown a reduced bitrate consumption, up to 50%, for providing
similar perceived quality [181]. Although these measurements were
not done with settings specialized for real-time conferencing, they
highlight that we have not currently reached the limit of compression. This is an essential part for the future of video-conferencing
systems. On the one hand, it raises the quality we can achieve for
high-end conferencing connections (i.e. in connection with the more
and more widespread 4K resolution screens) but on the other hand, it
also raises the quality available for low-bandwidth connections. The
latter is of special interest for video-conferencing to get the status
of an ’always available’ communication medium, even in remote locations with limited data access. This can be a valuable step into
making video conferencing a tool that is available everywhere.
As detailed by conceptual models of the quality formation pro5 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visualnetworking-index-vni/VNI Hyperconnectivity WP.html
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cess [153, 118], the past experiences form a feedback loop influencing future QoE perceptions. While the effect has been studied in
smaller scale [62, 150], long-term aspects are unclear. We hypothesized that age and previous experiences are related. Our data showed
that young experienced participants gave higher quality ratings than
the other groups. This may be related to habituation and sensitization [28]. This dual-process describes how we adapt over time to a
stimulus: habituation if our reaction weakens (e.g. because the stimulus is repeatedly perceived as negligible), sensitization if the opposite
happens. The typical quality degradation of streaming media over
the internet, which we introduced in this study, has become common
in the last two decades. Young participants grew up with this kind of
artifacts, while older users are possibly more acquainted with previous audiovisual media (TV, DVD), which had no coding impairments
or highly fluctuating quality. Our finding that QoE was less affected
by system factors for younger participants than for older ones with
similar level of experience suggests that the extent to which participants have dealt with degradation in the past plays a fundamental
role in how their QoE is affected. Specifically, it seems that the more
participants are used to a certain type of artifact, the less this affects
QoE, following an habituation process [28]. This would need more
investigation in the context of QoE, also accounting for quality fluctuations. However, if confirmed, this result may be a game-changer
in quality optimization for future generations of users.
We also found that the QoE was influenced by engagement and
enjoyment. While the main experience of users is shaped by the conversation they are having, they might notice good quality (and be
delighted) or bad quality (and be annoyed by it). In our study we
captured how engaged participants were into the session of building
the Lego R model. For the majority of participants, the effect of bitrate and loss on engagement was not significant, but still participants
with higher engagement reported a higher QoE. Even though the interaction had to change in presence of low bitrate, for the majority
of participants this did not disrupt their flow, or at least their engagement. For a subgroup of participants, instead, engagement was
influenced by bitrate and loss: they also reported a much stronger
degradation in QoE. This goes along with our previous finding that
for some participants even the audio quality seemed to be impaired
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in presence of video impairments. For some users bad video quality
seems to break the experience holistically, also affecting their current
affective state.
These findings highlight the complex role that affective states play
in QoE. At this point we cannot infer a clear cause-effect relationship between engagement and QoE, and it is possible that they are
reciprocally interlinked. This is also mentioned in the Qualinet white
paper [118], where affect is both an influencing factor of QoE, and
influenced by it. By the inclusion of engagement in our models, we
could improve their accuracy. We also explicitly found engagement
to explain a large portion of individual and group differences in our
models (see section VI.B). Hence, it is of core importance that objective measurements of QoE are enriched with information on the user’s
affective state. Yet, to be useful within QoE control cycles, insights
about user affect must correctly represent the current state of the
individual user, while measuring it in an unobtrusive manner. In our
study, users were explicitly self-reporting their engagement level at
the end of the sessions. Whereas self-report can be easily employed in
user studies, it is not suited for real world systems. More promising
solutions, inferring affective states from objective data such as behavior, social cues or sensory data [155] are currently being developed by
the Affective Computing community. For example, engagement can
nowadays be inferred from physiological measurements (e.g. GSR
or EEG) [170]. Audio and video cues [105], which are anyway captured in videoconferencing, can improve accuracy in affective state
prediction, also providing much finer granularity when the processing is done in real time, as done, for example, in [16]. Systems able
to detect in real time mood and engagement changes, and correlate
them with quality changes, could potentially much better understand
whether the QoE is currently impacted by the network problems and
act upon it. On the other hand, this would pose privacy concerns
that are yet to be addressed.
Finally we trained a linear model to predict individual videoconferencing QoE based on all the investigated factors. The final model,
including all factors, achieved an R2 of .63, which is a considerable improvement over the R2 value of .23 with only system factors. By only
using system factors and interaction indicators (which can all be obtained automatically, without the need for the user to self-report their
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state), our model already achieved an R2 of .53. The improvement
due to the addition of visual interaction features to the audio interaction ones was very small, but it is likely due to the relative coarse
off-the-shelve metrics we used. Prediction could be improved with
video analysis tools specialized for the video conferencing scenario.
An application of such tools could be to estimate the importance of
the video to the user in the current situation. The best performance
improvement of our models was achieved by including current state
features (R2 .52).

6.5

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented an extensive analysis of a study that
investigated the impact of video impairments on videoconferencing
QoE. We specifically focused on a scenario where users are dealing
with a conversation task that requires both audio and visual interaction, and video usage is particularly stressed.
We investigated different encoding and packet loss settings that
could be typical situations at home. Participants that have to use
the low bitrate encoding (up 256kbs/down 756kbs) still have an okay
(poor-fair) experience. If the connection has also packet loss, similar
to an impaired wireless connection, the ratings tend to be poorer.
We would conclude that 256kbs delivers an overall satisfactory experience, but participants will not be impressed by the video and often
have a poor impression of it. The difference in quality perception
between 1024kbs and 4096kbs is rather small (too small to have a
significant impact in our study) and most people will give it a good
or even excellent rating. Users on broadband connection thus rarely
will have a better experience than users with a good DSL connection
and we can conclude that 1Mbps is enough as encode bitrate for HD
streams in video-conferencing. The impact of packet loss was noticeable but rather small in our experiment. In the high bitrate cases,
it seems thus clear that it should be recommended to assign more
bandwidth to forward error correction (FEC) than icnreasing the encoding bitrate more. In the low bitrate case both approaches seem to
be viable. The bandwidth usage of FEC and quality improvements
between 256kbs and 1024kbs would need to be studied in detail to
give concrete advise. Packet loss is noticed but is acceptable to most
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participants, so lossy protocols like UDP should still be the favorable
choice for video-conferencing.
In this context of conversation focused around objects, we could
clearly see that a video feed encoding bitrate of 256kbit was interfering with the user experience. It manifested in an interaction that
was of slower pace and shifted focus from the video to the audio
channel. We observed how impairments affected the QoE of young,
experienced participant significantly less than the of other participants. We hypothesize that the reason behind this is more exposure
with video degradation which lessens the effect on the experience.
Furthermore, the QoE of more engaged participants was higher than
that of the less engaged participants. This indicates how once a system has enabled users to engage in an interaction, participants will
be quite forgiving about quality degradation, until it brings them
out of the flow. With this data we tested predictive models, and by
including all the examined factors we doubled the accuracy of our
models. This research shows that if we want to accurately estimate
the QoE of participants, knowing the system factors alone does not
suffice. It is necessary to know the users and understand what they
are doing to build systems that can actually balance the quality for
the current situation.

7
Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis with a reflection on
the impact of this thesis on assessing individual QoE
in multi-party video-conferencing and discussing the
future development of video-conferencing systems.
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With this thesis, we aimed to understand the QoE of individual
participants. The need for this personal QoE is twofold:
• From a user centric view
Video-conferencing is a technology that enables small groups
to communicate over distance. This is an incredibly broad purpose, since people communicate for many different reasons, in
different situations and circumstances. Due to this vast variety of users and usage situations, estimating the QoE of users,
while taking only the system factors into account, tells us little
about the actual experience of the users.
• From a technological point of view
Video-conferencing is a de-facto over-the-top service and as
such, it is subject to network fluctuations common in the Internet. However, this also allows the sector to quickly adopt
new technologies, make real-time adjustments and provide optimization for each individual user. If video-conferencing systems
want to provide the optimal quality, they need to take into account the ongoing activity, the context of the conversation and
the individual preferences of the user.
This thesis has approached this challenge based on a series of studies that looked at the QoE of users regarding not only system factors,
but also the interplay of user behavior, user state and background.
The thesis clearly showed that system factors alone are an insufficient
source to explain the quality of experience in video-conferencing accurately. The current situation, the ongoing interaction and characteristics of each user are the factors that, in addition to the system
quality, determine the QoE of the user. Considering these factors
will allow for optimization of the QoE for the individual user. In order to have effective QoE optimization schemes, this thesis proposes
the concept of personal QoE. The assumption behind personal QoE,
which we have corroborated through the different studies in this thesis, is that being as specific as possible leads to the most accurate
estimation of QoE.
The chapters in this thesis successively showed how non-system
factors can be taken into account to build personal QoE. In chapter 3 we investigated a specific property of the multi-party scenario,
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namely, different video-qualities presented at the same time. In particular, we investigated whether the different video qualities have
a contrasting effect on each other. Since such effects have not yet
been investigated, our goal was to test whether the effect generally
existed. We chose a passive evaluation setup, which produces less
realistic results for video-conferencing but more stable results. Implementing the study with a crowdsourcing approach allowed us to
gather a large amount of ratings. In section 4, we then moved to
interactive studies that looked at the impact of delay in multi-party
video-conferencing . Previous works focus on the interactivity of a
conversation, for example by measuring how fast the speakers change
and the according effect on the perception of delay. To gain better
insights into the differences among participants, we used the speaking
time to cluster participants in active and non-active participants, who
perceived the delay impact to different degrees. In the next chapter,
we investigated the impact of video-quality on QoE regarding user
factors. We focused especially on engagement with the given task. In
doing so, we showed that less engaged participants noticed the quality degradations more strongly. Instead of clustering participants into
user groups, we wanted to obtain more accurate estimations of the
QoE for individual users. Therefore, we used a feature selection algorithm to build predictive models that estimated the QoE using user
interaction, state and background additionally to system factors.
In the following sections, we take a closer look at the research
questions we set out to answer at the beginning of this thesis.

7.1

Research Questions

In the following paragraphs, we show how each research question
successively brought us closer to a personal QoE by exploring the
non-technical influencing factors of QoE in relation to system factors: context, behavior and user. We started by showing how we
examined the Context of multi-party video-conferencing in which
the video-quality of each stream has to be considered in relation to
the video-quality of the other streams. We then took the behavior
of users into consideration by showing how users in the same session
experienced delay differently, based on their conversational behavior.
Then we showed how the current user state, namely the engagement
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of individual participants, influenced the perception of video quality.
Finally, we presented a model that utilizes a multitude of system,
behavior and user factors to accurately predict the QoE of an individual.
Research Question 1: ”What is the effect of the composition of video-streams from different participants in different
encoding qualities on the overall perceived video quality?”
In the multi-party video-conferencing case, users are confronted
with video-streams from different sources, which are likely to differ in quality. Due to the large amount of conditions that result
from the possible combinations in a multi-party scenario, we opted
for a crowd-sourcing study. Although not assessing the QoE that
participants actually have under realistic conditions, this approach
allowed us to concentrate on this research question. In chapter 3,
we showed that such contrast effects exists: low video qualities are
perceived worse depending on the number of high-quality streams
co-presented. Vice-versa, high video qualities are perceived better
depending on the number of low-quality streams co-presented. This
is an important step towards being able to estimate QoE in realistic
conditions. However, there is still work to be done to incorporate
these findings into usable models. As a first step, the effect has to be
evaluated in interactive scenarios. Furthermore, to understand the
effect in realistic situations, the relation with user behavior (for which
we already provided some initial findings), has to be examined further. Lastly, the work has to be extended for different layouts, such
as the Google Hangout style ”large speaker image and thumbnails”.
Research Question 2: ”How does the delay impact the
QoE of different participants based on their conversational
behavior?”
The previous section discussed the aspect of video conferencing
related to experiencing different video qualities at the same time.
Another aspect of video-conferencing is that the conversation structure of small groups differs from the conversation structure of dyads.
As delay directly interferes with the turn-taking systematic, we conducted an interactive study regarding delay in multi-party videoconferencing . We employed a discussion scenario in which one of
the participants had a moderating role. This setup fosters the emergence of a central conversational role, which we detected by clustering
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participants by their percental speaking time. We showed that active participants were negatively impacted earlier by the delay than
non-active participants. Hence, we are now able to differentiate the
impact of delay on QoE for participants in the same session, based
on their conversational behavior.
Research Question 3: ”Is the QoE of participants related
to their engagement?”
After exploring contextual and behavioral properties of multiparty video-conferencing , we focused on user factors. QoE tries
to capture the appreciation (or annoyance) a user has with a system
or service ,. It is a rather holistic approach that explicitly aims to
capture the relation between system factors and user-specific factors.
The previous research question focused on a factor that directly interfered with the ability to converse. With this research question,
we wanted to investigate the relation of a factor that is not directly
involved in the communication process. We chose engagement (how
deeply participants are immersed in the current task). We hypothesized that engagement would play a role in determining the QoE,
however, it was unclear in which way. More engaged participants
are more annoyed than less engaged participants, as they feel more
disrupted in the conversation. However, the opposite effect was also
possible. By being more focused on the conversation, more engaged
participants potentially pay less attention to the technical aspects.
To examine the relationship between engagement and QoE, we
conducted an interactive study in which we manipulated the videoquality. Besides the QoE ratings, participants also reported their engagement through an engagement questionnaire. The results showed
that higher engaged participants also reported a higher QoE. This
was true for the lowest video quality we presented, even though we
detected that, in this condition, participants adapted their behavior
to the low video-quality.
We showed that the engagement explains many of the differences
in QoE that users report in the same situation. Thus, we know that
engagement, as part of the current state of users, is an important factor in determining the individual QoE. To operationalize this factor
in real world settings, the engagement would have to be determined
with automatic methods, following some of the approaches reported
by the social signal processing community [168, 7, 132].
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Overall Research Question: ”What is the QoE a particular user has in a video-conferencing session?”
In order to estimate the QoE of an individual, we showed that multiple factors have to be considered. We approached this by building
a model including all data from the experiment previously described.
This included the system factors, behavioral data extracted from the
audio and video streams, the reported engagement and further user
aspects, such as age and reported proficiency with video-conferencing
systems. As these are too many features for classical statistical models, we used a feature selection algorithm to reduce the number of
features and compared the performance of different models depending on which kind of features were used. The best model, including 13
different features, had an accuracy of slightly over 60%. The model
thus achieved an accuracy close to the ca. 70% calculated with the
variance component analysis. While different features (depending on
what is available to the system or service ) should be considered for
a model to be implemented in real world settings, this thesis shows
that non-technical factors can and should be used to construct models
that accurately predict the QoE of individual users.

7.2

Future Work

In the course of this thesis, we have conducted a variety and number
experiments, gathered data, observed conversations and talked to
participants about their experiences with video-conferencing. It has
become clear that the fluctuating quality provided by over-the-top
services, together with often complex system setups cause troubles for
users. Video-conferencing is connected with a feeling of uncertainty
that results from these problems. It is no surprise that the greeting
in video-conferencing has moved from ”Hello” to ”Can you see me?”.
In the interviews with participants, it was often hard for them
to specify what kind of quality degradations they typically encountered. But they often remembered vividly particular instances, how
the resolution was simply too low to understand the expression of job
interview partners, how a boring meeting made them realize which
patterns a video codec distorts or the relief they felt when a high
delay was gone.
Studies on QoE are usually conducted with an experimental de-
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sign, meaning that they have a clear set of controlled parameters,
which are set to specific levels (independent variables). User responses are gathered (dependent variables) and various other involved
factors are measured (covariates). This approach enables us to quantify the relationship between independent and dependent variables,
and refine the results with the help of the covariates. It also allows
us to observe closely how participants cope with specific problems,
such as changing their conversational behavior in case of long delay.
However, what is missing is complementary research that explores
the situational context in which such conversations are embedded in
the real world.
This aspect is not about designing more or better scenarios for
the tasks during these studies, it is about the meaning a real conversation has for users. Participants of research studies are relatively
indifferent to the conversation itself. Most of the time they have a
completely external motivation for participating: they are compensated for their efforts. And still, even in this artificial context, we
found that the degree to which participants were engaged in the task
had a significant impact on how they experienced quality.
In this thesis, we showed that user behavior and individual user
factors contribute to a larger part of the QoE ratings than the system factors. We quantified the relationship between some behavioral
factors or user state factors and QoE. While this allowed us to differentiate the QoE each user has and work towards prediction models
that are more accurate, it also shows the limits of what we can understand about the QoE of users from such studies. In the laboratory
environment, we cannot capture the moments when the conversation
was of particular importance to them and it was disrupted by the
quality of the system they were using. Now, one could argue that
it is obvious that if users care more about the conversations they in
turn care more about the quality. But why should we, as evaluators, be concerned with this? The answer is that exactly in these
instances system quality is of crucial importance to the users. These
are the moments they remember when they reflect on their actual
experiences and these are the ones we should try to improve.
The ITU and QoE community has build a comprehensive stack
of rules meant to help practitioners avoid mistakes and keep results
comparable between laboratories. However, many of such studies
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provide results that are on the level of perceptional quality. They
obtain just-noticeable differences for various levels of a system’s parameters. This kind of data can guide the development of encoding
algorithm and help find optimal configurations for a given bandwidth.
Nevertheless, they are also limited to this area; they do not tell us
how to construct the next generation of video-conferencing systems,
as they give little insights on how we can improve the experience of
users in critical situations.
To really improve the current video-conferencing systems we need
to focus on two types of situations: the ones where the quality is
extremely bad and the ones where ample resources are available and
we can deliver exceptional quality. Those peak moments will stay
in the mind of the user. Both situations have particular challenges
associated with them.
Most of the time, bad system quality is caused by factors that
are out of the control of the video-conferencing provider, such as bad
network quality. We probably need new approaches, which bring new
technologies into current systems. As an over-the-top service, if there
is a high delay, the video-conferencing service provider can usually
do nothing. But researchers on social signal processing, for example,
are working on predicting who will speak next [133]. Such guesses
are based on gaze patterns and preparation of the participant by
drawing breath. The service could indicate in the conversation that
a participant wants to speak before he or she actually starts talking.
To focus on situations in which we can provide exceptional quality
for users, we need a better understanding of how users accustom to
quality levels. It is clear that previous experiences are strongly linked
to our expectations and thus to the impression of quality we eventually have. When we look at delay studies conducted in the 90s and in
recent years, we notice that current users seem to be less bothered by
delay [34]. Comparing studies investigating video-qualities show the
opposite effect, older studies with far worse video quality than current systems, achieve, in their respectively highest conditions, similar
excellent ratings than todays system [84, 14, 109]. The reasons for
this are most likely the improved video quality in many areas (such
as HD ready, full HD and ultra HD in the video market) and the
fact that users are generally exposed to higher level of video quality. If a service provider wants to establish itself as a high quality
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provider, it has to provide outstanding quality. The quality needs to
elicit a ”wow”-moment from users instead of a simple ”no problems”description. In the discussion with participants from our studies, we
could see that the expectations and the impressions with the tested
systems had a broad range from ”wow, this was quality like on TV” to
”yeah, that’s how my Skype calls usually go”. Understanding when a
user will be impressed or disappointed with a certain quality is linked
to understanding the base level of quality he or she is used to.
In this thesis we have shown that the current situation and individual preferences play a crucial role in shaping QoE. Understanding
the situational context is currently only operationalized with audio
cues, and limited to for dynamic Goolge Hangout style layouts and
the insertion of comfort noise (gentle noise inserted during silences
to reassure that the connection is not lost). A deeper level of conversation analysis has to be used to understand how serious the impact
of delay currently is. Visual cue extraction is, to our knowledge, not
utilized in any current video-communication system, even though the
importance of the video channel differs greatly between and in conversations. In some instances, the video channel is hardly ever looked
at because participants are involved in other activities that need their
visual focus. On the other hand, there are moments when things are
presented directly into the camera, getting the full attention of every
participant.
To achieve an understanding of the QoE an individual has, it is
necessary to take into account the individual preferences, the current
state of mind and idiosyncrasies of the user besides the situational
context and the ongoing behavior. This seems to be an opportunity
for platform operators that do not only provide video-conferencing
services but also other services, such as social networks and videostreaming services. Both Facebook and Google have integrated videoconferencing services and a vast knowledge of activities and preferences of their users. Based on the experiences we made in improving
our models with the small amount of data we gathered from our trials, this approach could work for building accurate models that give
a very detailed insights into the users’ QoE.
However, if we have the integration of situational context, behavioral cues and individual aspects, conferencing systems will still face
situations in which the network will experience fluctuations under
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which no satisfactory quality can be provided. In many of the situations we observed during our trial, it could be imagined for the system
to provide explicit mechanisms that would alleviate the task at hand.
Many participants stated that when they experience severe quality
degradations for some time, they often reschedule their conversation
if possible. The explicit turn-taking mechanisms we observed could
be aided with explicit support in the tool, with the possibility to
hand over turns and indicate the wish to talk. Similarly, in the Lego
task, participants struggled to make out the small details of the Lego
model. Here, an ”object presentation mode” that would show the object presented to the user in high quality would provide the needed
details, even if with a long delay and out of sync with the audio.
The last years have shown that video-conferencing is a technology
that has established itself in people’s daily lives. People use the
existing infrastructure with their computers and mobile devices via
the Internet, in a wide variety of situations and manners. In this
thesis, we have shown multiple approaches on how we can better
understand the actual QoE people are having in these situations and
pointed out how technology can be improved with the help of these
insights, with the ultimate goal of being able to have trouble-free
conversations over distance.
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